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Abstract

This thesis explores the integration of work practice and system design in deliberating upon how to
increase the sensitivity of system design towards everyday work practice. The attempt to make work
practice  visible and intelligible for system design necessarily relates to two very different bodies of
knowledge:  the actual work activities and knowledge of practitioners, and what is considered
relevant information for  requirements analysis in system design. The strategy of this work comprises
the integration of  ethnographically informed study of work practice and participatory design by
drawing on the longitudinal  fieldwork of studying technologically mediated radiology work and
promoting work practice based  participatory design interventions into technology projects in the
clinic of radiology. The adopted  theoretical attitude of interweaving construction and reconstruction
necessitates questioning and  reconfiguring some of the taken-for-granted assumptions of disciplinary
dichotomies and conventional frames  of reference both with regard to ethnographic traditions
focused on current practices as well as  technology-centered and future-oriented system design.

Radiology, with its ongoing and complex transition from film-based to digitally mediated work,
has provided the concrete setting for thinking about the relations between researcher, designer and
work  practice practitioner in an attempt to find ways in which to sensitise system design towards
everyday work  practice. Establishing the relevance between ethnographic findings of work and
design specifications  requires a reformulation of work practice that appreciates the everyday fluency
of work practice and  recognises the endogenous change for the needs of system design. The
possibilities of extending the  multivoiced expertise prevalent in participatory design with an explicit
interest on emic-etic views and  knowledges inherent within ethnographic traditions is explored
through reflecting on the changing researcher  knowledge and location. The reflections are also used
in developing a tool for work practice oriented  participatory design and in constructing the role of
participant interventionist. Through mutual exploration  and constructive collaboration of
ethnographic and participatory design traditions as well as scrutiny of  actual design sessions, the
dimensions of analytic distance, horizon of work practice transformations and  situated generalisation
are put forward as general interactions of work practice sensitive participatory  design.

Keywords: ethnomethodological ethnography, video-assisted fieldwork, participatory sys-
tems analysis and design, appreciative intervention, video collage, participant intervention-
ist, emic-etic views, partial and situated knowledges, radiology, CSCW



 Preface 

As far as I can recollect, my interest in the complicated relations between work practice 
and system design dates back to my experiences during the first years of university 
studies while I was also working part-time in a bank. As a summer apprentice I had taken 
care of one particular account, namely debt collection. I had learned how the account 
worked and about the typical errors that occurred. I had got used to dealing with the 
branch offices when the account had to be balanced once a month. During the winter, 
when a new system had been introduced for managing this account, I was summoned, in 
my capacity as a student of computing, to help with the problems in implementation, and 
eventually also redesign. This was the first time that I found myself acting as a mediator 
between the actual practice and system design.  

After these initial experiences my path has been winding. I started to feel somewhat 
uneasy with my own field of study, especially after challenging my own perspectives 
during a year of travelling around the world. I questioned some of the prevailing, taken-
for-granted assumptions in my own discipline. For instance, in my graduate thesis I took 
up nothing less than “the views on human-beings“ in Information Systems. I also sought 
familiarity with other fields by taking up different optional subjects until I found 
sociology and women’s studies.  

As my scope of contacts and network of people broadened, I discovered with relief 
that I was not the only “difficult person“ posing critical questions, and was encouraged in 
my inclination to interdisciplinarity. Some time and maturing of thought have, however, 
been needed before I have been able to find alternatives and more deliberately give 
directions to my own path in research. Plenty of people have taught me different things 
and influenced my work in various ways. In the following I would like to acknowledge 
them.  

First of all, I am very grateful to two people who have been most important for this work. 
Kari Kuutti, my formal supervisor, has made room for me in the Department of 
Information Processing Science during these years and he has encouraged me to “go 
international“ already from the beginning. When I started my post graduate studies Kari 
was involved in the ESPRIT project called COMIC through which I also got a peek into a 
large international project and a chance to meet interesting researchers. 



Marja Vehviläinen started as my “informal mentor“, as she calls herself, less than a 
year ago. As I had come to appreciate her solid work and candid ways of doing research 
as well as got to know her kind person, I dared to approach her with the scribbly draft that 
contained just about everything I had been working on in the past six years. 
Understandingly and supportively she taught me to see multiple layers in my work and by 
that means to organise my writing. Without the discussions with Marja and her insightful 
comments, this introduction would be but a pale shadow of what it is now. 

An essential part of this thesis is the empirical work carried out in the field of radiology. 
In many ways the fieldwork has felt as the best time that went into this study. When 
Samuli Saukkonen first told about the inkling of a possibility for research collaboration 
with the Clinic of Radiology at Oulu University Hospital, I had no presentiment of what a 
unique opportunity for a longitudinal series of fieldwork phases would unfold. I 
gratefully acknowledge Jarmo Reponen for his enthusiasm for and pioneering work with 
digital radiology. I thank Ilkka Suramo and Osmo Tervonen for allowing me to work in 
the clinic, and having so much faith in my work as to employ me as a researcher for my 
longest stay in the clinic. Eero Vierimaa is thanked for the permission to carry out 
fieldwork at the Kuusamo Primary Care Center.  

I want to express my deepest gratitude to the staff of the radiology departments, both 
in Oulu University Hospital and Kuusamo Primary Care Center, who so graciously let me 
into their working lives and everyday practices. I also want to thank the necessary few 
who made me understand that my access and presence was not and should not be taken as 
self-evident. It is not possible to name all personnel with whom I have worked, but to 
mention only a few and through them extend my gratitude to the others: Pirjo Alaperä, 
Kari Forsman, Eero Ilkko, Marita Jokela, Virpi Karhula, Antero Koivula, Marjatta Kristo, 
Kari Kylmäniemi, Sinikka Lehto, Seppo Lähde, Maire-Liisa Mattila, Salme Meriläinen, 
Liisa Miikki, Liisa Niemelä, Airi Ojala, Eija Pääkkö, Marjatta Rydman, Maija Väisänen 
and Tuulikki Vääräniemi. I also want to thank the personnel of the involved IT compa-
nies, especially Petri Satokaski of Acta Systems Oy and Mauri Drufva of Finnelpro Oy 
for participating in the teleradiology phase, and Tapani Kunnas of Sectra-Commit Oy for 
participating and collaborating in the PACS phase. 

As a novice it was of great value to have a more experienced fieldworker to work with. 
Juha Pihlaja did not have an easy job because as much as I wanted to learn as much I also 
questioned what he had already started to take for granted in fieldwork as he had taken 
part in several Developmental Work Research projects. A special thanks to Juha is in 
order. In the phase of experimental teleradiology fieldwork I was accompanied by Sari 
Tuovila who completed her research apprenticeship course through participating in the 
fieldwork. Warm thanks to Sari who got involved in her tasks more than the study credits 
would have required. Kari Kuutti is thanked for co-facilitating the workshops and being 
available when seniority was needed, for example in negotiations with the clinic. 

To counterbalance the solitude of analysis and to challenge the bias of an individual 
researcher, I have sought to carry out collaborative analysis of video recordings with 
different groups of people. The opportunity to review some of my videotapes of 
radiologists’ image interpretation work with Charles Goodwin at an early stage in 1995 
gave an exceptional chance to learn from and to train my analytic eye with a very 



experienced video analyst. Though the session was brief it encouraged me to carry on, 
and I also thank Charles for the support that continued in the form of e-mails. During 
1995-1997 I participated in the analysis sessions of a multidisciplinary group of discourse 
researchers at Oulu University where also my data was collaboratively worked on. 
Especially I am grateful to Pirkko Raudaskoski and Paul McIlvenny for creating such a 
lively, friendly and constructive forum. 

Within my home department I organised video analysis sessions of radiology work, 
and I want to thank the colleagues who participated: Marjo Favorin, Antti Juustila, Kari 
Kuutti, Tonja Molin-Juustila, Tuomo Tuikka and Sari Tuovila. I owe a special thanks to 
Marjo who also worked with me on the initial analyses of the workshops. Collaboration 
with the University of Karlskrona/Ronneby has provided several opportunities for joint 
analysis, both in connection to my visits and the Roulu-project. I owe my thanks to 
Monika Alriksson, Bo Helgeson, Yvonne Dittrich, Antti Juustila, Timo Petman, Kari 
Rönkkö, and Berthel Sutter. 

Later on, as my interest came to comprise also the use of video in system design, I 
have been fortunate to collaborate with Peter von Savigny from the University of 
Hamburg who shares the fascination for the integration of video-assisted ethnography and 
participatory design, and with the former participants of the User-Centered Design group 
at Danfoss, namely Thomas Binder, Eva Brandt and Jacob Buur, after meeting them at 
the Seattle CSCW’98 Conference. 

I would also like to acknowledge some more institutional bodies that have influenced and 
supported my post graduate studies and research. The Finnish doctoral program in 
information systems has offered opportunities for grasping some of the variety in the field 
and for broadening of views. In the seminars the participants were able to learn from 
visiting international researchers. In one of my first seminars I had the chance to meet 
Lucy Suchman whose work I had discovered earlier and found inspiring. Not purely 
coincidentally, in this particular seminar I also met for the first time in person Marja 
Vehviläinen whose licentiate’s thesis I had just finished reading. 

At the Department of Human Work Science in University of Karlskrona/Ronneby, a 
course called Work Practice and Technology has been organised by Bo Helgeson and 
Jeanette Blomberg for several consecutive years. I was fortunate to participate in the first 
one that took place during the study year of 1997-1998. The course was exactly what I 
had been looking for for already some years. In addition to the organisers, Bo and 
Jeanette, I would like to thank the visiting lecturers John Hughes, Jack Whalen and 
Charles Darrah, as well as the co-participants, especially Gunnel Andersdotter and 
Yvonne Dittrich. Furthermore, I want to express my deepest gratitude to the warm and 
kind people of Ronneby who have always made me feel most welcome.  

During the more recent years, the Information Technology, Transnational Democracy 
and Gender (ITDG) research network funded by NorFa has provided an intellectually 
challenging but also safe forum for exploring issues that in this thesis still remain almost 
silent. Some of the personal contacts within the network were already established in 
Manchester WWC’95 Conference, and the network has provided for new friends and 
colleagues in the area of the Nordic and Baltic countries and Northwest Russia. 
Especially I want to thank Christina Mörtberg and Marja Vehviläinen who have shown, 



by setting an example themselves in choosing alternative paths in research, that it is 
possible to do border crossing and to work within different disciplines. 

On a similar note I would also like to thank Ellen Balka who has, from overseas, given 
encouragement and provided literature for pursuing interdisciplinary work. 

The commentators and reviewers of the original publications are thanked in the respective 
acknowledgements. However, a special expression of gratitude is in order for two loyal 
and enduring peer-commentators, Marjo Favorin and Peter von Savigny. Even after 
changing places of work Marjo continued to read my texts and to pose constructive 
questions to help me clarify my thinking and writing. Peter, in turn, has always provided 
supportive comments and has also painstakingly corrected my grammatical and spelling 
errors. 

Ina Wagner and Jeanette Blomberg, the external reviewers of the thesis appointed by 
the faculty, have provided insightful critique and encouragement which I will value also 
in my future work. Jeanette will be the official examiner in the public defence of the 
thesis. 

I want to acknowledge a few people whose work has been indispensable in the thesis 
process but is not necessarily directly distinguishable in the final outcome. Helena 
Koljonen and Helena Rimpinen transcribed parts of the interview and workshop materi-
als. Both of them are thanked for coping with the often technically imperfect audio and 
video recordings. Laura Tohka, who had a tight time schedule, has flexibly provided with 
improving the English language in this introductory part. Special thanks to her, and the 
responsibility for the remainder of mistakes rests with me. 

I thank my trusted technical support person, Ari Vaulo, for his eternal patience in 
giving advice and providing support with good humor in all sorts of technical questions 
and dilemmas I have been able to create with the not-so-work-sensitive-technologies.  

My warmest thanks go to Marjo Favorin and Tuomo Tuikka, my friends and colleagues in 
the Department of Information Processing Science. It has been important to be able to 
talk about practicalities, to narrate and relate experiences, to air grievances, and to share 
the occasional highlights in the everyday life of doctoral students. Above all, I appreciate 
the emotional support these more or less frequent ‘peer-therapy sessions’ have bestowed. 
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The permissions from the original publishers to reprint the articles is acknowledged. 

The few lines here at the end of acknowledgements cannot enough appreciate the love, 
support and encouragement I have received from my dear partner Hannu, and from my 
relatives and friends. As most of these people closest to me have no share in or care for 
the academics, I shall rather show them my gratitude in person, be it at the sea or inland, 
but in any case with joyous companionship. 
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1 Introduction 

This thesis argues for the importance of work practice in system design and deliberates 
upon how to increase the sensitivity of system design towards actual, everyday work 
practice. It addresses some traditional questions of information systems design and 
research, though in a less conventional way. What is at the heart of this work relates to 
one of the most essential and invariable topics of system design, i.e. how to define what is 
needed in the system and how the system functions. In persisting in the inclusion of 
social concerns alongside of technical matters in what is customarily understood as 
‘requirements engineering’ the thesis joins the research representing many fields of study 
that has raised similar concerns (e.g. Jirotka & Goguen 1994, Thomas 1995, Suchman 
1995b, Holzblatt & Beyer 1995, Robinson & Bannon 1991). 

Work practices have remained invisible in a majority of requirements engineering 
practices in traditional system design (Suchman 1995b, Nardi & Engeström 1999). Even 
in design approaches where the context of system use and work have been considered 
important, interest in work practice has been limited. Typically the emphasis of design is 
so much on technology development that the actual ways in which these technologies are 
used appear less significant. The prevalent future orientation of designing innovative 
technologies refuses interest in the current ways of working. Furthermore, the problem-
solution frame of reference (see e.g. Anderson 1997) directs the scarce attention in work 
towards the difficulties or deficiencies in the existing practices to be cured with new 
technologies whereas the smoothly organising routines and customary everyday practices 
go unnoticed and unsupported. 

There is, however, an increasing recognition that an understanding of current work 
practices would be useful in the design of new technologies and attempts have been made 
to overcome the separation of use and design. Particularly participatory design and 
ethnographic workplace studies have provided alternative ways for making work 
accountable in design (Blomberg 1995). In participatory design user involvement has 
traditionally been relied on to provide for the knowledge and experience of work context 
for design activities (e.g. Muller & Kuhn 1993, Schuler & Namioka 1993, Floyd et al. 
1989, Greenbaum & Kyng 1991). In ethnographic studies of work, in turn, the social 
scientists have brought into design process understanding of the contextual details of 
work and interaction by mediating between worksites and system design (e.g. Blomberg 
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et al. 1993, Blomberg 1995, Button 2000, Crabtree et al. 2000, Hughes et al. 1995, Jordan 
1996a, Rogers & Bellotti 1997). These traditions have only rarely been combined 
(Kensing & Blomberg 1998), but for the study at hand they provide the starting points 
and dialogue partners. 

The strategy of this thesis comprises the integration of ethnographically informed 
study of everyday work practice and participatory design. Work practice, obviously, needs 
to be made visible in the efforts of increasing design’s sensitivity towards it. The ways in 
which people work is not always apparent and too often assumptions are made as to how 
tasks are performed rather than unearthing the underlying work practices (Suchman 
1995a). Making work intelligible for the purposes of system design requires an intimate 
knowledge of and familiarity with the actual practice. Therefore, I have chosen as the 
most essential starting point everyday work practice both for studying the work where 
technologies are used as well as the work of design. I see work practice as a form of 
unfolding activity in actual communities that is concrete and situated, complexly socially 
organised and technologically mediated. The roots for this lie in the traditions of 
ethnographic and ethnomethodological studies of work and in approaches where work is 
seen as technologically mediated activity. 

However, establishing the relations between an ethnographic study of work and design 
specifications is such a complex challenge that simply providing ethnographic findings is 
not enough. It is my contention that more collaborative ways of constructing the 
relevance of work practice for system design are needed. I further argue in Karasti 
(2000), publication number IV in this thesis, that the practitioners’ views are needed in 
this for their professional expertise of everyday practice and their lived experience which 
are hard to match by outsiders in envisioning informed images of future system use 
practices. I have turned to the tradition of Participatory Design (PD) for its extensive 
experience of user involvement in collaborative design. I have been especially interested 
in practitioners’ participation in the analysis of their work which has not received much 
attention in previous studies on the integration of work practice and system design 
(Karasti 2001, publication number V in this thesis). 

The attempt to bridge work practice and system design necessarily relates to (at least) two 
very different bodies of knowledge: the everyday work activities and related knowledge 
of practitioners, and what is considered relevant information for requirements analysis in 
system design. The knowledge that has traditionally been considered legitimate within 
system design is not the knowledge of those who use the technology in their work, with 
the exception of Participatory Design and a few other approaches that have explored more 
multivoiced alternatives. More typically in system design the knowledge of the designer, 
‘from without’ work practice, has been legitimate – authoritative, privileged and therefore 
deeply biased (Vehviläinen 1997, Suchman & Jordan 1989).  

In principle, the entire epistemological and methodological repertoire of investigation 
has been at the disposal of system design, especially with the commonly entertained idea 
of Information Systems (IS) as an interdisciplinary field of methodological pluralism 
(Mumford et al. 1985, Nissen et al. 1991, Lee et al. 1997). This has, however, rarely been 
realised in practice, instead information systems design and research have been confined 
to a limited set of models and methods. Paradigmatic research of system design method-
ologies within information system development (ISD) has revealed an epistemological 
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orthodoxy, and the epistemological assumptions tend to uniformly follow the traditional, 
positivist paradigm (Iivari 1991, Iivari & Hirschheim 1992). There has been no room in 
them for the knowledge of everyday work and practitioners’ experience. Furthermore, 
there is a paucity of studies of system design as practice as much of the research has 
focused on the development of methods or methodologies for systems design (Wynecoop 
& Russo 1995, Nandhakumar & Avison 1999). 

The field of system design has resorted to other disciplines in questions which cannot 
be easily addressed from its confines, such as in questions of human or social nature. In 
turning to other areas of research and theory, one after the other, the idea has been to 
deploy their strengths and adapt their methods to the problem area in question. The 
prevalent stance towards interdisciplinarity in system design is pertinently captured in the 
notion of ‘reference discipline’ (Keen 1980) which indicates any field of study from 
which IS imports research methods, standards of theoretical constructions to solve a 
problem. 

Another implication of the ‘reference discipline’ stance has been the withdrawal from 
engagement in reflecting about the involved epistemological issues in interdisciplinary 
research, i.e. the status of knowledge and the social practices of knowledge creation, that 
are questions which almost without exception are raised in the context of interdisciplinary 
work (Salter & Hearn 1991). Rather than addressing epistemological issues, the tendency 
within IS has resembled the process of ‘fission’, i.e. the breaking down of subjects into 
specialities and subspecialities to deal with certain kinds of issues (Salter & Hearn 1996) 
which has lead to the proliferation of subfields, such as Computer Supported Cooperative 
Work (CSCW), Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), User-Centered Design (UCD), 
Usability, Design of Interactive Systems, just to name a few of interest to the work at 
hand. Consequently, challenging the taken-for-granted assumptions of design from within 
the discipline has been missing, and design has not taken up the project of deconstruction 
in order to be able to reconstruct.  

I have not simply decided to embrace interdisciplinary research, rather the need arose as I 
went on and discovered that this particular topic and perspective of study had been 
neglected in system design. My point of departure for interdisciplinarity has come to be 
the lacunae in research on everyday practice and related research questions, and 
challenging the epistemological orthodoxy and constellation of methods that prevail 
within system design and are insufficient for dealing with everyday practice. As everyday 
work practice has historically been invisible in design, the perspective proposes 
challenges to system design. It suggests the dissolution of the barriers existing between 
designer and user knowledges, and the search for adequate methods to secure the 
inclusion of practitioner and work practice knowledge in design. 

Through reflecting on the researcher location and understanding, which began in 
Karasti (1997a), publication number I in this thesis, as reflections on the gendered 
fieldwork experiences, I explore the possibilities of extending the multivoicedness 
prevalent in Participatory Design with an explicit interest on insider-outsider knowledges 
and views endemic within ethnographic traditions. Since these other knowledges from 
within work practice are not automatically accounted for in the currently accepted notions 
about how design should be conducted, the design process itself needs to be reformulated 
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so that it can encompass the broader range of knowledges. This requires a reformulation 
of how work practice in system design is seen. 

As much as my approach has been about studying and appreciating practice ‘as it is’, 
it has also had an underlying critical tone. In my position and perspective as an insider-
outsider to both participatory design as well as ethnographic traditions, a theoretical 
attitude of interweaving construction and reconstruction has become a part of my work 
and I have questioned and attempted to reformulate some of the taken-for-granted 
assumptions which have often been related to the integration of work practice and system 
design, such as the notions of current practice and change, and the intractable disciplinary 
dichotomies. 

Interdisciplinarity has been intertwined into both my empirical and theoretical work. 
In the empirical work I have combined video-assisted ethnographically informed 
fieldwork of everyday work practices and technologies-in-use with an action research 
oriented participatory design approach while immersed in the ‘real world of work’ (see 
especially Karasti 1997b, publication number II in this thesis). In the action research 
aligned part of my work I have constructed a tool for work practice oriented participatory 
design introduced in Karasti (1997c), publication number III in this thesis. 

During my longitudinal fieldwork spanning a period of four years in the clinic of 
radiology in Oulu University Hospital (OUH) I have had an abundance of possibilities to 
study the complex relations and knowledges involved in the thoroughly technologically 
mediated work practices, and the communities of work engaged in the endogenous 
processes of technology development and procurement. I have particularly been 
interested in exploring the relations between researchers, work practice practitioners and 
designers in the collaborative attempts to sensitize system design towards actual everyday 
work practice. 

One controversy has paramounted in this thesis: how to account for and appreciate the 
actual existing work practice in the development of new technological systems that 
necessarily also transform the work practice. This controversy has proved an interesting 
challenge that conceals a profound dilemma of paradigmatic importance. It may seem, at 
first, very contradictory to insist to appreciate existing work practice when dealing with 
the innovation of new information technology and the taken-for-granted inclination to 
change that goes with it. On the other hand, information technology is so flexible and 
malleable by nature that it can be designed and redesigned to comply with work practice 
throughout its development, implementation and use. This intricate complexity has led 
me to reflect upon the relations of ethnographic traditions of work research that 
appreciate existing practices and system design approaches that are technology-centered 
and future-oriented and to build bridges between them (Karasti 2001, publication number 
V in this thesis). 

1.1  Research interest and questions 

This thesis embraces my two research interests: the attempt to increase the sensitivity of 
system design towards actual everyday work practice and the necessarily interdisciplinary 
nature of this integration.  
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The integration of work practice and system design addresses, on one hand, what kind 
of knowledge and understanding is used in the instances of analysis and design in 
practice, and on the other hand, the questions that are seen as relevant to integration and 
related assumptions of theoretical disciplines. In this work that has explored the relations 
between research(ers), work practice (practitioners) and design(ers) these two levels 
have necessarily been intertwined.  

Everyday practice as a starting point poses profound challenges. Due to the 
complexity and many-facetedness of the research interest I have studied the intricate 
relations of work practice and system design from several perspectives. The question of 
knowledge has travelled as a common denominator throughout the multiple levels of 
research.  

− From the perspective of work practice I have looked at concrete technologically 
mediated work in an attempt to understand and scrutinize it ‘as it is’ and to find ways 
to grasp its everyday fluency and endogenous ongoing change. 

− From the point of view of advancing system design I have worked to develop a tool for 
work practice oriented participatory design with an attempt to integrate ideas from 
both ethnographic studies of work and participatory design. 

− From the perspective of the politics of workplace intervention I have sought 
possibilities for extended expertise in the analysis and development of work and 
technologies used in it through practitioner participation. 

− Having research methods as an angle, I have engaged in exploring and reflecting on 
my own researcher knowledge and location in various phases of the research process 
as one important way of inquiry. 

The thesis as a whole seeks to understand: How to increase the sensitivity of system 
design towards everyday work practice? 
The main topic of inquiry is divided into research questions. As I have explored the 
challenge and prospect of integrating work practice and system design my work has been 
grounded on an empirical study for which the clinic of radiology has provided the 
concrete setting. In relation to clinical radiology work I have examined: 
1. How do the practitioners achieve the endogenous fluency and ongoing change of 

everyday work practice? 
The interdisciplinary nature of the integration necessitates a mutual exploration of 
ethnographic studies of work practice and participatory design. I have been particularly 
interested in how the integration is achieved in and through the actual interactions and 
collaborative activities of participants in concrete analysis and design sessions. Therefore 
I have asked: 
2. What are the relations between researchers, work practice practitioners and designers 

in work practice sensitive participatory design? 
2.1. How to make use of the experiences and location of the researcher in exploring 

the relations between practitioners, designers and researchers? 
2.2 How can the construction of the relations between practitioners, designers and 

researchers be supported? 
2.3 How are the relations between researchers, practitioners and designers co-

constructed in actual practice? 
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The invisibility of work practice poses both an ontological and epistemological challenge 
to ethnographic studies of work as well as system design: 
3. How should the notion of work practice be reformulated to enhance sensitivity towards 

actual everyday work practice in system design? 
4. What kinds of knowledge and whose views of work practice are legitimate in sensitiz-

ing system design to actual everyday work practice? 
5. How is the expertise of system design expanded in participatory design grounded on 

everyday work practice and what possibilities open from there? 

1.2  A guide for the reader and an introduction to the original 

publications 

Writing this thesis has proceeded through three phases. Publications I-III were written 
while I was engaged in empirical work whereas publications IV and V have been written 
some years after finishing the longitudinal study and maturing of thought. This introduc-
tion has been written last, after yet another phase of deliberation. The texts reflect this 
maturing and my growing as a researcher. For instance, by comparing papers I-III with 
publications IV and V one can see how integral the actual practices of work and design 
have become after their initial invisibility.  

On the other hand, the period between the publications also reveals how long it has 
taken for me to learn to write so that the actual practice and the actual people are also 
present in the text. As I have pondered upon what kind of writing would be suitable for 
me as a researcher (cf. Vehviläinen 1993) and for bridging work practice and system 
design, I have worked towards a style of writing that would remain devoted to the detail 
and actual instances of events but also tells the story of the unfolding activities (see 
publications IV and V). 

Furthermore, by becoming acquainted with the problematics discussed in ethnography 
in relation to the crises of representation and legitimation (see e.g. Clifford & Marcus 
1986, Atkinson & Hammersley 1994, Denzin & Lincoln 1994) I have become aware of 
representation in a new sense, such as the representation of the ‘other’ as well as the 
political and ethical responsibilities arising from there. Gradually the considerations have 
made their way into my practices of representation, both literary and video. In texts, 
authenticity is aimed at by providing excerpts of actual instances of work and still images 
of video recordings. In doing so I have also attempted to give a voice to the ‘others’, 
although after the actual instances of videotaped activities I have been the principal 
analyst and author. 

This introduction attempts to make visible and describe the practices of ‘others’, i.e. 
radiology practitioners and the participants of collaborative design sessions. Thus the 
research question number 1 about practitioners achieving the endogenous fluency and 
ongoing change of everyday work practice is explored throughout the introduction 
(chapters 2-5), as well as in publications I, IV and V. Publication II describes the video-
assisted ways that I used in studying the technologically mediated work practice of 
clinical radiology. 
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This introduction also aspires to make visible my own research practice. It starts by 
explicating my starting points in work practice and system design as well as the research 
setting in clinical radiology work in chapter 2. The applied research approach is 
introduced and proportioned with three other research approaches that have also worked 
on bridging work practice and system design. In relation to research question number 2.1, 
I reflect on my experiences and location as a researcher as part of the exploration on the 
relations between researchers, practitioners and design(ers) in bringing together work 
practice and participatory design. These deliberations began already in publication I. To 
address the research question number 2.2 I describe the work of constructing a tool for 
work practice oriented participatory design in chapters 3 and 4. Publication III introduced 
the first ideas for the practical design tool. 

The end of chapter 4 describes through the analyses of actual design activities how 
practitioners find their ways in co-constructing the relations of work practice and system 
design, thus addressing research question number 2.3. The actual design activities are 
elaborated in the two most recent publications: publication IV describes the interplay of 
participants’ views in the co-construction of shared understandings of radiology work 
practice and teleradiology design issues, and publication V identifies the dimensions of 
interaction through which this co-construction takes place.  

Chapter 5 discusses the ways through which sensitivity towards everyday work 
practice in system design can be increased. It assembles together the explorations of and 
outcomes for research questions 1-2 and invites into a dialogue the other approaches to 
bridging work practice and system design introduced in section 2.4. Finally, chapter 6 
brings together and discusses the responses for research questions 3-5 on the ontological 
and epistemological issues relating to the integration of work practice and system design 
that have been dealt with throughout the thesis. 

The original publications form a mosaic of my interdisciplinary interests. They have been 
written about the same phase of research but to different audiences and research 
communities. Thus they offer different perspectives into the experimental teleradiology 
project but are also partially overlapping.  

Publication I describes my early reflections on researcher location through gendered 
fieldwork relationships and encounters, the multiplicity of fieldworker roles in participant 
observation and involvement of the action research type, partial situated views of work 
practice and power-related discourses, and attachment and ethical accountability of the 
fieldworkers. It also makes visible the supportive work that goes into assuring the 
everyday accomplishment of the teleradiology service which otherwise might have 
remained unattended. An example of dispersed image articulation work illustrates the 
importance of analysing and articulating also supportive work as a legitimate starting 
point for design considerations.  

Publication II describes the various uses of video in studying teleradiology work and 
system redesign: the recording of work activities during fieldwork, the stimulated recall 
interviews carried out during the fieldwork, the more detailed interaction analyses of 
video recordings, the preparation of video collages to be worked on in the workshops and 
the video-based workshops themselves. It discusses the potentials of video as a medium 
and tool from the point of view of joining together work practice analysis and system 
design. 
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Publication III was directed to an audience of interactive system design. It introduces 
the principal ideas of collaborative video-based WPASED (Work Practice Analysis, 
System Evaluation and Design) workshops. Bridging analysis of work practice and 
system design in the workshops was aimed through careful consideration of multiparty 
participation with special regard to the practitioners’ situated points of view, the activities 
of analysis, evaluation and design reflecting the perspectives of practice, research and 
design and the shared object of collaborative activities, namely the representations of 
work practice in form of video collage. 

Publication IV examines the collaborative activities of radiology practitioners, 
designers and fieldworker/researchers in a work practice oriented multiparty design 
intervention. Through an example of image comparison in radiologists' image interpreta-
tion the participants can be seen to co-construct shared understandings of radiology work 
practice and teleradiology design issues. The emphasis is on ontology and epistemology 
as the focus is especially on how the participants’ views and understandings are at 
interplay in the collaborative activities of analysing existing work practices, evaluating 
the experimental system and envisioning a future teleradiology system and work practice. 
The possibilities opening up from the integration of work practice and collaborative 
design are discussed in terms of gravitation to actual work practices and practitioners' 
participation in the workshops. 

Publication V continues analysing the same workshop. The elements of interaction that 
created the possibilities for the co-construction of work practice issues as relevant design 
considerations are identified and discussed as opportunities for analysis and intervention. 
The elements are then joined into three dimensions of interplay that systematically 
integrate systemic analysis and appreciative intervention. These three dimensions, namely 
the analytic distance, the horizon of work practice transformations and the situated 
generalisation, reformulate new conceptualisations of what the integration of work 
practice and participatory system design is all about. It is suggested that these dimensions 
call into question some of the taken-for-granted assumptions and commonly forwarded 
intractable disciplinary dichotomies and contribute more generally to bridging work 
practice and participatory system design. 



2 Bridging work practice and system design 

The medical field of radiology has offered an interesting field to study the relations of 
work practice and system design because it has always been intensively technologically 
oriented, the mediating medium of work has historically been film, and currently 
digitalisation of images and computerisation has begun. Yet the modern medical setting 
with the prevailing trends of increasing (sub)specialisation together with associated 
technologies and centralisation of expertise (Strauss et al. 1985, Atkinson 1995) has also 
been a particularly demanding area to study everyday work. 

This chapter introduces the setting of clinical radiology in which this work has been 
carried out (section 2.1) and describes my starting points in work practice (section 2.2) 
and system design (section 2.3). Three approaches to bridging work practice and system 
design are briefly presented (section 2.4) before positioning my research approach of 
exploring the integration of everyday work practice and participatory design (section 2.5). 
Lastly, the empirical work conducted through a longitudinal series of fieldwork phases is 
set forth together with describing radiology work in two different technological settings 
to illustrate the actual practice that was studied (section 2.6). 

2.1  Research setting in clinical radiology 

I have carried out empirical work in the field of clinical radiology1. Radiology is a branch 
of medicine (see e.g. Standertskjöld-Nordenstam et al. 1998, Sutton 1988) that started in 
1895 when Professor W. C. Roentgen discovered X-rays (Blume 1992). Ever since, 
radiology has been concerned with the use of radiant energy in the diagnosis and 
treatment of disease. The basic purpose of medical radiology is the demonstration of 
human internal anatomy, physiology and, above all, pathology (Sutton 1988). Radiologi-
cal imaging produces such information in pictorial form that cannot be acquired by any 
                                                           
1 There are not many studies available about present-day radiology work practices. A well-known 
exception are the studies on CT technologies ‘occasioning’ change in radiology work conducted by 
Barley (1986, 1988b, 1988c, 1988a, 1990a, 1990b). An appropriate starting point for a layperson is 
offered in a magazine article that reports a day in the work of a radiology department (Brice 1997).  
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other non-invasive medical means. Therefore it has been said that radiology has revolut-
ionized medical diagnosis by enabling a look into the human body previously accessible 
only during surgery (Barley 1990a). 

Radiology as a diagnostic field had to have a role created within the medical system in 
order for it to become a part of the diagnostic routine. The diagnostic value of the 
roentgenograph had first to be appreciated, and this was itself a complex and protracted 
process as Pasveer shows in a study of how images were introduced and made sense of in 
interpretation and medical thinking around the turn of the century. (Pasveer 1989.) 
Simultaneously professionalisation within the field took steps towards specialisation. 
Physician-radiologists became to secure an exclusive license to interpret images and the 
‘productive’ and ‘interpretive’ expertise within radiological labour became segregated 
(Blume 1992). Currently, the occupations in radiology units, naturally, are a great deal 
more varied. 

In the early days of radiology, X-ray machines had to be placed in the hospitals as they 
were too expensive and cumbersome for the local doctor's clinic. Separate departments of 
radiology were established, and the influence of their activities spread to almost every 
other department of medicine. (Bronzino et al. 1990.) Within hospitals, centralised 
departments of radiology are still built enveloping the high cost technologies and the 
special medical expertise of the personnel to produce services within medical institutions. 
For example, the Clinic of Radiology with its five specialised departments provides 
radiological examinations and consultations to other medical units within the Oulu 
University Hospital and the hospital region. As OUH, with a staff of 3000 and all medical 
specialities, is the northernmost of the five university hospitals, the Clinic of Radiology is 
the consultancy center for an area covering half of Finland (Karasti et al. 1998).  

Unlike most medical specialities, the development of radiology has always been 
inextricably bound to technical innovation (Barley 1988a). The development of non-
invasive tools for visualizing anatomical structures and disease processes while posing 
minimal risk to the patient has been given a high priority (Bronzino et al. 1990). In the 
early years most technical change came to radiology as incremental improvements to 
existing machines and techniques, but in the 1970’s a stream of new computerised 
imaging modalities began to infiltrate radiological work, e.g. ultrasound (US), computed 
tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)2. 

At this time the field of radiology is going through an intensive period of transition. 
Interpretive diagnostics have been changing since the 1970’s requiring radiologists to 
master new languages of diagnostics because new imaging modalities depart radically 
from the conventional radiology of X-rays (Barley 1988c). Recently, the entire radiology 
work practice has been challenged by the notion of ‘filmless radiology’ (e.g. Siegel 1997, 
Bick & Lenzen 1999) promoted by the increasing digital imaging and technology driven 
computerisation in the field. The awaited filmless radiology (cf. paperless office), i.e. 
fully digitalised radiological services, has been realised only in few radiology units world 
                                                           
2 Blume has studied the ‘careers’, i.e. the social processes of technological development and 
diffusion, of ultrasound, thermal imaging, computed tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging 
(Blume 1992). Yoxen describes a case study of early stages in the origination of the ultrasound 
scanner (Yoxen 1987). Præstholm gives an extraordinary account of the origin and development of 
diagnostic radiology as illustrated in postage stamps (Præstholm 1997). 
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wide whereas the use of film for printing, interpretation and storage has largely remained 
in the everyday radiology work. 

I have encountered the clinic of radiology in Oulu University Hospital (OUH) in 
similar circumstances. The specialised roentgen departments house all modern imaging 
modalities and the number of examinations with computer-based modalities had steadily 
increased. However, observation of everyday radiology work only served to confirm that 
all examinations in all roentgen departments were still printed on film and the most 
pervasive, ubiquitous material used was film.  

During the years of my fieldwork the clinic began – besides the conventional use of 
film – to experiment with computerised systems based on digital imaging, first with 
teleradiology3 and then with Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS)4. In 
this thesis I draw especially on the experimental teleradiology project. The project was 
significant as it was the first occasion of clinical work that broke away from using film. 
During the trial only digital images were transferred for consultation from Kuusamo 
Primary Care Center and the teleradiologists in OUH performed image interpretation 
using solely digital images displayed on computer screens. After the trial period 
multiparty workshops were organised that attempted to combine analysis of actual work 
practice, evaluation of experimental system-in-use situations and redesign of the 
experimental system. 

The workshops gave the professional designers the first opportunity to familiarise 
themselves with the everyday radiology work practice although the initial design for the 
pilot system had been somewhat participatory in nature, i.e. the design team had 
consisted of radiologists, technical and management personnel in addition to professional 
designers. Two of the designers described their comprehension of radiological image 
interpretation: “I’ve never seen” and “I suppose too little”. These comments are by no 
means unique, rather they tell about the more general dilemma of the invisibility of work 
that predominates in the field of information system design. 

2.2  Work practice 

This section explicates and illustrates what I mean by the everyday work practice that I 
have chosen as the most essential starting point for this study. 

Work practice in this thesis accounts for the concrete and mundane activities of 
practitioners as they are encountered by the members of work communities in the 

                                                           
3 Teleradiology refers to one of the most rapidly expanding fields of telemedicine. The idea of 
teleradiology is to transfer images to share radiologists’ expert knowledge regardless of 
geographical distances. Teleradiological applications range from basic level consultations between 
non-specialists in primary care units or regional hospitals and specialists in hospitals to second 
opinion consultations between (sub)specialists in university hospitals with a possibility for 
additional clinical consultation. 
4 PACSs (Picture Archiving and Communication Systems) are directly connected to the modalities 
producing digitalised images, and they are intended to be used for the retrieval, presentation, 
archiving and communication of medical images via a data network. 
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everyday settings. The interest is particularly in the processes of interaction between 
practitioners and their use of the material media and tools as well as technological 
environment in the collaborative activities of producing intelligibility and interpreting 
meanings to be able to carry out their everyday work.  

My interest in everyday work practice is different from the social theories that also 
deal with practices and use them as a starting point for social structuring and theory 
building (e.g. Giddens 1984, Smith 1988) as I do not extend my analysis to social 
theorising but rather remain on the level of theories of technology and work research. 
Research with similar interests in work practice has been carried out in studies that 
intertwine work practice and system design, especially within the field of CSCW (e.g. 
Suchman et al. 1999, Suchman & Trigg 1991, Goodwin & Goodwin 1997, Hughes et al. 
1992), and can also be found in collections such as Greenbaum & Kyng (1991), Chaiklin 
& Lave (1993), Button (1993), Engeström & Middleton (1996) and Resnick et al. (1997). 

The example below concretises my take on work practice by presenting an instance of 
everyday work in one of the radiology departments in OUH that was observed early on in 
the fieldwork. The extracts5 outline and illustrate work activities as concrete and situated, 
which means that work activities occur in particular places in actual organisations and at 
particular times. Work practice is further characterised by describing the complex social 
organisation, technological mediation, knowledge and meaning as socially constructed, 
and the intertwined nature of the unfolding activities in which all these aspects are joined. 

Airi, a radiologist, has performed a CT-examination on a patient who has had a persistent 
pulmonary problem. She has asked a more senior radiologist, Eeva-Liisa, to join her for 
the image interpretation. The consultation takes place in front of an alternator which Asta, 
a developer6, has prepared for the image interpretation session. She has mounted some 
films on the light panels, organised the patient materials in the patient examination folder 
(PEF) accompanied by the patient’s film file (see Table 1, Picture A, p. 27).  

The session starts with the radiologists reading through the request to find out the 
specific question formulated by the admitting clinician (Picture B and Transcript B, p. 
27). They then search for some additional images of previous X-ray examinations in the 
patient’s film file. As they find the appropriate films they mount them on the light panels 
(Picture C and Transcript C, p. 28). 

With the films of previous X-ray examinations displayed Airi and Eeva-Liisa position 
themselves side-by-side in front of the light panels with their bodies aligned towards the 
mounted films. Eeva-Liisa orientates by finger pointing Airi’s attention to the images 
she’s reading and describes verbally the considerations that are substantial for diagnosis. 
They establish an understanding of how the patient’s pleural fluid has developed over a 

                                                           
5 The transcript extracts aim to concretise the unfolding character of actual work activities but use 
no particular notation as such precision is not needed here for the purposes of raising the desired 
issues. 
6 Developer as a job title is a remnant from the times before daylight printing devices when films 
were developed in dark rooms. As daylight printing devices were introduced, the developers’ tasks 
were transformed. The tasks of the occupation have changed as in the current practice they take 
care of the film logistics, but the title has remained. In the following this job title will be referred to 
as “film developer” in distinction from the job title of system developer. 
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period of time and clarify what they should be looking for (Picture D and Transcript D, p. 
28). 

The light panels are changed and Eeva-Liisa continues systematically directing the 
interpretation through the images of the patient’s previous and current CT-examinations. 
They agree that there continues to be pleural fluid on both sides. Airi poses a tentative 
cause for the pleural fluid (“impaired heart functioning”) and as they try to find an 
explanation for the fluid they go back to some of the images and discuss the diagnosis 
(Picture E and Transcript E, p. 29). 

Elsi, a roentgen-nurse, comes up from a CT-scanner to ask Eeva-Liisa whether the next 
neurological patient to be examined should be prepared for the injection of contrast 
medium. Eeva-Liisa concedes as she glances through the request that Elsi holds out for 
her to read (Picture F and Transcript F, p. 30). 

As Elsi withdraws the radiologists quickly conclude the diagnosis and Eeva-Liisa 
hastens over to the CT-scanner. Airi finishes the case at hand by dictating a report. As she 
summarises the interpretation she refers to the patient materials on table and the films on 
the light panels (Picture G and Transcript G, p. 30). 

Table 1.  An instance of everyday radiology work practice. 

 

Picture A. Asta, a film developer, mounts films on light 

panels for the radiologists’ image interpretation session. 

 

Picture B. Two radiologists, Eeva-Liisa and Airi, read the 

request. 

Transcript B: 

Eeva-Liisa: Well, what do we have here? 

Airi: A by-pass has been done … before that has had a stroke, viscous pleurisy on the left and … 

Eeva-Liisa: Difficulty in breathing … biopsy. Are there any X-ray images? 
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Picture C. Radiologists search for and mount X-ray 

images. 

Transcript C: 

Eeva-Liisa: (Takes a film from the table) Here is an eighteenth of July, what is it like? It is like that. (Takes 

another film). This has been taken the twenty-first of July.… let’s mount this on the light panel (rises and 

mounts the film).  

Airi: (Takes a film from the film file) Here is another, a fifth of August. 

Eeva-Liisa: (turns to Airi) Is there? 

Airi: Yeah, but it’s a side view. 

Picture D. Radiologists interpret X-ray images. 

Transcript D: 

Eeva-Liisa: And there it’s been like that (points along arrow 1 and taps on the image) and then in that (shifts 

to point along arrow 2, then withdraws her arm) side view it’s been about the same, so there’s not much 

difference, maybe it has diminished a bit from there. 

Airi: Yeah (nods). 

And a couple of utterances later: 

Eeva-Liisa: Well, this (points along arrow 3) may be what they want us to look at. 
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Picture E. Radiologists interpret CT images. 

Transcript E: 

Eeva-Liisa: There it’s done with contrast medium (points at a film depicted by arrow 4) in 21.7.94 when 

there has been pleural fluid on both sides, and not much else. 

Airi: Hmm (looks at the images displayed on the upper light panel and nods).  

And a couple of utterances later: 

Eeva-Liisa: And then today this has been done without contrast medium. Here’s probably the same finding 

(points at film depicted by arrow 5. Airi looks at the same film and glances at the film depicted by arrow 6, 

then returns to look at film pointed at by Eeva-Liisa). Has the pleural fluid diminished? It has diminished 

from here (points at film depicted by arrow 6. Airi looks at it again). Maybe it has diminished here, but I 

think there is more here (Eeva-Liisa points at a film depicted by arrow 7).  

Airi: Yhmmmm (nods). 

Eeva-Liisa: Don’t you think (continues to point at film depicted by arrow 7)? 

Airi: Yeah. There’s more on the left (shifts her gaze a couple of times between the films depicted by arrows 

6 and 7 and nods). 

Eeva-Liisa: On the left. It has increased there but, but, (points at film depicted by arrow 8 and continues 

gesturing at four images on the last two rows of the film. Airi follows Eeva-Liisa’s gestures and looks at the 

images). Well, no lumps have appeared there or anything like that. 

Airi: Yeah (looking around the films). 

A while later: 

Airi: Has this been caused by impaired heart function (….) 

Eeva-Liisa: Well… no. (Both keep looking at the films). At least it doesn’t really look like being so (…) the 

heart is big though, but I don’t think this plethora is in any way (points at a film depicted by arrow 7) very 

prominent, well there may be something messy there but not so very much. There’s been some fluid here too 

at that time (points at a film depicted by arrow 6) as you can see in those CT images but… 

Airi: Yeah. 

Eeva-Liisa: I mean the parenchyma certainly looks somewhat messy so it’s not quite normal, but whether it 

was caused solely by a heart condition or not it’s hard to say. 

Airi: Hum… 

Eeva-Liisa: Surely it’s partly possible.  
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Picture F. A nurse steps in to ask a question. 

Transcript F: 

Eeva-Liisa: ... there are no tumor alterations ... 

Elsi: A back examination ... should we inject this one beforehand? 

Eeva-Liisa: I suppose you could have a venous cannula prepared. 

 

Picture G. Airi dictates a report. 

Transcript G: 

Airi: Dictating, dictating, Airi [surname], of [patient’s name and social security number], pulmonary HRCT 

and CT, colon, pleural fluid found on both sides, comma, on the right side pleural fluid has diminished in 

comparison to previous… 

2.2.1  Social organisation 

Here the analysis of work practice as complexly socially organised begins from the point 
of view of the social actors acting in a work environment. By analysing human 
interactions with others and with the material environment the purpose is to elucidate 
what counts as competent practice that encompasses the work. Competent work practice 
becomes manifest in behaviour and activities that rely on a foundation of purposeful and 
mutually intelligible interaction. The everyday intelligibility of social organisation can be 
achieved by identifying and describing aspects of practice in terms that are relevant and 
meaningful to practitioners. As particular behaviors and activities have to be understood 
in relation to how they are embedded in the social and historical fabric of everyday work, 
discerning them as aspects of social organisation may require a thorough familiarisation 
with the work practice. 

In this example Airi has consulted Eeva-Liisa who has more experience in viscero-CT 
examinations. As they sit down Eeva-Liisa says “what do we have here” to commence the 
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session (Transcript B, p. 27). They collaboratively read through the request, occasionally 
uttering aloud some keywords. Eeva-Liisa leads the way in interpreting images (Pictures 
and Transcripts D and E, pp. 28-29). She continually directs Airi’s attention to the image 
she is reading and brings up what is worth noting. Airi occasionally nods or utters 
something to express that she is attentively following. At times they engage in a dialogue 
to clarify something or to establish an agreement. They form a descriptive diagnosis for 
the patient’s condition as nothing conclusive could be found. 

In the clinic of radiology collaborative image interpretation sessions are a regular part 
of everyday radiology work practice, specialists with residents, peers with different 
specialities, and specialists consulting subspecialists for second opinions etc. Not only are 
the collaborative sessions to ensure the best available expertise for each case but they also 
offer possibilities for learning and passing on the interpretive expertise and lived-
experience of seniors. In this particular case Airi learns more about diagnosing this 
particular kind of examinations through an apprenticeship with Eeva-Liisa. 

Another interesting example of complex social organisation of radiology work is the 
subtle intervention by the roentgen nurse to ask a question from Eeva-Liisa (Picture and 
Transcript F, p. 30). The instance makes visible the occupational division of tasks and 
responsibilities in the clinic. Elsi comes over to ask about the next patient’s examination 
because radiologists make the decisions on how the patients are examined as interpretive 
diagnostics is exclusively their field of expertise. Elsi needs to know the type of 
examination as it is her duty to prepare the patient and the equipment for the CT-scanner 
to be able to assist the radiologist during the examination. 

However, what might be even more interesting to note here is how the practitioners 
collaboratively organise their action to get the job done (cf. ‘working division of labour’, 
in which “the separation, individuation and combination of activities is accomplished in 
an accountable way through a collectively developed, negotiated and evolving knowledge 
and practice” (Hughes et al. 1992, p. 117). By coming over and asking about the injection 
the nurse also informs Eeva-Liisa, who is to perform the next examination but currently 
engaged in the interpretation of another case, that the next patient is almost ready, except 
for the possibly needed venous cannula. Elsi implicitly negotiates the schedule with Eeva-
Liisa and allocates various resources, e.g. optimal use of the CT-scanner, care for the 
patient not to have to wait for too long and radiologist’s expertise. As Elsi withdraws the 
radiologists quickly finish the interpretation and Eeva-Liisa hurries over to the CT-
scanner to give the injection and begin the examination. 

2.2.2  Technological mediation 

Seeing work practice as technologically mediated presupposes that work is materially 
organised. By material mediation I refer to the ubiquitous use of paper and paper-based 
mundane artifacts in human activities, or as in radiology work practice the use of film and 
film-based artifacts, which then also become the material for the everyday organisation of 
work. There is a handful of workplace studies that have taken a special analytic interest in 
the material mediation in studying particular mundane artifacts from the point of view of 
system design (Harper & Sellen 1995, Sellen & Harper 1997, Heath & Luff 1996, 
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Hughes & King 1996, Luff et al. 1992, Yates 1989, Suchman & Trigg 1991, Trigg et al. 
1999, Berg et al. 1997, Berg 1998 and Engeström et al. 1988)7. 

The study of work practice as materially mediated recognises the intimate relation 
between work and technology, i.e. that available technologies as well as the material 
mediation on which they are based afford certain resources and constraints on how the 
work gets done. Not only is it important to locate the mundane artifacts and more 
elaborate technologies within the work sites, but also to investigate how they are used, i.e. 
how they become integrated into work through practitioners’ actions (cf. Suchman & 
Trigg 1991, Suchman et al. 1999, Goodwin 1994b). 

The above instance of radiology work takes place on the alternator that is used for the 
interpretation of viscero-CT examinations. Alternators, which are devices that are used 
for the display and short time storage of films, allow the radiologists a relatively 
undisturbed workspace in which they can focus on the images and concentrate on the 
diagnostic interpretation but, should the occasion arise as it did in the above example, 
they can also be easily approached due to their proximal location to the examination and 
imaging devices. The large area of light panels affords for an overall view of images, for 
a rapid exchange of light panels from the alternator magazine used for temporary storage 
of mounted films if they cannot be fitted on one pair of light panels, and for continuous 
juxtaposition of images for simultaneous reading and comparison between images during 
interpretation, though individual images may also be read carefully by moving closer to 
them. The alternator environment affords side-by-side peripheral awareness during 
collaborative image interpretation, i.e. the radiologists can have unhindered access to the 
numerous images arranged on the light panels and stay aware of each other’s orientation. 
As the collaborative process is based on joint seeing, the radiologists meticulously keep a 
mutual focus of attention during interpretation. Airi and Eeva-Liisa take advantage of 
orientation of the body, movements of the head and direction of the gaze, as well as 
pointing and gesturing which intimately intertwine with their deictic talk (Pictures and 
Transcripts D and E, pp. 28-29). Radiologists’ interaction is intimately mediated through 
the films they interpret. 

In image interpretation sessions radiologists need to examine and bring together a 
multitude of patient documents. Radiological images are examined in reference to other 
patient representations which may be other images or medical records. During the 
interpretation process radiologists form spatial associations between the images as they 
have to be ‘connected’ to have meaningful relationships. In a previous article we have 
called this ‘shared interpretation of a space of representations’ (Kuutti & Karasti 1995). 
These spatial associations establish effective cues for recall, allowing the radiologists to 
return to appropriate images as the need arises. 

Another example of the technological mediation of radiology work practice that 
becomes visible in the above instance is an artifact which is pervasive in all roentgen 
departments but so mundane and taken-for-granted that it has no name. I have named it 
patient examination folder (PEF) as it is formed for each patient to be examined by 
collecting her/his patient materials into a plastic folder and made use of throughout the 
                                                           
7 Of great interest for the material and technological mediation of human activity are studies of 
visual representation in scientific practice, e.g. Pickering (1992), Ochs, Jacoby et al. (1994), Latour 
(1994), Lynch (1985). 
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entire examination trajectory (cf. Strauss et al. 1985). The PEF starts out with at least the 
request in it, more materials are added as the examination progresses, in the end it is 
dismantled and the films are returned to the film archives. The PEF affords for flexible 
use of the patient materials in each situated instance of usage. In the above example the 
film developer prepared the PEF by checking that all materials were in order and by 
inserting a small number tag to notify on which light panels the patient’s films were 
mounted as she organised the alternator for the radiologists’ image interpretation session. 
The radiologists consulted the PEF in the beginning of the session to check for the right 
light panels and to read the request (Picture B, p. 27). During interpretation they returned 
to the PEF to reread some segments of the patient’s roentgen history and patient record. 
The nurse used a PEF of another patient when she came over (Picture and Transcript F, p. 
30). She had stripped off all other materials but the ones that the radiologist would need 
in making the decision about whether the examination was with or without contrast 
medium.  

These two examples illustrate how the mundane artifacts and technologies are used 
and gain their significance in everyday radiology work practice. Image interpretation is 
intimately mediated through the material used in imaging. Furthermore, plenty of ‘film 
work’ is carried out to ensure the availability of films along the patient examination 
trajectories. 

2.2.3  Socially constructed knowledge and meaning 

Research that focuses on work practice requires a radical conceptual switch “to seeing 
knowledge and meaning as socially constructed within ongoing communities of practice” 
(Jordan 1996a). This necessitates analysis of everyday work practice from the point of 
view of practitioners achieving competent practice through activities that rely on a 
foundation of purposeful and mutually intelligible interaction. The everyday intelligibility 
becomes manifest, for example, in the analysis of work practice where the practitioners 
can relate the observable activities and events with their own experience of what counts 
as accountable practice, and thus identify and articulate meanings of work as they are 
called in this thesis. 

Furthermore, studying knowledge and meaning as socially constructed necessitates, 
instead of distinguishing between expert and routine work, an investigation of all work 
with regard to the judgement and reasoning required in its accomplishment8. This requires 
exploring the dimension of knowledge that is often labelled ‘invisible’, i.e. tacit, implicit, 
and not easily articulated. “Most of tacit knowledge is not really tacit, but rather codified 
in local practices and communication. As such, it is subject to negotiation, revision, and 
argument. If we think of it as out of the control or conscious attention of scientists, we 

                                                           
8 Ethnomethodological studies of science and technology have revealed, on one hand, the mundane 
activity required for the accomplishment of what has come to be called knowledge work (e.g. 
Bijker et al. 1987, Fujimura 1987, Lynch 1993, Lynch & Woolgar 1990) and on the other hand, the 
judgement and reasoning required for the accomplishment of so-called routine work (e.g. Suchman 
1983, Goodwin & Goodwin 1997, Orr 1990) as pointed out in Blomberg et al. (1996).  
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mystify it and black box it out of our own reach.” (Star 1995, p. 109.) To make the 
invisible visible, to tease out the implicit, complex workplaces need to be investigated for 
the practical task-oriented activities and the competencies in which practitioners co-
construct knowledge and skill by drawing on the social and material resources available 
to them. 

This calls for close observation of everyday work settings rather than interviewing 
practitioners about their work as their accounts may differ from how the work is actually 
carried out. It means finding intriguing and captivating such mundane practices that the 
members of a work community may disregard as taken-for-granted. For instance, with 
regard to the instance above, the radiologists explained to us that the session was 
uninteresting because there were so few findings in the case. Furthermore, the 
practitioners may experience difficulties in trying to articulate the mundane and tacit 
aspects of their work. For example, radiologists’ descriptions of image interpretation 
characteristically omit the detailed texture of the activities involved. As they have learned 
the practice through several years of apprenticeship, by sitting side-by-side and seeing 
together, they are unable to put into words the complex embodied practice and their 
experience, i.e. experiential knowledge that is gathered in and through everyday 
activities. 

By and large the radiologists’ joint image interpretation is a good example of the co-
construction of knowledge and meaning in work because it is exactly the essence of 
cooperative interpretative diagnostics. The work activity is based on an intimate 
sequential examination of relevant radiological images where “everything has to be read” 
followed by a more focussed scrutiny of selected images, such as the ones suspected of 
pathology. In the unfolding process of image interpretation the radiologists draw on their 
knowledge and expertise. Airi knows initially more about this particular patient case as 
she has familiarised herself with the patient records and met with the patient during 
examination whereas Eeva-Liisa has more experience in CT-viscero diagnostics in 
general. Airi offers her initial formulation of the suspect cause for the problem (impaired 
heart function) and Eeva-Liisa considers it but does not find enough evidence for it in the 
patient images. Consensually they arrive at a statement noting the pleural fluid but no 
specific pleural or pulmonary reason for it.  

The session also gave us fieldworkers an early insight of the tacit knowledge which 
film developers employ in their work of ensuring a well-organised material environment 
for radiologists’ image interpretation sessions. It became visible, though indirectly, 
because the radiologists had to do a part of the film developer’s work in midst of image 
interpretation activities. The film developer in duty had not been able to mount all images 
on light panels as usual because the film printer had been out of working order now and 
then during that day. Therefore, the radiologists had to engage in selecting and mounting 
relevant X-ray images by going through the patient’s film file and roentgen history 
(Picture and Transcript C, p. 28). The laborious way in which the radiologists went 
through the films of previous examinations and negotiated their relevance to the 
interpretation at hand made us realise that the work of ‘hanging images’ requires plenty 
of local knowledge, i.e. knowing within a worker’s horizon of relevance additional 
matters not formally available (COMIC Deliverable 2.4 1995) which film developers 
have acquired during years of lived work practice. Ensuring a well-organised material 
environment requires for example knowledge of the images as radiological representa-
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tions, of their relevance to the specific patient case and of the common ways and 
traditions in everyday image interpretation. 

2.2.4  The intertwined character of unfolding activities 

The last point about work practice brings together the above three aspects of everyday 
work with the endogenous course of activities in what is here called the intertwined 
character of unfolding work activities9. It requires attention to the details of how work is 
put together as a gradually disclosing real-time phenomenon and in relation to the 
complex social setting. Under examination is how the complex, ongoing interaction of 
people with each other as well as the use of specific material and technological 
environment become intertwined in the unfolding activities of those practitioners who 
engage in constructing knowledge and meaning as an integral part of their everyday work 
(Suchman & Trigg 1991). The analysis of unfolding work activities thus allows for the 
scrutiny of regular procedure, artful behavior, customary trouble, unique problem solving 
and skillful reorganisation of action. 

The above instance on the diagnostic interpretation of the pulmonary patient describes 
on a rather crude level how the specific social, material and technological circumstances 
come together in the unfolding process of preparing and interpreting patient 
representations, and producing a diagnostic statement in form of a roentgen report. The 
material and technological infrastructure (Star & Bowker 1995, Star & Ruhleder 1996) of 
film-based radiology work practice that has evolved over a hundred years provides for the 
concrete environment. Drawing on her local knowledge the film developer prepares the 
materials in the alternator for the radiologists’ interpretation session (Picture A, p. 27). 
The radiologists embark on a collaborative image interpretation process in order to reach 
an answer to the question posed by the clinician. They employ their professional expertise 
of human internal anatomy, physiology and pathology as well as their practical 
experience in clinical interpretive diagnostics on reading and analysing the unique set of 
patient materials. They adapt their activities to the unfolding course of contingencies, for 
instance, when they find out that all necessary films are not mounted they first hang them 
(Picture and Transcript C, p. 28), and as the nurse approaches them they interrupt the 
interpretation (Picture and Transcript F, p. 30) and only as she leaves they resume 
interpretation to draw it quickly to an end. In order to live up to the need for optimal use 
of the resources which they all know in common, Pirkko hurries over to the CT scanner 
and Airi finishes the case alone (Picture and Transcript G, p. 30). 

Starting with this initial characterisation of work practice I continue to discuss and 
explore the notion of work practice in the context of system design throughout the thesis. 
My aim is to reconsider the notion as an attempt to integrate the ideas of ethnographic 
studies of work with the needs of system design and to reconstruct it so that the 
sensitivity of everyday work practice in system design is increased. 
                                                           
9 Especially the work of Charles and Marjorie Goodwin has made me understand the importance of 
bringing together within an integrated analytic framework phenomena that are typically studied in 
isolation from each other (Goodwin 1994b, Goodwin & Goodwin 1997). 
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2.3  System design 

In addition to everyday work practice, system design comprises another important start-
ing point for this study. This section describes my inclination to two alternative 
approaches within the field of Information Systems (IS), i.e. participatory and feminist 
system design. 

There is an identifiable ‘orthodoxy’ in IS research according to the paradigmatic 
analysis of ‘contemporary’ schools of information systems development (Iivari 1991). 
The dominant orthodoxy is characterised by, for example, the view of information as 
descriptive facts, an information system as a technical artifact with social implications, a 
structural view of organisations, positivist epistemology, a means-end-oriented view of IS 
Science and values reflecting organisational and economic goals (ibid.).  

In delineating my approach to system design I have turned to approaches that provide 
alternatives to the prevailing mainstream of information systems development (Iivari & 
Hirschheim 1992, Iivari et al. 1998). In this process two issues have paramounted: taking 
into account everyday work practice and transgressing the separation of use and design, 
for which I have turned to two specific approaches, namely Participatory Design (see e.g. 
Schuler & Namioka 1993, Muller & Kuhn 1993, Trigg & Anderson 1996, Greenbaum & 
Kyng 1991, Floyd et al. 1989, Bjerknes et al. 1987, Ehn 1988) for its particular interest to 
care for the work context, and feminist information system development (see e.g. Green 
et al. 1993, Vehviläinen 1997, Mörtberg 1997, Berg 1996, Webster 1995, Balka 1997a) 
where the one-sided design expertise has been problematised, and the separation of use 
and design has been questioned.  

These traditions recognise that design is a social process that is fundamentally about 
intervention to create change and respect the right of practitioners to have a direct 
influence on the decisions that affect their working lives. Consequently, system design is 
not perceived merely as a matter of professional designers creating innovative computer-
based technologies but as a collaborative effort to design both technical and work systems 
where the participation of intended users is considered one of the fundamental 
preconditions. 

I have promoted Participatory Design (PD) throughout my involvement with the clinic 
of radiology; the professional designers involved in the various projects have not been 
proponents of PD. In studying the technology projects I have questioned and recon-
structed what needs to be taken into account in the development, procurement and 
implementation of information systems. My intention has also been to contribute in a 
direct and immediate manner to designing the technical and organisational systems of the 
work community. I have attempted to influence within individual projects of technology 
development by seeking for and developing alternative ways of intervening (cf. Gärtner & 
Wagner 1996). 

2.3.1  From work to work practice orientation in participatory design 

PD approaches have traditionally cared for and emphasised work relevant issues. 
However, the essential work concerns such as work place democracy, quality of working 
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life, and worker skills, may have emphasised the political nature of work more than the 
actual ways of working. Furthermore, in PD the focus has been on designing systems 
where the commitment is to design technical and organisational systems that are 
informed by and responsive to people’s everyday work practices, but there is no explicit 
interest in studying work practice per se. An understanding of the working practices of 
end users may emerge but it is not a goal of the project (Blomberg 1995). Fairly recently 
PD researchers have started to explicitly incorporate analyses of existing work practice 
into the design projects thus making a more deliberate attempt to understand everyday 
work practice (e.g. Mogensen 1994, Bødker et al. 1993, Simonsen & Kensing 1994). I 
also have an explicit interest in actual work practice and I argue for grounding all design 
activities on an analysis of everyday work activities. Technology design proceeds together 
with work design. 

2.3.2  Direct multiparty collaboration with extended practitioner 

participation 

Bridging work practice and system design in actual practice involves consideration of 
issues of collaboration, for instance, who participates and in which collaborative activi-
ties. The traditional way of carrying out participatory design is through direct and 
unmediated collaboration of workers and designer/researchers, increasingly also with 
other members of the organisation, such as managers in the MUST method (e.g. 
Simonsen 1994). 

The rationale for user participation has varied over time and across approaches, from 
political or representational correctness to more neutral formulation of active collabora-
tion of users and designers. PD projects have varied with respect to how and why workers 
have participated. Worker participation may have been limited to providing designers 
with access to workers’ skills and experiences without having a say in the decision 
making (e.g. descriptions of their current work practices and testing/evaluation of 
technology). Other projects have been committed to cultivating the possibility of real 
worker influence over the direction and outcome of the technology design effort. 
(Greenbaum 1996.) As ethnographers have come in contact with system design, the 
typical way to organise working together between practitioners, fieldworkers and 
designers has been collaboration where ethnographers have acted as mediators between 
use and design communities (e.g. Hughes et al. 1992, Bentley et al. 1992, Blomberg & 
Trigg 2000).  

In my work the aim has been to create possibilities for and to facilitate direct 
multiparty collaboration between practitioners, designers and fieldworker/researchers. In 
accordance with the emphasis on work practice my rationale for practitioner participation 
has been formed into covering all situated views from within the actual everyday work 
practice. The extended practitioner participation involving all occupational groups to 
collaborate in the design activities challenged the politics and realities of the prevailing 
occupational stratification coupled with peer-socialisation typical in medical work 
organisations. For example, participation in the initial design team of the experimental 
teleradiology project had been limited to radiologists, medical ‘techies’ and professional 
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designers. The inclusion of other occupational groups into the spheres and activities of 
new technology turned out to be a political issue and the multioccupational cooperation in 
system development was considered extraordinary. 

In relation to the technology projects in the clinic of radiology I have encouraged 
extended practitioner participation in analysis of work practice, evaluation of 
technology-in-use and (re)design of technology. My starting point has been that active 
practitioner participation in the analysis of work and technology use raises the practitio-
ners’ awareness and criticalness of the suitability and usefulness of the technologies-in-
use for actual work to be carried out rather than merely adjusting and accommodating to 
the rigidities of technologies. This, naturally, has required providing for such possibilities 
where the practitioners have been able to step outside the everyday immersion in work to 
analyse it, e.g. stimulated recall interviews and work practice based design workshops. 

2.3.3  Knowledge and expertise 

The attempt to bridge between work practice and system design in actual technology 
development situations necessarily relates to (at least) two very different bodies of 
knowledge: the everyday work activities and related knowledge of practitioners, and what 
is considered relevant information for requirements analysis in system design.  

In PD the valued expertise of work has been seen as the workers’ craftsman’s skills 
learned in practices and thus impossible to be accounted for without the presence of the 
workers themselves (Ehn 1988). Therefore, direct user involvement has been trusted to 
bring workers’ skill and expertise of work into design processes. Interestingly enough, in 
some approaches that have attempted to integrate ethnographic studies of work practice 
and system design, an explicit distrust to user participation has been expressed (e.g. 
Hughes et al. 1993) as is elaborated in section 5.3.1.1. 

In PD, due to different areas of expertise of workers and designers, mutual learning 
(see especially Utopia (Bødker et al. 1987) and Florence projects (Bjerknes & Bratteteig 
1987)) is an important part of “collaboration as a team of different experts” (ibid., p. 325) 
within specific design projects, i.e. design professionals learn about the actual use context 
and workers about possible technological options. In fact, there remains a remarked 
distrust in PD that any user surrogates or representations of work could provide for the 
skilled craftsmanship and tacit knowledge that are seen to comprise the essence of work 
(Ehn 1988, Kyng 1991, Kyng 1995). Conversely, it has been pointed out that the 
comprehension of work as skilled craftsmanship may, in fact, have mystified workers’ 
everyday work and black-boxed related tacit knowledge out of the reach of 
researcher/designers (see e.g. Strauss 1988, Star 1991b, Star & Strauss 1999). As an 
example of this is given that there have been no attempts to conceptually model or 
articulate work (Iivari & Lyytinen 1998). 

From another point of view, the taken-for-granted design expertise of professional 
designers has been questioned (e.g. Vehviläinen 1997). It has been indicated that system 
design is inevitably political as all design is in/for someone’s interests (Suchman 1994a). 
The privilege of professional designers, far away from the actual sites of work to have the 
authority to design systems that are likely to change the work and life of workers is called 
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into question (ibid.) and the legitimation of the everyday knowledge and expertise in 
system development has been argued for and emphasised (e.g. Suchman & Jordan 1989). 
For example, Vehviläinen has encouraged office workers in a study circle to make 
analyses of their work and thus take their expertise as the starting point for work and 
technology design (Vehviläinen 1991). 

In fieldwork it has been challenging to promote everyday work practice as legitimate 
in/for system development in the technology projects within the clinic of radiology. It has 
not only implicitly questioned the sole expertise of the design professionals and the 
medical personnel responsible for the technology decisions, but even more provocatively 
it has questioned the traditions of medical expert knowledge and the taken-for-granted 
organisational hierarchies of expertise and power prevalent in medical institutions. In 
relation to system design these hierarchies of expertise and power were manifest in such 
aspects as who was supposed to participate in the technology development/procurement 
and for whose work the systems were designed. As already mentioned, only the 
radiologists, medical ‘techies’ and professional designers were seen as legitimate 
participants in technology development and the inclusion of other occupations was not a 
straight-forward issue. Furthermore, and also partly as a result of the previous point, both 
the teleradiology and the PACS systems were mainly developed for radiologists’ work 
whereas supportive work was scarcely thought about except in relation to automation. 

The issues of everyday knowledge and work practice experience have been central to 
my work. My interest has especially been to explore how to integrate ethnographic 
understandings of everyday work practice and the multivoiced expertise typical of PD 
approaches. 

2.3.4  Developing tools and techniques for collaboration in design 

The development of tools and techniques has been a key focus in PD (Kensing & 
Blomberg 1998). Typically the tools and techniques promote a practice where researchers 
and professional designers are able to learn about users’ work, where both technology and 
work organisation are in focus, and where users are able to take an active part in 
technology design, especially through informal cooperation between users and designers 
(e.g. Bødker et al. 1993, Muller 1991, Wall & Mosher 1994, Kensing 1998). Increasingly 
techniques that use fantasy and imagined futures have become favored, e.g. organisational 
games, Future Workshops, mock-up design and cooperative prototyping. Though 
developing a single PD method has not been the aim, some groups have systematized 
their design practices into a coherent ensemble of tools and techniques, e.g. the MUST 
method (Kensing et al. 1998a), Contextual Design (Beyer & Holtzblatt 1998) and 
Cooperative Experimental Systems Development (Grønbæk et al. 1997). 

I have also developed a tool for work practice oriented participatory design and 
organised multiparty workshops in relation to the experimental teleradiology system 
project. My concern was with contributing to the further development of the experimental 
system by making visible and accountable for design the actual system use and the 
emerging teleradiology work practice. Therefore, the foremost idea was to ground all 
workshop activities on an analysis of existing work practice. 
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2.4  Approaches to bridging work practice and system design 

This section describes some of the variety in which the integration of work practice and 
system design has been addressed in current research and introduces three approaches 
that have most influenced the study at hand.  

The bridging of work practice and system design is increasingly addressed in literature 
(for reviews and discussions see e.g. Blomberg 1995, Plowman et al. 1995, Anderson 
1997, Schmidt 2000). The obvious diversity reflects differences with regard to the 
disciplinary backgrounds of the involved researchers and their take on the nature of 
interdisciplinary working, in how closely aligned they are with system design, and to the 
larger contexts in which the research has taken place. 

In some of this research ethnographical fieldwork is employed to develop 
understandings of the situated use of particular technologies at the conceptual stage or at 
the design requirements analysis stage or maybe evaluating existing technologies to 
improve their design at the evaluation stage (Nardi & Miller 1990, Nardi & Johnson 
1994, Lewis et al. 1996, Blythin et al. 1997, Ramey et al. 1996). The objectives of the 
studies are set chiefly by the needs of the design orientation and the role of workplace 
studies for is seen in terms of a method for data collection feeding into the requirements 
engineering process (Sommerville et al. 1993).  

However, a critical awareness towards treating ethnography as a mere observational 
method for requirements engineering is increasing. The critics argue that regarding 
ethnography as another method for data collection is a severe misconception (e.g. 
Anderson 1994, Anderson 1997, Button & Harper 1996, Nyce & Löwgren 1995). They 
stress the explicitly analytical mentality, interpretive relation to the subject matter and 
representational tradition in ethnography which are left aside with the misunderstanding 
of ethnography as a mere informational input for design. 

Another part of this research could be characterised as basic research, i.e. studies on 
the use of various technologies for work that have been primarily concerned with 
revealing interesting social phenomena and/or conceptual and theoretical concerns (e.g. 
Wynn 1979, Suchman 1983, Suchman & Wynn 1984, Luff et al. 1992, Sharrock & 
Anderson 1994, Bucciarelli 1995, Henderson 1991, Star & Ruhleder 1996). The findings 
of these studies have characteristically been positioned relevant to ongoing debates within 
or between the social sciences, and also with design itself. These studies most typically 
proceed relatively unencumbered with the problems of design. (Anderson 1997.) Some 
projects have been initiated without a specific design agenda but have later laid the 
groundwork for a series of design oriented projects, i.e. the study of air traffic controllers 
(Harper et al. 1991), the study on ground operations at an airport (Brun-Cottan et al. 
1991, Suchman 1993), and the study on the use of workflow technologies in the 
production printing industry (Bowers et al. 1995).  

The influence of these studies on system design has been significant and the most 
important contributions so far have been theoretical (Schmidt 2000, Anderson 1997, 
Plowman et al. 1995). Some of them have played an important role in shaping the agenda, 
concerns and central questions of CSCW, most recognisably Suchman (1987). Others 
have contributed to the conceptual foundation of CSCW, e.g. articulation work (Gerson & 
Star 1986), peripheral awareness (Heath 1991), working division of labour (Hughes et al. 
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1992, Hutchins 1990). Over time these studies have incited and inspired design 
professionals to explore ways in which to take into consideration the theoretical concepts 
in the development of CSCW technologies. 

In addition to the above lines of research that largely conform to their respective 
disciplines, the interdisciplinary collaboration has provocatively been addressed by a 
vocal yet scattered agglomeration of researchers through attempts to bring together and 
reconcile the theoretical perspectives and core precepts of the involved disciplines, i.e. 
(ethnomethodological) ethnography and system design10. These discussions have resulted 
in vehement debates about the discrepancies between the disciplines (e.g. Grudin & 
Grinter 1995, Bader & Nyce 1998, Simonsen & Kensing 1998, Button & Harper 1996) 
and revealed certain disciplinary dichotomies, e.g. descriptive vs. prescriptive, rich 
descriptions vs. notational formalism, particular vs. general, concrete vs. abstract, present 
vs. future, understanding vs. intervention. 

Some of the debate has been insightful and stimulating, but the level of theoretical 
stipulation has made the incongruities and discrepancies between disciplines seem most 
intractable (Shapiro 1994). In general the discussion has resulted in misdirected and 
inadequate characterisations of what is at stake in the integration of ethnography and 
system design (Anderson 1994). 

The following three approaches have engaged in empirically exploring the actual 
practices of bringing work practice and system design together. 

2.4.1  Ethnography informing design 

A significant line of pioneering studies to bring ethnography into the design context was 
carried out in the COMIC project (Computer-based Mechanisms of Interaction in 
Cooperative Work, EU Basic Research Action 6225, 1993-1995)11 and the research has 
continued by the Computer Supported Cooperative Work Research Centre (University of 
Lancaster). They have explored the ways in which micro-sociological insights gained by 
ethnomethodological ethnography can be used in software engineering. Rather than 
aiming at a comprehensively transformative take on design, the interest has been 
incremental. Hence, research has been focussed on how ethnographic studies of work can 
be used in specific contexts to inform the design of specific information systems. The 

                                                           
10 Maybe the most radical theoretically based approach to address the fundamental issues of 
integration comes from the protagonists of technomethodology (Button & Dourish 1996, Dourish 
& Button 1998). Technomethodology refers to neither ethnomethodology nor design but an 
extensive reconsideration of the design process. It suggests a new area of research, equally radical 
in its consequences for both its parent disciplines. As an endeavour to develop a form of 
technological design that is fundamentally grounded in the understandings employed by 
ethnomethodology, the technomethodologists seek a new position in the relationship between 
ethnomethodology and computer science, to allow ethnomethodology to determine, respecify, and 
reconceptualise the foundational elements of system design. 
11 See http://www.comp.lancs.ac.uk/computing/research/cseg/comic/ for information and 
publications. 
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series of research projects include the domains of air traffic (Harper & Hughes 1993, 
Hughes et al. 1993, Hughes et al. 1993), system design (Hughes et al. 1994), the police 
use of IT (Shapiro et al. 1991), and the financial sector (Rouncefield et al. 1994). 

A practical approach has been adopted to address the problematics of ethnography and 
system design working together, for example in terms of different traditions and practices 
of communication and representation (e.g. the incommensurability of the rich 
descriptions of ethnography and the formal notations of design), real-world restrictions 
on resources in design projects, and of the ethnographer’s role in design as a project 
management issue. Based on the empirical research projects four roles in which 
ethnography can contribute to understanding the domain of application and relating the 
understanding to designers in various phases of the design cycle have been suggested: 
concurrent ethnography, quick and dirty ethnographic study, evaluative ethnography and 
re-examination of previous studies (Hughes et al. 1994). 

The ways of integration are based on the idea that professional ethnographers would 
take care of the analysis and mediation between the workplace and the system design 
community while designers would make design decisions depending on the 
ethnographers’ explications of work in direct input to a requirements analysis. Conse-
quently, it has become important to secure ways for effective communication between 
ethnographers and designers. Communication and dissemination of information would 
typically take place in ‘debriefing meetings’ where the designers asked questions of the 
ethnographers who act as user representatives (Hughes et al. 1993). 

The dissemination of ethnographic information has been further facilitated by 
developing support for the structuring of fieldwork observations and records, such as a 
framework for the analysis of work practice to be presented in a more designer-friendly 
form (Hughes et al. 1997) and a software technology solution called Designers’ NotePad, 
to render fieldwork notes into a more design relevant form (Twidale et al. 1993). 

The stance on working together in this approach could be characterised as ethnograp-
hical studies being considered of critical value in making visible the ‘real world’ aspects 
of a work setting, and holding that determining the implications of an ethnographic study 
is a design question. It is argued that the production and integration of ethnographic 
materials into design can best be achieved through the collaboration of professional 
specialists because of the very different nature of the exercises of design and fieldwork. 
Consequently, the collaboration of ethnographers and designers relies on disciplinary 
division of labour. 

Interdisciplinary integration is seen as a functional activity where the existing 
disciplinary categories remain unchallenged, fundamental questions can be avoided and 
specialisation is championed (Salter & Hearn 1996). Ethnography has been contracted to 
the role of informational input, and the analytic aspirations of ‘innocent’ ethnography 
have made room for a more ‘informed’ inquiry conscious of the design problematics. This 
has lead to critical reflections of the challenge and changing role of ethnogra-
phy/ethnographers when in contact with design (Shapiro 1994, Hughes et al. 1991). 
Curiously enough, the critical reflections on the part of ethnography have struck no 
responsive chords in the involved design community and the work has been continued 
along similar lines after the project (e.g. Viller & Sommerville 1999, Crabtree et al. 2000, 
Hughes et al. 1999).  
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2.4.2  Ethnography infused into a repertoire of Participatory Design 

methods 

Another line of research integrates ethnographically informed studies of work with 
Participatory Design (see e.g. Muller & Kuhn 1993, Schuler & Namioka 1993, 
Greenbaum & Kyng 1991, Floyd et al. 1989, Ehn 1988). Although the Scandinavian PD 
approaches have traditionally emphasised work relevant issues, it is only recently that 
ethnography has been incorporated explicitly into design projects (Blomberg 1995) as 
traditionally users have been relied to provide enough knowledge and experience of work 
context to design. In the perspectives and field techniques of ethnography the PD 
community has found “a resource for methodological sustenance or even empirical 
descriptions of work” (Dourish & Button 1998, p. 407).  

Participatory design approaches have increasingly started to include ethnographically-
inspired fieldwork methods, such as open ended interviews and participant observation, 
into a repertoire of more traditional PD techniques, such as scenarios, mock-ups, 
simulations, future workshops, organisational games, and cooperative prototyping (see 
e.g. Bødker et al. 1993), to gain insights into the work practices and to create shared 
views on the work (Kensing & Blomberg 1998). The inclusion of ethnographic methods 
has been attempted both by engaging designer/researchers in fieldwork (e.g. Bødker et al. 
1993, Bardram 1997, Kensing et al. 1998b), and by incorporating professional 
ethnographers into design projects (e.g. Christensen et al. 1998, Crabtree 2000, Büscher 
et al. 1999).  

There is, naturally, variation between the heterogeneous PD approaches in their 
adoption of ethnographic insight. With its long-standing traditions in prototyping, the 
Cooperative Experimental System Development approach (CESD) at Aarhus University12 
has integrated work analysis into collaborative prototyping by coupling prototyping 
experiments to work-like situations and use scenarios (Bødker & Grønbaek 1991, Bødker 
& Grønbæk 1991, Mogensen & Trigg 1992, Grønbæk et al. 1997). It is seen that a 
sufficient understanding of the current work practice is needed for provoking practice, i.e. 
to be able to present alternative possibilities within that practice. As change is the overall 
objective, collaborative analysis is directed towards investigating current practice in 
relation to possible changes by challenging the established work practice. (Mogensen 
1994.) 

The researchers of the MUST program at Roskilde University13, in turn, have inte-
grated ethnographic fieldwork techniques into the collaboration of users and 
designer/researchers in the early phases of system design (Simonsen & Kensing 1994, 
Kensing et al. 1998a). The approach makes a distinction between abstract knowledge and 
concrete experience in three domains of discourse which are the users’ present work, new 
system and technological options. Ethnographic fieldwork methods have been used to 
learn about the users’ present work in particular work settings with a special emphasis on 
gaining an understanding of practitioners’ concrete experience. 

                                                           
12 See http://www.daimi.au.dk/DEVISE/main/index.shtml for information and publications. 
13 See http://www.must.ruc.dk/ for information and publications. 
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The interest in ethnographically informed participatory design approaches has simply 
been on joining ethnographic methods with other PD techniques to create a context for 
design instead of addressing the more fundamental issues of interdisciplinary integration 
(for an exception see Crabtree 1998). “While ethnography and intervention contrast in 
terms of their basic approaches and intended results, we have experienced that at a 
practical level, combining the two approaches and iterating between them has been an 
effective way in learning about the organisation and has been an important resource in 
generating realistic visions of future use of technology” (Kensing et al. 1998b, p. 266). 
Some studies have taken a look at what actually takes place in prototyping sessions 
(Trigg et al. 1991, Bødker & Grønbæk 1996). 

2.4.3  Reconstructing work practice and technology development 

The last line of research portrays a comprehensive and influential research programme 
that was recently summarised in a retrospective account of the work carried out at Xerox 
PARC by a group of ethnographers and computer scientists working in the area of Work 
Practice and Technology (Suchman et al. 1999). For two decades they engaged in 
research a programme aimed at reconstructing technologies as social practice. They have 
seen the reconstruction as two interrelated projects: one is based on the anthropological 
tradition and calls for “making sense of what we have” and the other is more reformative 
with an agenda of “remaking what we have into something new” (ibid., 393). 

The projects have been realised in three lines of research. First, they have carried out 
critical analyses of existing technical discourses and practices in the production of new 
technologies that have raised fundamental questions and reconceptualised central 
concepts of technology design (Suchman 1987, Blomberg 1987, Blomberg 1988, Orr 
1990, Suchman 1994b, Suchman 1997).  

The second line of research comprises studies of work and technologies-in-use with an 
interest in developing new ways of theorising the social and material organisation of 
everyday practice. They have explored in detail specific multiactivity, technology and 
document intensive forms of work, especially those that are in transition from paper-
based to increasingly electronic media. Studied worksites include, e.g. administrative 
office (Suchman 1983, Suchman & Wynn 1984, Blomberg 1987), a law firm (Blomberg 
et al. 1996, Blomberg et al. 1997), a metropolitan airport (Suchman & Trigg 1991, 
Suchman 1993, Suchman 1997, Suchman 1996a) and the headquarters of a state 
transportation department (Trigg et al. 1999). 

Third, they have investigated productive ways of relating work practice studies and 
technology design (Blomberg et al. 1993, Blomberg 1995) by addressing the practicalities 
and politics involved. By reconceptualising and restructuring the ways in which work and 
technology design are done they have carefully developed alternative, work-oriented and 
cooperative ways to intervene into the processes of professional technology production, 
such as Work-Oriented Design and case-based prototyping (Blomberg et al. 1996). 

Work-Oriented Design projects have integrated studies of specific worksites with 
cooperative development of prototype systems. Detailed understandings of today’s 
workplaces, i.e. how people work using both existing and prototype technologies, form 
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the basis for an exploration of future technologies and practices. The researchers have a 
commitment to a close collaboration with individuals from particular worksites. They 
have sought proactive ways of conducting fieldwork, for instance, by creating 
possibilities for practitioners’ involvement in using case-based prototypes to evaluate new 
technology potentials within actual use environments but have been restricted with 
regard, for instance, to bringing practitioners and designers into direct collaboration 
(Blomberg & Henderson 1990, Blomberg et al. 1997).  

Case-based prototypes are artifacts that incorporate actual materials from workers in 
the sites of technology’s intended use. They are used as a way to support the imagination 
of future work practices in cooperative prototyping; they convey design ideas while 
maintaining their relation to work practices. In addition to providing for a possibility to 
iteratively gain user input throughout implementation, assessment and redesign, the 
prototypes also offer chances for discussion and mutual learning. The case-based 
prototypes offer potential future directions to be assessed in actual work and in relation to 
other technologies-in-use because individual technologies ‘add value’ only to the extent 
in which they work together in effective configurations. (Blomberg et al. 1996, Blomberg 
1998.) 

Another challenge in attempting to create a work-oriented design practice has been to 
develop innovative ways of making insights from research projects available to product 
development (Blomberg et al. 1996). The researchers have been committed to finding 
ways to engage the designers directly in exploring the implications of their field studies 
and prototypes for development projects (Blomberg et al. 1996, Blomberg & Trigg 2000). 

2.5  Research approach and process 

My work of exploring the integration of everyday work practice and participatory design 
builds upon the research carried out in the approaches introduced in the previous section 
and attempts to continue and contribute to the interdisciplinary endeavour. This section 
describes the research approach at which I have arrived but which was not yet apparent in 
the first publications of this thesis. 

My research approach is interdisciplinary (section 2.5.4). The research process has 
been a combination of both empirical investigation of being immersed in the ‘real world 
of work’ as well as analysis and theoretical reflection. In the empirical work I have 
combined video-assisted, ethnographically informed fieldwork (section 2.5.1) with action 
research oriented participatory design approach (section 2.5.6). My theoretical approach 
has been inspired by the ethnomethodological perspective of studying everyday work 
practice and technologies-in-use (section 2.5.3). The theoretical reflection has included 
analyses pertaining both to the actual interaction and concrete activities (section 2.5.2) as 
well as the members’ views on their work, to make sense of radiology work and system 
design, self-reflective deliberations of researcher location (section 2.5.5), and, naturally, a 
continuous dialogue with research in the topic area. 
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2.5.1  Video-assisted, ethnographically informed study of work practice 

To investigate the relations of work practice, system use and design I have adopted an 
approach that could be characterised as video-assisted, ethnographically informed 
investigation. Ethnographic traditions14 hold that immersion and participation in others’ 
social worlds are essential for developing an understanding of what the world looks like 
from the point of view of the persons studied (e.g. Agar 1986, Hammersley & Atkinson 
1995, Denzin 1997). Accordingly, in attempting to understand what happens in mundane 
work practice I have seen it of utmost importance to study people acting and interacting 
in the context of their everyday work. Fieldwork has enabled me to learn firsthand about 
the practitioners’ world of work, i.e. how they carry out everyday work, how they talk at 
work and about their work, and the ways in which circumstances affect their conduct.  

Video-assisted fieldwork has become used in ethnographic workplace studies in such 
settings where asking questions and observation is not enough (Blomberg et al. 1993, 
Jordan 1996a, Brun-Cottan 1996). Video recording can be used to complement and 
extend conventional methods for data gathering when it is impossible to capture and 
preserve the richness of the phenomenon under study without augmenting the human 
observational capabilities. The use of video in fieldwork allows for creating a stable data 
corpus. Video data provides a rich and relatively permanent primary record available for 
an unlimited number of (co-)viewings. Video captures complex data and therefore it is 
particularly useful in settings where dense, concurrent dialogues and activities take place. 
Video provides access to behavior that would remain invisible without replay technology. 
Repeated viewings and possibilities to play the tapes in slow or accelerated motion in 
analysis allow for exposing otherwise invisible phenomena and patterns of activities. 
Furthermore, video, by recording events as they happen, allows to counteract certain 
observer bias, such as highlighting particular aspects of work while passing over others. 
Video recordings also assist in avoiding the say/do problem by approximating the nature 
of direct observation of what ‘really’ happened rather than people’s recollections and 
opinions of events. (Jordan & Henderson 1994, Jordan 1996a, Ruhleder & Jordan 1997.) 

The above general characteristics of using video in fieldwork made it suitable also for 
the study of radiology work. First, radiology work is especially complex in its pervasive 
and intensive technological mediation, instances of professional peer communication, and 
interactions between practitioners and technologies. Further, in radiology practice there 
are activities that unfold so fast and are so complex that they become understandable to 
an outsider only when carefully viewed and analysed in detail after the actual activity is 
over.  

                                                           
14 Introductions to the sociological antecedents of ethnography can be found in Hughes et al. (1993) 
and COMIC Deliverable 2.4 (1995) as well as to the anthropological ones in Jordan (1996a) and 
Blomberg et al. (1993). 
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2.5.2  Interaction Analysis 

For the detailed analysis of video materials I have turned to Interaction Analysis (Jordan 
& Henderson 1994) which is an interdisciplinary method for the empirical investigation 
of interaction.15 It has been used in combination with ethnographic fieldwork16 (Suchman 
& Trigg 1991, Ruhleder & Jordan 1997) and it has proved a powerful tool in the inves-
tigation of human activity, particularly in complex, multi-actor, technology-mediated 
work settings. Its roots lie in ethnography, sociolinguistics, kinesics, proxemics, and 
ethology, but it has been shaped most consequentially by conversation analysis and 
ethnomethodology (Jordan & Henderson 1994)17. 

Interaction Analysis depends on the technology of audio-visual recording for its 
primary records and on playback capability for their analysis. It consists of the in-depth 
micro-analysis of how people interact with one another, their physical environment, and 
the documents, artifacts, and technologies in that environment. As video provides process 
data rather than snapshot data, Interaction Analysis allows to expose mechanisms and 
antecedents of activities. It looks for orderliness and patterns in people’s routine 
interactions, and operates at a finer level of detail than conventional ethnographic 
observation. In Interaction Analysis the bias of an individual analyst is counteracted both 
by challenging preconceived notions in multidisciplinary group analysis and repeatedly 
viewing the tapes that give access to members’ categories and world views (Jordan & 
Henderson 1994, Ruhleder & Jordan 1997.)  

I have used Interaction Analysis to gain more in-depth understanding of radiology 
work, especially of image interpretation and for the analysis of participants’ activities in 
the workshops. And I have come to complement the researcher-only analyses with 
sessions where practitioners also participate in analysis, e.g. stimulated recall interviews 
(see section 3.2.3). 

2.5.3  Ethnomethodologically inspired 

Ethnographic fieldwork has been used by a variety of theoretical perspectives, e.g. 
structural functionalism, cultural and cognitive anthropology, ethnomethodology, critical 
                                                           
15 As an example of the diversity of approaches in video analysis: in an ACM CSCW’98 conference 
a panel called "Six Readings of a Single Text: A Videoanalytic Session” six researchers with 
different theoretical backgrounds and with extensive experience in using video analysis in the study 
of collaboration presented their analysis and findings of a pre-selected segment of videotaped 
activity. 
16 For the integration of ethnographic and interactional analysis see e.g. Moerman 1988 and Hopper 
1990/1991. 
17 Another approach to interaction analysis with influences from conversation analysis and 
ethnomethodology is institutional talk (e.g. Drew & Heritage 1992) which, however, did not seem 
suitable for my purposes as it was too focussed on the interaction of practitioners/professionals and 
lay persons in the borders of institutions whereas my analyses were of professionals’ peer-talk deep 
within institutions. 
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theory and post modernism. Consequently, the justification of ethnography is marked by 
philosophical and theoretical diversity rather than consensus. I have turned to the insights 
of ethnomethodology (e.g. Coulon 1995, Livingston 1987, Garfinkel et al. 1981, 
Garfinkel 1972, Sharrock & Anderson 1986, Lynch & Peyrot 1992, Heritage 1984) 
because I have been especially concerned with the mundane ways in which practitioners 
organize their unfolding work activities and make sense of the material and social world 
around them – as I have already explained in relation to my understanding of work 
practice in section 2.2.  

Ethnomethodology studies the common-sense resources, procedures, and practices 
through which the members of a culture produce and recognise mutually intelligible 
objects, events, and courses of action. It stresses that social actions and social 
organisation are produced by knowledgeable agents who guide their actions by the use of 
situated common-sense reasoning. Rather than treating the achievement of social 
organisation as given from which the analysis of social structure could proceed (to which 
ethnomethodology, in fact, emerged as in reaction), ethnomethodological research is 
directed at the hidden social processes underlying that achievement. (Heritage 1991, 
Feldman 1995, Holstein & Gubrium 1991). 

Ethnomethodological studies of everyday life have made major contributions to our 
understanding of work in a variety of organisational settings (e.g. studies of work 
(Garfinkel 1986), science (Lynch 1993) and technology (Button 1993)) as they have pro-
vided detailed, naturalistic accounts of competent occupational practices by addressing 
the ‘just whatness’ of work (Atkinson 1988). 

2.5.4  Interdisciplinary working 

I subscribe to ethnomethodologically informed ethnography and participatory design 
without being a ‘true’ member of either community. I have served an apprenticeship in 
both of them through practical fieldwork and education/training to develop the necessary 
sensitivity to their ‘registers’ (Salter & Hearn 1996). This kind of ‘interdisciplinary 
position of an outsider’ and the possibility to engage in exploring the insider-outsider 
views may offer insight that is not available to the regular community members by 
allowing one to see what others take for granted (ibid.). 

I have considered it necessary to address fundamental issues also by questioning 
epistemological and ontological issues in the integration of work practice and system 
design, instead of being satisfied with only borrowing methods, categories through which 
Salter and Hearn distinguish between conceptual and instrumental interdisciplinarity 
respectively (1996). In engaging in conceptual interdisciplinarity that has taken place 
‘within one researcher’ (Salter & Hearn 1996), I have been confronted with two kinds of 
fundamental examination. First, I have had to question my own assumptions and ways of 
thinking, and secondly, I have questioned the assumptions and conventional frames of 
reference of the traditions though my starting point most definitely resides in their 
strengths. I have engaged in so much questioning and deconstruction at a time that the 
reconstruction – thereby also influencing practice - has been possible. This way I have 
been able to ground my work and argumentation on concrete practice and lived 
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experience. Furthermore, I have tried to avoid the disciplinary dichotomic confrontation 
all too often found in interdisciplinary research, and in fact, by sustaining a continuous 
connection with practice and learning from the actual activities of work oriented 
participatory design I have become able to question the purported disciplinary 
dichotomies in the integration of work practice and system design. 

Anderson has encouraged the kind of ethnographic research with interventionist 
impulse that would have a determination to stay with the technology and at the same time 
focus on lived-work of use (Anderson 1994, p. 179). Ina Wagner was the first one to 
make me understand that there are different kinds of ethnographies and that the system 
designers’ ethnographies might be the ones that have been missing so far. In commenting 
a draft for Kuutti & Karasti (1995) she wrote: “We can think of a multiplicities of 
ethnographies written in different voices, also the voice of a systems designer who speaks 
e.g. from her or his location in a computer company or research institute and who might 
look at a field for points of departure for systems design and therefore give her or his 
partial account of what one has experienced from a specific place within a specific field 
and this in a narrative mode. ... What might be missing is the systems designers’ ‘voice’ 
her or his ‘partial truth’, ‘cultural translation’ of encountered practices into something that 
makes sense for the practice of systems design. How then all those different partial truths 
and knowledges should be connected, I don’t know, that seems to be the trick!” 

2.5.5   Researcher location 

As a fieldworker I have been my own research instrument (cf. Jordan 1996a), therefore I 
have reflected upon the changing researcher roles of participant observer and participant 
interventionist. My reflection of researcher knowledge and location began in Karasti 
(1997a), publication I, through gendered fieldwork experiences and I have come to see it 
as such an important issue that it has become one of the most essential methods for 
carrying out this work. 

During my years in the field I struggled to understand the obviously shared knowledge 
of radiology practitioners in their technologically mediated everyday practice. However, 
in my interpretation of these work activities I always also drew on my background in 
information systems which made my view distinctly different from the ones of radiology 
practitioners. I started to make a distinction between two kinds of data as is done in 
anthropology: an orientation in research centered on the native or the insiders’ view of 
reality produces emic data and an orientation of outside researchers, who have their own 
categories by which the subject’s world is organised, yields etic data (see e.g. Jordan 
1996a, Forsythe 1999)18.  

Furthermore, Haraway has proposed situated knowledges and the privilege of partial 
perspective instead of various forms of universal and unlocatable, and thus irresponsible, 

                                                           
18 The terms ‘emic’ and ‘etic’ in anthropology were originally introduced by the linguist, Kenneth 
Pike, who coined them using the suffixes of the familiar categories in linguistic analysis: phonemic 
and phonetic. These terms distinguished sound structure, as analysed by a linguist (phonetics) from 
the meanings of the sounds to the native speaker (phonemics). 
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knowledge claims (Haraway 1988, p. 583). She has argued for: “politics and epistemolo-
gies of location, positioning, and situating, where partiality and not universality is the 
condition of being heard to make rational knowledge claims” (ibid., p. 589). 
Consequently, I started to reflect the situated and partial knowledge of my researcher 
location in relation to the members’ situated and partial knowledges, and the possibilities 
opening up from having simultaneously knowledge of being both an insider and an 
outsider (cf. Star 1991a). 

2.5.6  Action research 

As my aim has been to explore in practice ways in which to bridge work practice and 
system design I have engaged in local change processes throughout my involvement with 
the clinic of radiology. I have participated and intervened in the technology procurement 
and development projects by promoting participatory design with a special emphasis on 
everyday work practice. As part of my action research engagement I have constructed a 
participatory tool that would increase the sensitivity of system design towards actual 
work practice.  

Following the tradition of action research, in addition to participating in action and 
change, I have also attempted to create knowledge and to increase understanding of the 
issues involved also more generally (e.g. Stringer 1999, Greenwood & Levin 1998). 
Though I started out with the problematics of design practice I have ended up engaged in 
analysing and reflecting on the relations between researchers, practitioners and designers 
as well as exploring a set of assumptions. 

The work has proceeded in three phases. To begin with, a practical tool was developed 
to support radiology practitioners, researchers and design professionals in communicating 
and co-constructing shared understandings of work practice, system use and development 
in connection to the experimental teleradiology system redesign (Karasti 1997c, 
publication III). In the development of this tool I drew on my own fieldworker experi-
ences of learning about radiology work practice and considering its technological support 
(chapters 3 and 4). 

Then, convinced that we need to study actual instances of system design as any other 
everyday work practice to be able to understand what really takes place in design and to 
learn more about the problematics involved, I have scrutinised the participants’ activities 
and interaction in the workshops. The focus in these analyses has been on how the 
relations between practitioners, researchers and designers were constructed as part and 
parcel of the collaboration. The views and understandings which participants employed in 
analysing the existing work practices, in evaluating the experimental system use 
situations and in envisioning improvements and new ideas for a future teleradiology 
system and work practice have been delineated in Karasti (2000), publication IV. The 
elements of interaction that participants particularly utilized in the co-construction of 
shared understandings of radiology work practice and in rendering them relevant as 
design considerations have been identified in Karasti (2001), publication V.  

Finally, these findings have been brought into a dialogue with research that deliberates 
upon the problematics involved in the integration of ethnographic studies of work and 
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system design (section 5.3). In this discussion I compare and contrast how other 
approaches have addressed the relations between practitioners, designers and researchers, 
the integration of actual work practice and change thinking, and the work practice based 
requirements specification. 

2.6  Empirical research of radiology work 

In attempting to understand the relations of work practice, systems use and design I have 
seen it of utmost importance to immerse in the ‘real world’ communities of work and to 
study the activities of people in their natural settings. I have carried out a longitudinal 
empirical investigation of the everyday technology use in actual work and the endogenous 
procurement, development, implementation and evaluation of technologies in the Clinic 
of Radiology at Oulu University Hospital. The investigation has consisted of a series of 
fieldwork phases where several technologically mediated radiology work practices, both 
with and without computerisation, have been studied.  

2.6.1  A longitudinal series of situated fieldwork phases 

The empirical work started out in early 1994 as the Department of Information 
Processing Science was invited to collaborate with the Clinic of Radiology. The clinic 
had plans for several projects in relation to digital imaging and computer networking, 
especially teleradiology. The Department saw an opportunity to study radiology work and 
its technology support which would provide a case study for the corpus of work studies 
for the COMIC project (Computer-based mechanisms for cooperative work, an ESPRIT 3 
project 6225, 1993-1995) in which the department was involved at the time. The 
collaboration was established by entering into fieldwork to study radiological image 
interpretation work in order to understand and identify the prospects of technological 
support of these collaborative work situations with regard to the future distributed 
network setting (see Table 2, Phase I). 

After the fieldwork we learned that two of the planned three projects had either been 
postponed or cancelled. At this stage, the Department lost interest as the only project to 
be realised did not fulfil the attempted case study for “distributed, synchronous small 
group work”. I had, however, got so interested in studying radiology work that I agreed to 
continue with the experimental Kuusamo-Oulu teleradiology system project (Phase II). 
This changed the organisational setting of the investigation into a one person undertaking 
with a few helpful temporary others and without the support from a financed research 
project.  

Furthermore, adjustments to research interest and relationship were required. I had 
become convinced that the interest could not be based on an agenda of ‘technology 
possibilities’ (see e.g. Kristoffersen & Ljungberg 1996) which had first been attempted 
because the clinic of radiology was to make research and technology decisions based on 
its foremost responsibility in clinical work and the welfare of patients. Consequently, the 
clinic has been responsible for all the projects and I have studied the actual technology 
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procurement and implementation practices as they have unfolded. At appropriate 
occasions within these projects I have sought alternative ways to intervene by promoting 
work practice oriented participatory design. Choosing this kind of approach for empirical 
work has made it possible for me to engage in research that might not have been possible 
in other kinds of organisational restrictions and liability relationship settings. 

Such a research relationship has meant giving up all kinds of customary control over 
the research setting. It has required a great deal of adaptation to the range of 
contingencies that afflict ‘real world’ organisations, thus adjustments in research design 
and strategy have been made in response and according to the evolving plans and 
conditions within the clinic of radiology. And, of course, my exploration of the relations 
of work practice and technology development have been confined to what endogenously 
has been taking place in the work communities. 

On the other hand, research collaboration with the clinic of radiology for the period of 
four years has offered a rare and exceptionally valuable opportunity to study the naturally 
occurring radiological work practice as it appears to the members of the work 
communities and to follow the endogenous processes of technology procurement and 
implementation with the inherent practical problems. Only by observing several new 
technology undertakings and clinical trial periods I have come to understand and 
appreciate the extent and complexity of change to everyday work practice that a new 
mediating technology introduces. 
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Table 2.  A longitudinal series of unfolding fieldwork phases. 

Phase I: Film-based cooperative image interpretation 
- May - September 1994 

- Juha Pihlaja and Helena Karasti (fieldworkers), Kari Kuutti (research director) 

- an introductory fieldwork to get acquainted with the staff and to gain an overall understanding of the 

everyday film-based radiology work practice in the four radiology departments 

- a focussed study of collaborative image interpretation sessions as image consultations were identified as 

most likely to directly benefit from computerisation and networking 

- understanding the nature and requirements of existing cooperative work and communication practices 

grounded on the use of film and related technologies would inform the design of systems in the future 

projects 

Phase II: The experimental Kuusamo-Oulu teleradiology system 
- October 1995 – May 1996 

- Sari Tuovila and Helena Karasti (fieldworkers), Kari Kuutti (workshop co-facilitator) 

- studying the emergent teleradiology work practice during the trial use phase using the experimental 

system in both locations (from October 1995 to January 1996) 

- organising two work practice based participatory design workshops (in March and May 1996) 

- understanding the teleradiology work practice, the transition from film-based traditional work practice to 

using digitalised images in a computer system 

Phase III: Two areas of radiology work and PACS implementation 
- June 1997 – January 1998 

- Helena Karasti (fieldworker) 

- studying film-based work practice in relation to two areas of radiology work: post-operational intensive 

care unit radiology meetings and CT-neuroradiology 

- following the PACS (Picture Archiving and Communications System) implementation process and 

organising interventions for education, work practice analysis and system implementation 

- following a week long PACS trial use phase in the intensive care unit radiology meetings 

Phase IV: A short follow-up study on the teleradiology system  
- one week in November 1997 (during a quiet period in PACS implementation) 

- Helena Karasti (fieldworker) 

- a short follow-up study in relation to an intensive use period of the commercial version of the 

teleradiology system in clinical work 

- studying the work practice and system use situations with an interest to changes made in the experimental 

teleradiology system and whether other implications of workshops could be identified 

In the first fieldwork phase, Juha Pihlaja and I worked together. As a more experienced 
fieldworker he showed me the ropes, and gradually I became more active in interviewing 
practitioners, observing and videotaping work activities. Kari Kuutti as the research 
director was involved in some sessions that bear resemblances to ‘debriefing meetings’ 
(Hughes et al. 1993), in decision making about how to direct and focus fieldwork and in 
negotiations with the clinic of radiology.  

In the second fieldwork phase I was accompanied by Sari Tuovila who completed her 
course on research apprenticeship through participating in fieldwork. She helped with 
audio and video recording in situ and stimulated recall interviews, actual instances of 
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teleradiology work and the workshops. After a day in the field we would also discuss our 
experiences, observations and interpretations. Kari Kuutti participated as a co-facilitator 
in the workshops and as he had not been involved in fieldwork, his ‘voice’ was more of a 
outside designer. In the last two phases of fieldwork I have been employed by the clinic 
of radiology and have worked alone. 

The four fieldwork phases have provided an abundance of possibilities to study the 
relations of actual technology use and development in the clinic of radiology. The project 
in which an experimental teleradiology system was developed, implemented, evaluated 
and redesigned (Phase II) will be described in more detail below as it has provided the 
concrete setting for exploring the relations between practitioners, researchers and 
designers. Research carried out in other phases has contributed to the maturing of my 
thought in relation to the issues addressed in this work. 

2.6.2  Studying the co-existing ways of working mediated with different 

technologies 

This special time in the development of radiology when technologies from different 
periods co-reside both temporally and spatially within radiology departments allows to 
study two differently mediated ways of working simultaneously. The traditional technolo-
gies and equipment, i.e. conventional radiological imaging devices, films, light panels 
and autoalternators co-exist with new imaging modality devices, digitised images, 
computer monitors and workstations.  

Barley who has conducted a set of outstanding studies on the use of CT scanners in 
radiology has described the situation: “a prior social order continues to exist side by side 
with what has come since and with what is likely to come in the near future. When living 
traces of a former order reside along side vestiges of a new, it is possible to compare the 
two simultaneously” (Barley 1990b, p. 223). Though his studies were carried out already 
in the 1980s, the words accurately describe the still ongoing period of technical and 
social transition within radiology work practice. 

Furthermore, this phase in the history of radiology allows to follow the transition 
taking place in the endogenous technology procurement and development processes. In 
the past and current practice the clinic of radiology has procured new imaging technolo-
gies, both conventional and computerised modalities, at a steady phase in keeping up with 
the rapidly developing field of radiological examinations. On the other hand, the clinic 
has little experience with the acquisition and development of information systems. The 
in-house developed RIS (Radiology Information System), called X-RAY, implemented in 
the beginning of 1990’s, has remained the only widely used computer system in the 
clinic. The undertakings of the experimental teleradiology system and PACS have been 
the first major involvements in system design projects. 
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2.6.2.1  The traditional film-based work practice 

The everyday work practice in the clinic of radiology is technology intensive and 
thoroughly film-mediated. Practically all work in the departments of radiology relates to 
film at some point and most tasks are intimately mediated by film. In current practice all 
images are printed on film though increasing numbers of examinations are produced with 
computerised imaging modalities. All interpretation is done with films mounted on light 
panels, only MRI and CT scans are preliminarily viewed on monitors. Film is not only 
used in examining, producing, interpreting and storing images but also for co-ordinating 
and scheduling work as well as creating an awareness of the overall situation.  

The following example attempts to illustrate some of the most fundamental qualities of 
film-mediated everyday radiology work practice, i.e. procedures and methods, 
collaboration of specialised occupations and situated co-ordination, as they are lived and 
enacted in the everyday work of CT-neurology examinations. It makes visible how the 
technical infrastructure and the mundane tools that have been developed around the use of 
film are used by the practitioners in their mundane activities and interactions as taken-for-
granted aspects of the ordinary film-based work practice. 

‘Doing heads’, as CT-neurology examinations are called in the local parlance, is 
carried out in one of the examination rooms that houses the technological apparatuses for 
this particular kind of examination and imaging (see Figure 1, Point 3, on page 56). 
Admitted patients are examined, images are produced and consultations are provided in 
form of image interpretation reports (see on page 57 Table 3, Picture C in which a 
radiologist interprets images and dictates a report) and regular demonstrations organised 
for the tending neurologists and neurosurgeons (Table 3, Picture F in which another 
radiologist is holding an image demonstration). In the following paragraphs Points 1-7 
refer to Figure 1 on page 56 and Pictures A-F to Table 3 on page 57. 

As all radiology work also the everyday practice of ‘doing heads’ relies on a number 
of work procedures and customary routines that have been formed collaboratively over a 
period of time and are known to all members of the work community. One of the most 
essential standard method in the clinic of radiology is the use of ‘patient examination 
folders’. A PEF is formed for each patient in the registration (see Point 1 and Picture A in 
which a receptionist receives patient materials to establish a PEF). The ‘practical 
rationale’ of PEF is to collect and keep together patient materials during ‘patient 
examination trajectory’ (cf. Strauss et al. 1985, 8-39) which is the entire process of taking 
a patient case through the consultation. A typical examination trajectory depicted in the 
groundplan (Points 1-7, 56) shows how its sequentially organising and technologically 
bound tasks take place in the close proximity of appropriate devices. As each patient case 
proceeds along the patient examination trajectory the assemblage of heterogeneous 
patient materials in the PEF change correspondingly. The progress of each patient as well 
as the overall work situation can be perceived through the very material and observable 
‘film trails’. 
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Fig. 1.  A groundplan for the radiology department in OUH depicts the most relevant work 
spaces, devices and tools used in the CT-neurology examinations. 
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Table 3.  Film-based work practice of neurological CT examinations. 

 
Picture A. In reception Sanna, a department 

secretary, receives materials from a patient to be 

examined (Point 1 in Figure 1, p. 56). 

Picture B. Taina, a film developer (on the right) 

takes a film from a printer to a technical inspection 

on a near-by light panel (Point 4 in Figure 1, p. 56). 

 
Picture C. Amidst own duties Asta, a film 

developer, and Ulla, a radiologist, engage in a brief 

exchange about a patient (Point 5 in Figure 1, p. 56).  

Picture D. Marja and Pirjo, department secretaries, 

type out dictated reports and insert them in patient 

record files (Point 6 in Figure 1, p. 56). 

 
Picture E. Alternator magazines, PEFs, film files 

and lists of patient cases in preparation for image 

demonstrations (Point 7 in Figure 1, p. 56). 

Picture F. Eero, a radiologist, is holding an image 

demonstration regularly organised for neurosurgeons 

(Point 7 in Figure 1, p. 56). 
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Specialised occupations take care of different phases of the patient examination 
trajectory. For instance, an appropriate CT examination procedure is chosen for each 
patient case by a radiologist (Point 2, p. 56), a team of roentgen nurses together with a 
radiologist performs the examination (Point 3), a film developer takes care of technical 
image check (Point 4 and Picture B), selects and assembles relevant patient materials and 
mounts films on alternator light panels (Point 5 and Picture C), a radiologist interprets the 
images and dictates a report (Point 5 and Picture C) which is typed out by a department 
secretary (Point 6 and Picture D), if the case is to be discussed in an image demonstration 
meeting a film developer takes care of the arrangements (Point 7 and Picture E) otherwise 
the patient materials are returned to appropriate locations. 

The successful completion of ‘doing heads’ is achieved through a high degree of 
collaboration in the unfolding process that takes place during a relatively short time 
period and in quite close spatial proximity. On one hand, the personnel can anticipate the 
activities of other workers and depend on the pre-set division of tasks and responsibilities 
of the specialised occupational groups. On the other hand, continuous co-ordination of 
collaboration is required to bring to meet the specialised practitioners and volatile 
technological resources with the more or less steady flow of patients for examinations.  

The use of PEFs, face-to-face communication and local awareness constitute major 
aspects of the practical achievement of situated co-ordination. The use of PEFs is an 
organising element in the sequential work tasks and changes in turns between individual 
practitioners and/or occupational groups. The activity at each state is to receive a folder 
partially completed, add documents to the folder by assessing certain resources or 
completing certain tasks, and take the folder to the next stage in the trajectory. As the 
folder is handed over or passed along it alerts the person(s) responsible for the next phase 
to proceed. These exchanges provide natural occasions for brief face-to-face encounters. 
Furthermore, working in close proximity within departments offers possibilities for 
desultory communication and situated negotiations for scheduling and organising work 
(Pictures B, C and D, p. 57). The physical and spatial layout of the departments supports 
an awareness of others and their activities. For instance, in Picture B, a film developer 
engaged in her duties on the right can overhear her colleagues discussing a case of 
missing films on the other side of the light panel counter and stay aware of the overall 
situation of the ongoing ‘film work’. The practitioners are accustomed to reading their 
environment, being continuously and peripherally aware of the PEFs and the ‘film trails’. 

2.6.2.2  The emergent digitally mediated experimental teleradiology 
work 

In the Kuusamo-Oulu teleradiology project (for an overview see Karasti et al. 1998) an 
experimental system based on personal computers suitable for primary care centers with 
X-ray services was developed first (see Figure 2, p. 59)19. The system was designed to 
enable radiological consultation through asynchronous transfer of digitized images with 

                                                           
19 The figure was originally presented in Karasti et al. (1998). Jarmo Reponen, one of the co-
authors, is thanked for the figure. 
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combined electronical requests and reports. The design had started out as a collaboration 
between the designers from two hardware and software companies together with 
radiologists and physicists from the OUH, later on representatives from Kuusamo 
Primary Care Center were invited. A set of requirements based on previous research 
(Reponen et al. 1995) was fixed by the design team and the emphasis in design was 
placed on the technical performance of the system. 
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Report

Printer

X-ray technicians’ workstation

Request

Films

ISDN link

Oulu University Hospital
image network

Radiologists’ workstation Image archiver Secretaries’ workstation
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Oulu University Hospital
 

Fig. 2.  The teleradiology system overview. 

We20 entered the field when the pilot system was taken into trial clinical use for 
consultations between the two radiology work communities. During fieldwork we studied 
the entire emergent teleradiology work practice introduced by the experimental system. 
We observed the actually occurring activities in making the new teleradiology service 
work in both locations and conducted in situ interviews with the involved personnel. 
Instances of teleradiology system use were videotaped for further analysis and to be used 
in stimulated recall interviews. Though our emphasis was on studying the actual use of 
the new teleradiology system we also conducted interviews with the members of the 
design team to delineate what had taken place in the preceding design phase when we had 
not yet been present in the field and with occupational groups not involved with the 
everyday direct use of the system, e.g. clinicians in Kuusamo and some administrative 
personnel in both ends of the link. 

                                                           
20 In this fieldwork phase I was accompanied by Sari Tuovila. 
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The teleradiology service was seen to ideally work as a simple workflow system (see 
the chain of tasks in Figure 3, originally presented in Karasti et al. (1998)). After a 
patient’s radiological examination and initial interpretation of the images the tending 
physician in Kuusamo would decide whether an expert consultation is necessary in which 
case s/he dictates a request. A roentgen nurse or a primary care center assistant would 
scan the films, enter the patient information and type the request into the system and then 
send them to the University Hospital (see Table 4, Pictures A and B, p. 61). The 
teleradiologist on duty at Oulu University Hospital would check once a day whether 
images to be interpreted had been received. The radiologist then would interpret the 
images of each patient case on a computer screen and dictate reports (Picture C). S/he 
would hand over the tape to the departmental secretary to type the report into the system 
and to send the file back to Kuusamo Primary Care Centre (Picture D). In Kuusamo the 
reports would be received and printed out to be delivered to the tending physicians. 
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Fig. 3.  The teleradiology workflow and related articulation work. 

As we studied the emergent work practice we found that the teleradiology service was 
more complex than the workflow view let believe (cf. Bowers et al. 1995). The system 
introduced an entirely new kind of work relationship and way of collaboration between 
the radiology communities that required articulation work (Strauss et al. 1985, Gerson & 
Star 1986, Suchman 1996b) on behalf of all involved practitioners to maintain the service 
as a running operation (see the articulation work of both individual tasks and cooperation 
in picture 17). The teleradiology service brought about new work tasks in Kuusamo 
Primary Care Center (depicted in Figure 3 by the nurse’s/assistant’s responsibilities in 
Kuusamo). Radiologists in OUH carried out clinical monitor interpretation for the first 
time as only electronic records and digital images were exchanged. 
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Table 4.  Instances of everyday teleradiology work practice. 

 
Picture A. Maija in Kuusamo Primary Care Center 

scans the films to be transferred to Oulu University 

Hospital. 

Picture B. Maija prepares relevant patient materials 

and types in the necessary information into the 

system.  

 
Picture C. Kari, a radiologist, interprets the images of 

the transferred patient case and simultaneously 

dictates a report. 

Picture D. Marjatta, a department secretary in the 

clinic of radiology, types out the dictated report and 

sends it to Kuusamo. 

The experimental system was successful in the sense that images and requests for 
consultation were transferred and reports obtained. However, a closer look into the actual 
use situations disclosed a set of problems manifest in problems, work-arounds, extra 
work, unease, uncertainty and dissatisfaction with the system. More detailed descriptions 
of teleradiology work can be found in Karasti (1997a), publication I, that especially 
makes visible the supportive work that goes into providing for the everyday teleradiology 
service and in Karasti et al. (1998) that focuses on image interpretation. 

After the clinical trial period two workshops were organised (and videotaped for 
further analysis, see Figure 4, p. 62). Our interest was to provide to the until then 
technologically focussed system development an alternative in form of work practice-
based, participatory interventions. The idea was that the fieldwork findings and the 
experiences of participants could be taken into account in the evaluation and redesign of 
the experimental system as well as in the further development of teleradiology work 
practice before moving on to product design. The specific themes of the workshops 
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included the new collaboration between two radiology units that had previously worked 
separately, distributed supportive work and the radiologists’ image interpretation work. 
Chapter 4 and Karasti (1997c), publication III in this thesis, spell out in detail the 
development of the more specific ideas for the workshops, their organisation, experiences 
gained and initial interpretation of the elements contributing to the gravitation on work 
practice. 

 

Fig. 4.  Workshop participants co-viewing a sequence of video-collage. 

 



3 Ethnographically informed fieldwork 

I have engaged in ethnographically informed fieldwork to gain an in-depth understanding 
of the everyday radiology work practice21. Ethnographic fieldwork involves the careful 
study of work activities and relations between them in complex social settings. It 
examines people acting and interacting in the context of their everyday lives. Fieldwork-
ers enter the social worlds of work communities to learn firsthand about how people carry 
out their work, how they talk and behave, and the ways in which social and material 
circumstances affect their conduct. Immersion in others’ social worlds is recommended 
both to provide immediate access to the existing worlds of work and to avail fieldworkers 
of the meanings and concerns of the persons they study. (Spradley 1980, Atkinson & 
Hammersley 1994.)  

Fieldwork is not ‘hanging out there’ as playfully now and then expressed nor does the 
claim “anyone can do it as it is just a matter of common sense” hold (Forsythe 1999). On 
the contrary, fieldwork is hard work requiring training, particular skills and experience in 
considering a multitude of interrelated issues22. The following describes my experiences 
of learning the mode of being and acting in the field that is described as participant 
observation (section 3.1), adopting and adapting of video-assisted fieldwork methods 

                                                           
21 Though I collaborated with Juha and Sari in parts of the fieldwork, I write in singular here as I 
refer to and discuss my experiences (in some of which my co-fieldworkers have partaken but others 
they have not necessarily shared) in learning to do fieldwork and constructing my fieldworker 
understanding of radiology work practice. 
22 Ethnographers have traditionally learned the skills of their trade through an apprenticeship system 
or by themselves in a kind of on-the-job training while doing their first field research (Spradley 
1980). The growing interest in fields of research that are new to ethnography has given rise to 
specific instructions for learning ethnographic research skills as in these fields it may not be 
possible to engage in an apprenticeship to learn fieldwork as there are no such traditions, nor 
masters of the art. There are several books available for beginners in ethnography (Spradley 1979, 
Spradley 1980, Fetterman 1990, Ellen 1985, Werner 1987a, Werner 1987b). Furthermore, a guide 
(Hughes et al. 1993) and a handbook (COMIC Deliverable 2.4 1995) of ethnographical fieldwork 
especially for systems design in CSCW are of excellent value though, of course, the complex skills 
can be achieved only through practising participant observation. 
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suitable for studying the technologically mediated work of different radiology occupa-
tions (section 3.2), and the construction of a fieldworker’s appreciative understanding of 
teleradiology work by accounting for and intertwining partial and situated views (section 
3.3). 

3.1  Becoming a participant observer 

The biggest challenge in ethnographic fieldwork for me with background in system 
design has been to learn to become a participant observer. I would like to juxtapose my 
learning to do fieldwork with the experiences of ethnographers who reflect on their 
changing role when coming into contact with system development. The crossing of 
boundaries requires the researcher to adapt skills and a professional identity that enables 
her to effectively locate herself within the new framework of activities. The challenge for 
the ethnographers has been to learn more proactive ways of carrying out fieldwork when 
encountering the realities of technology development (see e.g. Jordan 1996b, Kindermann 
1996, Rogers 1997, Shapiro 1994). My challenge, in turn, has been to learn the art of 
participant observation. 

3.1.1  Learning participation 

The very notion of participation is used differently in ethnography and system design. In 
design participation is rarely reflected in relation to designers, their role and activities 
have been taken-for-granted. Participation has only become a matter of consideration 
with regard to user involvement in design activities. In ethnography, on the other hand, 
researcher’s participation is always carefully reflected upon and never self-evident. The 
question of participation, i.e. how the fieldworker finds ways to engage in the life of the 
studied community, is an essential concern because ethnographic fieldwork requires the 
personal involvement of the researcher as investigation is carried out through social 
encounters with members in the community. 

Participant observation, i.e. immersion in the field and observation of naturally 
occurring activities, is a complex skill (Jordan 1996a). By immersing into the world of 
others and carrying out investigation through personal engagement in social encounters 
the fieldworker turns herself into a research instrument. This requires, besides training 
and experience, continuous reflection and introspection on the process which Barley has 
aptly captured in the phrase of “becoming a research tool” (Barley 1990b, pp. 237-244). 
The challenges which require an ongoing careful deliberation are epistemological as well 
as emotional, social and ethical, the latter especially in longitudinal fieldwork. 

The fieldworker has simultaneously a double role to play, i.e. a participant and an 
observer. Jordan describes the difficult role of participant observer: “her primary attitude 
is that of a novice who tries to become a part of the life of the community; at the same 
time she needs to maintain enough distance to record her observations and reflect on her 
evolving understanding of the situations she encounters” (Jordan 1996a). Engagement as 
complete participant in the everyday radiology work was not a true option for me because 
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work in modern medical settings requires such skills and expertise that makes it 
impossible to ‘go native’ without proper training and/or education. Furthermore, as I 
wanted to study the work of all occupations I considered it better to avoid taking on any 
group membership as this would have restricted my access to other lines of work.  

Personnel in radiology departments in OUH are used to novices watching their work 
and learning, e.g. medical students, so in that sense I did not have difficulties in blending 
in as a participant non-practitioner. However, engagement as the proverbial ‘fly-on-the-
wall’, i.e. complete observation, was not possible. My presence with audio and video 
recording devices in the premises of roentgen departments, though there already exists an 
abundance of technologies, attracted so much attention that I had no chance of passing for 
an ‘unobtrusive observer’.  

In the roentgen departments I created for the ecology of a role of an ever-present and 
ever-curious non-radiology-professional observer as participant that did not exist before 
(cf. Barley 1990b). With this role I became worried that I would bore, irritate or exhaust 
the radiology practitioners with my never-ending questions. As I continuously found 
myself in wanting to learn more about what lies beyond the everyday work practice, 
about the principles and foundations of radiology, I decided to take an introductory 
course in radiology, to follow research in the field, and to read radiology literature, to fill 
in my obvious deficiency in the basics of the medical speciality.  

Outside the roentgen departments I could melt into the hospital environment more 
easily because of my camouflage, the doctors’ white coat. Wearing it I could move around 
and about to observe, participate in the working person’s daily activities in hospital: 
coming in when shift starts and greeting co-workers, passing by patients in the waiting 
areas, being asked for instructions of directions in the maze-like corridors, going to the 
cafeteria for lunch with other hospital personnel, etc. This way I learned about the 
hospital work environment at large. 

A further issue that has complicated my presence in the field throughout the empirical 
work has been that the ‘natives’ have known about my background in system design 
which brought an involuntary extra twist into the participant observation. The staff would 
turn to me for advice in my capacity as ‘computer expert’ in the manifold situations 
where help with computers was needed. Especially in the beginning of fieldwork when I 
was coping with learning participant observation I was overly conscious about interfering 
too much with the everyday work activities. In the teleradiology phase a more proactive 
role of participant adviser was adopted with teleradiology system use related problems 
(see Karasti 1997a, publication I, p. 5). In the PACS phase I felt an ethical pressure and a 
responsibility to take on a more developmental attitude as the implementation process 
kept on prolonging. Overpowered I, however, had to admit not having enough resources 
for an undertaking of such magnitude. The repeated incidents have started me reflecting 
on the varied roles of the researcher engaged in fieldwork which will be continued in 
section 4.1. 
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3.1.2  Learning observation coupled with interviewing 

The unfolding practice of everyday fieldwork typically requires the fieldworker to move 
back and forth between participation and observation to different degrees (see Pettinari & 
Heath 1998, Blomberg et al. 1993). Observation is typically used to gain an access to the 
manifest activity, i.e. what people actually do, as it distinctly differs from the ideal 
behavior, i.e. what they say they do (ibid.). The interpretations of practitioners’ lived 
experiences are connected to the immediately observable events in the social world of 
work. The fieldworker is required to learn to see social situations in a way that problema-
tises certain phenomena, i.e. she needs be able to identify and problematise things and 
incidents that the insiders take for granted and thus tend to overlook (Forsythe 1999). 
Consequently, she needs to use ‘the unmotivated eye’ in observation, i.e. taking as little as 
possible for granted. I consciously trained myself in observing actual, naturally occurring 
activities and appreciating the existing work practice ‘as it is’. 

Observation is frequently coupled with interviews and informal discussions. 
Fieldworkers do not take what people say at face value. Rather than treating people’s 
views as results they are regarded as data. Though the very act of talking with people may 
seem to the eye of an uninitiated ‘just chatting’, the important point is what the 
fieldworker is doing when talking. The fieldworker’s job is to understand and analyse 
what people say (ibid.). When asked to verbally describe their work, practitioners may 
distort, either knowingly or unknowingly, accounts of their conduct. Often practitioners 
are able to provide only approximations of their activities which omit the detailed texture 
of everyday work practice. The practitioners take the most fundamental qualities of their 
ordinary work practice setting for granted which, obviously, is needed for the everyday 
functioning of the workplace. They do not have access to the inarticulated, tacit 
knowledge associated with certain deeply embedded activities. (Blomberg et al. 1993.) It 
is not their task but the fieldworker’s to reveal and make visible aspects of work practice 
that are not usually made explicit. 

3.1.3  Learning to appreciate everyday work practice ‘as it is’ 

In the course of fieldwork I learned something that required me to question some of my 
taken-for-granted assumptions as a person having a background in system design. The 
learning took place gradually and it took some time to understand what had taken place 
as the change was so inseparably intertwined with the processes of learning to be a 
participant observer. I have come to call the new ability ‘appreciation for everyday work 
practice’ and I contrast it with how I, as a system designer, had been taught to view work. 
It was as if a new perspective had opened that allowed me to give room for the richness of 
actual everyday work practice ‘as it is’ without being limited to a certain predetermined 
framework saying what could be considered as relevant and interesting in the studied 
phenomenon. 

In learning to appreciate everyday work practice ‘as it is’ I first had to question my 
one-sided or at least emphasised interest in the problems and difficulties of the observed 
practice. I needed to call in question especially my wondering why the people behaved 
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that way when they obviously – in my opinion – ought to have behaved another way (cf. 
prescriptive vs. descriptive understanding, Blomberg et al. 1993, pp. 125-127). After this 
I was able to start paying attention to both the smoothly unfolding routinised ways of 
working as well as to the problems and disturbances encountered in the course of 
working. I was fascinated with the routines of everyday work, in the regular courses of 
procedures and recurrent and patterned performance of duties, that disclose the 
experienced and practised grasp of complex skills and competencies brought together to 
carry out ordinary work. Then I learned that a lot can also be revealed about the routines 
through a closer examination of the disturbances and predicaments. I was able to unearth 
how the problems emerge, how the practitioners react to the problematic situations, how 
the difficulties are routinely handled, how the people learn in their work etc. Problems 
and breakdowns in the everyday practice turned into valuable entries through which new 
insight could emerge, they were no longer something that was harmful or had to be fixed 
quickly and efficiently.  

3.2  Video-assisted fieldwork methods to study radiology work practice 

Participant observation is typically coupled with other fieldwork methods for data 
gathering. In studying radiology work practice I had to employ a repertoire of methods 
with a varying emphasis on participation, observation and interviewing because of the 
different nature of specialised radiology occupations. 

My idea of using video has been based on recording actual work activities during 
fieldwork to enhance the observation of practitioners’ work (see Figure 5, p. 68) and then 
using these tapes for analysis and design (for a more detailed discussion on the use of 
video see Karasti (1997b), publication II). This section describes the use of video in 
connection to fieldwork methods whereas the use of video as design material, e.g. video 
collages in workshops, is elaborated later. 
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Fig. 5.  Sari is sitting on the table and preparing the video camera to record Maija’s work 
with the teleradiology system in the small room where the scanner and computer workstation 
were located in the Kuusamo Primary Care Center. An interested by-passer on the left has 
stepped into the room to follow what was going on. 

3.2.1  In situ interviewing with radiology nurses 

In situ interviewing23 combines observation of work activities with asking questions from 
the practitioners while they are engaged in their work activities. I used this method for 
studying work activities where the practitioners could tolerate such observation coupled 
with interrogative interruptions and still carry out their everyday practice. For instance, I 
studied the work of roentgen nurses who assist radiologists in examinations and take care 
of patients’ well-being before, during and after examinations. 

To support my observation of three radiology nurses collaboratively working at the CT 
scanner used for neurological examinations I used a stationary video camera with a wide-
angle lens and an external microphone, positioned to cover as much as possible of the 
activities going on around the CT workstation. Gradually I learned when it was 

                                                           
23Also called contextual interviews (Beyer & Holtzblatt 1998). Other literature on interviews that I 
have found of great value are, for example, Holstein & Gubrium 1995, Oakley 1990, Rubin & 
Rubin 1995 and Suchman & Jordan 1990. 
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appropriate to intervene without intruding too much. I asked questions which were 
motivated by my observations of the unfolding events and activities (see Figure 6).  

Questions in in situ interviews typically are asked on-the-fly as they arise in actual 
situations. Thus they produce data of greater ‘ecological validity’ than interviews which 
are not conducted on the job. (Jordan 1996a.) The questions I posed to the nurses evolved 
according to my increasing familiarity with the setting and my evolving understanding of 
their work. As I started out the nurses introduced me to the technologies and equipment 
used in patient examinations. They also told me about the division of labour and 
responsibilities between nurses and radiologists in conducting patient examinations.  

 

Fig. 6.  In situ interviewing while observing roentgen nurses doing head examinations on a 
CT scanner. Sirkka and Arja, two roentgen nurses (on the left), explain to me (facing the 
camera) the next procedure while Anne, the patient nurse (who can be seen through the 
window), is preparing the patient. A medical student (on the right) observes. 

I was explained the system developed for three nurses rotating between three roles during 
a shift on the CT-scanner. The ‘patient’ nurse would prepare the patient to the 
examination and take care of her/him throughout the examination. The ‘CT’ nurse would 
be in charge of programming and running the CT scanner. The ‘administrative’ nurse 
would take care of current routines and co-ordination of resources, e.g. answering the 
phone, making reservations and updating the schedules in the X-RAY, fetching or 
forwarding PEFs. Progressively I learned more about the procedures, schedules and lists 
that are used for organising and co-ordinating the available resources as well as the 
typical or standard ways applied in carrying out specific routines. 
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Through in situ interviewing I could both learn about how the nurses comprehend their 
everyday work and observe actual everyday activities that comprise the work of ‘doing 
heads’. By combining their rich contextual understanding and my outside view I 
constructed my understanding of the highly structured and procedurised work which, 
however, is situationally constructed and co-ordinated through mutual awareness and 
unfolding collaboration. 

3.2.2  Shadowing film developers 

The fieldwork method of shadowing24 could be characterised as ‘thick’ combination of 
open, on the job interviewing coupled with participant observation on the move. I used it 
to study the work of film developers because the nature of their work of managing film 
and patient document logistics is highly mobile (see Figure 7, p. 71 and Table 5, p. 72). 
As the film developers need to find and in some cases also actually fetch patients’ 
previous films, they move around both within the department to which they are assigned 
and also in other locations of the hospital, e.g. other roentgen departments and patient 
wards, and the film file storage rooms. For managing and co-ordinating the availability of 
films along the patient examination trajectory the film developers continuously engage in 
brief communicative encounters with co-workers in the hospital as they move around 
searching, gathering, selecting, organising and delivering films. 

As I followed a film developer through her everyday activities I would adjust the 
emphasis of my mode of interaction with her between participation, observation and 
inquiry as it seemed appropriate to the situation at hand. Most of the time the film 
developer could keep me informed of what was going on by explaining the activities 
while engaged in them. I would also probe with questions to elicit on aspects of work I 
could not yet understand. At times the tasks would get so intensive that I retreated to 
peripheral observation and these events were scrutinised together after they were over.  

I would audio record the entire period of shadowing and videotape certain interesting 
events and activities as they unfolded. For documentary data I made printouts of 
computer screens and copies of documents that the film developers handled. I also used 
the video camera to capture documents ‘on the fly’ as it often would have been 
impossible to make copies of all documents in the course of activities. Thus, shadowing 
resulted in a combination of elicited, observed, and documentary data.  

                                                           
24 Pettinari and Heath call a similar technique ‘tracking’ (Pettinari & Heath 1998). Sachs and 
Scribner have developed a detailed technique for shadowing highly mobile and physical work by 
affixing a small tape recorder to one worker and one observer wearing another recorder (same rig) 
to tape a commentary on the workers highly deictic talk (Sachs 1993). 
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Fig. 7.  Liisa, a film developer, is preparing the next day’s roentgen meeting for surgeons. I 
am videotaping (reflection in the mirror) her intensively material oriented activities. 

Shadowing film developers gave a more holistic understanding of their work. Until then I 
had only observed their work as part of the collaborative activities within the roentgen 
departments. By shadowing them I learned how film developers sort through the routines 
and problems of their intensively materially mediated work and become engaged in the 
work of the radiology community by using their local knowledge and lived expertise of 
film work. 

Film developers take care that patient materials are available and organised for 
examinations, image interpretation sessions, roentgen meetings and demonstrations. In 
selecting and arranging images for image interpretation sessions the film developers use 
their knowledge of the images as radiological representations, of their technical quality, 
of their relevance to the specific patient case, of the common ways and traditions in 
image interpretation, and even of radiologists’ personal preferences in image interpreta-
tion. In the frequent searches for missing films the film developers draw on their 
knowledge of the film ‘trails’ and ‘pools’ within the roentgen departments that mark the 
patient examination trajectories, as well as the typical routes of patients and the networks 
of trusted co-workers within the hospital. 
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Table 5.  Instances of film developers’ everyday work practice. 

 
Picture A. In one of the film archives Liisa searches 

for the film files of patients to be examined by their 

birthdays (day and month displayed on the left). 

Picture B. Liisa assembles patients’ previous films, 

roentgen histories, current requests and microtapes 

into PEFs. 

 
Picture C. In tracking down a missing film Liisa 

phones a ward. While waiting she receives a request 

sent by tube-mail. 

Picture D. Liisa takes dictated cases over to Tuija, a 

department secretary, who types out the reports on 

tapes. 

 
Picture E. Marita and Liisa go over the stacks of PEFs 

at the ‘unfinished pool’ counter when their shifts 

change.  

Picture F. Marita uses the X-RAY for checking the 

wards of examined in-patients to forward the film 

files. 
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3.2.3  Stimulated recall interviews with radiologists 

Stimulated recall interviews25 were used especially in relation to the radiologists’ image 
interpretation work. The interpretive diagnostics were hard to grasp for a lay person by 
mere observation, and interviews with radiologists about image interpretation provided 
just approximations or typifications. The intensively cognitive character of activities 
excluded the possibility of inquiring interventions during the sessions. The situations only 
allowed for the passive presence of the fieldworker enhanced by videotaping. Any 
detailed analysis of these tapes was nearly impossible by a non-radiologist, especially if 
there was only one radiologist working. The method of stimulated recall interviews based 
on reviewing video tapes collaboratively after the actual work had taken place had the 
advantage of not being too intrusive yet staying close to the actual events. 

The stimulated recall interviews were organised as soon as possible after the actual 
image interpretation sessions, so that the radiologists would still remember the event. The 
possibility to freeze and repeatedly review the tape allowed for scrutinising the activities 
more thoroughly (see Figure 8, p. 74). The method allowed for minimal structure of 
sessions as the discussions were open to all questions, comments, interpretations and 
explications evoked by the videotaped instances of work. However, different emphases 
could be employed in regard to the particular purpose, e.g. whether to elicit specific 
information about actions and events the meaning and importance of which were vague to 
fieldworker, or to let the radiologist do all the commenting when something strikes 
her/him as noteworthy. In the first fieldwork phase the method was used to gain a broad 
coverage of collaborative image interpretation by organising interviews with each 
individual radiologist whose collaborative work on image interpretation had been 
observed and videotaped. During the teleradiology fieldwork the attempt was to get into 
more in-depth analyses and the sessions gradually grew into instances of collaborative 
analysis as all interviews were conducted with the same teleradiologist. The sessions 
were either audio or video recorded to provide material for further analyses. 

The stimulated recall interviews allowed the radiologists a chance to reflect on their 
work from within a distance to actually carrying out the work. We engaged in detailed 
analysis of the unfolding activities. As the radiologist could still remember the case and 
recall what he had been thinking of during interpretation, we were not limited just to the 
observable phenomena but also the cognitive processes became accessible (at least to a 
certain point). As the teleradiologist gained experience in taking a more analytic stance 
towards his work, he started to articulate the embodied routines and tacit details of image 
interpretation that in ordinary practice remain unremarkable. The fieldworkers gained a 
possibility to analyse the observable activities on the video tape intertwined with 
descriptions of the invisible and tacit aspects of seeing, interpreting and diagnostic 

                                                           
25 In search for a better term for the method, the sessions are called stimulated recall interviews, as 
in the Developmental Work Research where the method has been widely used (Engeström 1996). 
In other approaches similar techniques are called self-confrontation interviews and playback 
interviews. Coviewing sessions (Brun-Cottan & Wall 1995), video review sessions (Jordan & 
Henderson 1994), retrospective thinking-aloud protocols (Ramey et al. 1996) and collaborative 
work practice analysis (Cefkin & Jordan 1994) also bear resemblances to them. 
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problem solving. The fieldworkers learned about the radiologists employing their 
professional expertise of human internal anatomy, physiology and pathology as well as 
their practical experience of clinical work on reading and analysing unique sets of patient 
materials in the course of everyday interpretive diagnostics.  

 

Fig. 8.  In a stimulated recall interview Kari, a teleradiologist, has risen up from the chair to 
point out on the TV screen an interface detail of the display application the use of which he is 
explaining. I am closely watching his explanation. 

3.3  Constructing a fieldworker’s appreciative understanding of 

teleradiology work practice 

As a fieldworker I needed to learn to construct my understanding of the phenomena or 
activity at hand by maintaining a careful epistemological discipline in the double role of 
participant and observer in fieldwork. Becoming a participant observer provides the 
necessary methodological possibilities in regard to the epistemological shift of studying 
practices as it allows simultaneously for an insider (emic) as well as an outsider (etic) 
location for the researcher (see e.g. Jordan 1996a, Forsythe 1999). 

I learned to participate in the life of the work community to grasp the social 
organisation of activities and events and at the same time maintain mental distance to be 
able to understand what is not usually made explicit by the members of the community. 
My vantage point ranged according to the adopted participatory role, i.e. the degree of 
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participation, observation and interviewing. Accordingly, the situated views from some-
where in which I engaged provided perspectives both from a participant’s inside stand-
point and from the outside. 

In the experimental teleradiology project the field was entered to study the emerging 
teleradiology work practice. My initial impression of teleradiology as some sort of expert 
work was superficial, based on what I had gathered from the radiologists with whom the 
study had been negotiated. As my understanding about everyday teleradiology work grew 
to comprise radiologists’ and support staff’s work in both locations as well as directly and 
indirectly system-use related preparatory tasks, I realised that I should study and make 
visible all work that went into the everyday working of the teleradiology service to make 
it available and accountable for the system redesign. 

3.3.1  Participating 

By participating in the everyday practices of the experimental teleradiology system trial 
period I gained an in-depth understanding of the real-world social processes involved in 
the emergent teleradiology work practice. The teleradiology staff took pains to adjust and 
accommodate the service and system use situations as part of their daily routines. They 
were constantly, especially in the beginning of the trial phase, engaged in efforts to learn 
to use the system and to solve the problematic situations, often by trial and error. At the 
same time they were conscious about completing their customary duties. For instance, the 
radiology nurse in Kuusamo would try to solve the manifold and time-consuming 
problems with transferring images to OUH and also see the patient case through the 
teleradiology consultation trajectory to make sure that the report was timely delivered to 
the tending clinician. 

As a fieldworker I also participated in these processes, observed and was involved in 
the actual instances of problem solving and local innovation. I realised that the teleradiol-
ogy service could not have been established as a running operation without the personnel 
developing their work , i.e. forming a new way of collaboration between two radiology 
units by learning new skills and accommodating the new tasks as a part of the daily 
routines. 

3.3.2  Observing 

As an observer – not carrying out the daily duties and simultaneously coping to learn to 
use the system - I was able to maintain a certain distance to the everyday teleradiology 
work practice. The distance allowed me to see, identify and problematise certain aspects 
of work as they appeared as part of the unfolding activities. In analysing and reflecting 
the observations and interpretations in fieldnotes tentative formulations of the everyday 
events and activities in the field were delineated. I learned that analysis of work practice 
is a continuous and iterative process of observing and reflecting in action. The 
fieldworker reformulates her understanding of work practice until it is no longer 
challenged by the events in the field (the so-called ‘surprise index’, Jordan 1996a, p. 36).  
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Due to my background in system design and a growing understanding of radiology 
work I had a privileged outside perspective for assessing the system as part of everyday 
work practice. My eye was especially on the actual instances of system use, i.e. how 
usable the system was for everyday clinical work, and how the system provided for the 
communication and collaboration between the two work communities which it brought to 
work together. 

3.3.3  Accounting for the multiplicity of insider views 

As a fieldworker I had access to all teleradiology related work, for instance, both 
radiology communities and all involved occupations, which gave me a possibility to learn 
comprehensively about the practitioners’ views. I found out that the participant categories 
did not form a single coherent emic entity but rather represented situated, partial views 
(sensu Haraway 1988) of the teleradiology system and the emergent work practice. These 
views were based on the practitioners’ occupational and organisational standpoints, fields 
of expertise, their form of participation in the teleradiology project and situated points of 
view from within the actual teleradiology work practice.  

For instance, the members of the design team who had little to do with the daily 
running of the system were just aware of the most prominent problems with the system 
but did not know about the various problematic practicalities. The practitioners who 
worked with the system formed their partial and situated views about the system and its 
use based on what they experienced in their occupationally and geographically segregated 
tasks, i.e. what part of the teleradiology work practice was visible to them. For example, 
secretaries in OUH liked the system as its work processing capabilities were superior in 
comparison to the mainframe system that they regularly used for typing out dictations, 
radiologists in OUH got increasingly dissatisfied with how the system displayed images 
for interpretation hampering their work, and in Kuusamo the everyday use of the system 
was experienced as so time consuming that the radiology nurses were replaced by 
primary care assistants in scanning images, sending requests and receiving reports. 

3.3.4  Integrating insider-outsider views 

As a fieldworker I learned about the partial and situated views of practitioners. I 
intentionally elicited and analysed them and continued to systematically compare their 
inside and my outside views. Thus, I constructed a fieldworker’s insider-outsider 
understanding of the everyday teleradiology work practice. Though the fieldworker view 
was also situated and partial it was distinctively different from the practitioners’ views. 
First of all, it was analytic in the sense that it was formed with a certain distance to the 
everyday experience of practitioners. It did not just replicate practitioners’ views but 
provided for insight into the invisible aspects of which insiders are often unaware or 
unable to articulate, e.g. local and tacit knowledge as well as lived experience.  

Secondly, it provided for a systematic overview of the teleradiology work practice. As 
a fieldworker I synthesized the various situated partial emic views by making compari-
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sons allowed by both the necessary access and analytic distance to them. In the 
teleradiology experiment it would have been difficult for those involved in the everyday 
work to gain an overall understanding of it, as the practitioners were so immersed in their 
own aspect. Also, the distributed nature of work made gaining an understanding of the 
entire teleradiology process more difficult, the practitioners were not aware of what was 
happening at the other end of the teleradiology link. Third, fieldworker understanding is 
definitely not an insider view. Not only does it measure up in the medical knowledge and 
historical understanding of the staff, it also lacks the lived experience of the practitioners. 



4 Towards work practice based participatory system design 

This chapter explicates the work that went into developing a tool for work practice based 
participatory system design. First, it is described how I converted from a participant 
observer to a participant interventionist and what this new researcher role comprised 
(section 4.1). Then it is explained how I as a participant interventionist constructed my 
understanding for the redesign of the experimental teleradiology system (section 4.2). 
These experiences and reflections were taken advantage of in developing a tool for design 
practice (section 4.3). Last, the major findings achieved by analysing the actual instances 
of using this tool in workshops are elaborated (section 4.4). 

4.1  Turning into a participant interventionist 

The reflections on the changing role of fieldworker had already begun during the 
fieldwork of studying the teleradiology work practice as was described in relation to 
“becoming a participant observer” in section 3.1. I had frequently been in situations 
where the role of participant observer had not seemed appropriate, for instance, as the 
radiology practitioners would turn to me for assistance with the problems encountered in 
using the experimental system (see also Karasti 1997a, publication I). Therefore, I had 
accommodated a further aspect into my fieldworker role, that of a participant advisor, 
which was more proactive than participant observer but not yet intentionally 
interventionist. Furthermore, in stepping aside to reflect I often found myself also 
thinking about the system and evaluating how usable it was from the point of view of 
everyday work practice. 

After studying the clinical trial period of the experimental system and before the 
project would proceed to designing the commercial version, the researcher role needed to 
be more explicitly addressed in order to be able to organise design interventions. Having 
learned the part of participant observer it was not unproblematic to turn into an 
interventionist, in fact, it required a careful reconsideration of how to integrate a more 
interventionist element into being a fieldworking researcher. 

First of all, I could not see myself reverting to the taken-for-granted designer role 
predominant in system design as it seemed too unscrupulous for intervention that has 
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emphasis on actual work practice. By this I mean that the designer role has remained 
rather unidirectional towards intervention because the field of system design is regarded 
as being profoundly about change and development, and having emphasis on the future. 
Furthermore, the designer role has prevailed insensitive to the social setting of system use 
because within design, change is seen technologically induced, and hand in hand with 
this attitude has gone a withdrawal from the ‘social change’.  

I turned to approaches where the role of researcher has become more reflectively 
considered in relation to intervention. Ethnographic traditions have classically eschewed 
intervention in ways of life and have exercised special cautiousness in regard to 
influencing or intervening with the researched community26, but the issues of intervention 
have become addressed as social scientists have come into contact with technology 
development. The emergence of such social science specialists moderating between work 
practitioners and computer system film developers is reported already in Blomberg (1987, 
1988). Though there are differences on emphasis, ranging from user champion, proxy 
user to user surrogate, the adopted role of an ethnographer has been characterised as a 
mediator between the work site and system development activities (see e.g. Hughes et al. 
1993, Bentley et al. 1992, Blomberg & Trigg 2000).  

I could not see myself acting as a user representative in design because the radiology 
practitioners’ understandings of their work excelled mine especially in regard to such 
aspects of work that are important in envisioning images of future work practice and 
judging ideas posed for further teleradiology development, e.g. lived experience and 
historical understanding of work (cf. section 3.3). Furthermore, whereas other researchers 
report of the practical constraints resulting in restrictions of participation, especially in 
“the need to ‘channel’ the access to users” (e.g. Blomberg & Trigg 2000, Mambrey et al. 
1998) we were fortunate to summon the different parties. 

The mediator role has been criticized of being “without a substantive input” for 
intervention because it has an “attitude of casual observer and facilitator” (Engeström 
2000). It has been argued that in the available ethnographic studies of work and the 
accompanying micro-level methodologies there is a prevalent dichotomy of “obtrusive 
prescription from above” versus “minimal informal facilitation”. The latter has been 
criticized to be an “unsatisfactory alternative” of “informal and opportunistic dialogue” 
(ibid., p. 151). Developmental Work Research has argued for a radical reconceptualiza-
tion of a possible role of workplace researcher and has demanded for a “bold 
experimental attitude” in facilitating practical change (ibid.). I found it impossible to 
embrace the attitude of developmental interventionist with its implicit, exclusive and 
unquestioned researcher expertise (see also Vehviläinen 1991) because I had learned 
sensitivity towards and appreciation for the member’s point of view and practitioners’ 
knowledge of work practice through participant observation. 

                                                           
26 The issue has been discussed within the field of qualitative social sciences, and increasingly it has 
become acknowledged that the social scientists always have an impact on the researched 
community. 
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4.1.1  The role of participant interventionist 

Though the above roles did not seem appropriate for my purposes they provoked me into 
reflecting about an interventionist researcher role that would correspond to my approach. 
In deliberating upon the role that is both appreciative of actual work practice and also 
explicitly acknowledges change that is intertwined with system design, I have come to 
think of intervention as a way of participation. The role of participant interventionist27 is 
intimately based on being a participant observer (section 3.1) and it necessitates carrying 
out fieldwork to construct an appreciative understanding of work practice (section 3.3) 
before turning into a participant interventionist.  

Similarly to the role of participant observer a participant interventionist also has a 
double role to play: a participant and an interventionist. She tries to retain her immersion 
in the practitioner’s point of view and attachment with actual work practice while she also 
needs to gain some distance to be able to assess the use of specific technologies in work 
and to form her understanding of their usefulness in actual work practice. 

From the privileged vantage point of having access to both inside and outside 
perspectives a participant interventionist is able to recognise that technologies are 
intimately and intricately intertwined with change. As a participant observer I had 
participated in the ongoing change processes and been involved in the actual instances of 
problem solving and local innovation in the workplace. As participant interventionist I 
needed to take an explicit interest in the endogenous change and development, especially 
in relation to technology use, and to articulate what they comprise. In accordance with 
her appreciative understanding of work practice the participant interventionist is liable to 
account for and to make visible and intelligible for system design the ongoing transition 
in the workplace and the ways in which change is initiated by practitioners from within 
the work practice. 

As mentioned already above in relation to ‘constructing a fieldworker’s understanding 
of teleradiology work’, my background in system design and a growing understanding of 
radiology work allowed for a privileged outside perspective already during fieldwork for 
assessing the system as part of everyday work practice. In addition to the continuing 
assessment of system use, as participant interventionist I further explored the technology-
use relation by reflecting on how to improve the system’s usefulness at work. As a result, 
I outlined potential system design issues from within the interest of actual work practice. 

                                                           
27 In interviewing me about my research in summer 1997 Ellen Balka came up with the term of 
participant designer in reference to my changing role in the integration of work practice and 
system design. However, participant designer to me seemed to require the designer role as a more 
constitutive part, I rather saw my role as organising interventions to make room for collaborative 
design, in which I, of course, also participated myself. Furthermore, in this context with 
professional designers participating I have preferred to emphasise my role as participant 
interventionist. 
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4.1.2  Participant in the co-construction of meaning 

As system design is always carried out in/for someone’s interest (Suchman 1994b), the 
paramount concern of participant interventionist is to influence technology development 
with a special preoccupation with actual work practice and consideration for a practitio-
ner’s point of view. Rather than legitimating any particular outside expertise for design 
and intervention she promotes an epistemological stance of multiple situated and partial 
views from within actual work practice collaborating with other interested parties. Thus 
the role suggests creating possibilities for multiparty collaborative activities of meaning 
making and constructing shared understandings in system development. 

By adopting the role of participant interventionist I have become to view myself as a 
participant in the co-construction of meaning. My contention is that the fieldworker’s 
understanding of work practice is just one view among the multitude of others. It is as 
partial and situated as the others, but it is also distinctively different from them as it is a 
unique combination of inside-outside views.  

The main contribution of participant interventionist for collaborative system design is 
based on gathering an analytic understanding of how particular technologies are used in 
work activities, formulating a systematic assessment of how useful they are for work 
practice, and forming a careful delineation of design issues from within the actual work 
practice. In this the researcher continues to intentionally make use of the double role that 
grants her access to both inside and outside perspectives. The construction of such a 
fieldworker’s understanding in relation to the experimental teleradiology system redesign 
is elaborated below. 

4.2  Constructing a fieldworker’s understanding for an appreciative 

intervention into teleradiology system redesign 

The construction of my fieldworker’s understanding for teleradiology system redesign 
started by investigating the wealth of data and materials collected during fieldwork28, i.e. 
viewing and reviewing videotaped instances of actual system use and the related stimu-
lated recall interviews, and reading and rereading interview materials, such as 
participants’ experiences of the trial use phase followed by detailed analyses of video-
taped system use situations focussing on the unfolding activities29. The following sections 

                                                           
28 The materials included: observations in the field and related field notes, video recordings of the 
actual instances of work practice, audio or video recordings of the stimulated recall interviews, 
interview materials, copies of the requests and reports of patient cases, other documents gathered 
during fieldwork, and video recordings, transcripts and analyses of the earlier phase where film-
based work was studied. 
29 In other phases I have organised possibilities for collaborative analyses of radiology work, 
especially of collaborative film-based image interpretation sessions. Here in relation to 
teleradiology work, however, I suspected that co-analysis of unfolding teleradiology system use 
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describe the analytic work that went into constructing the understanding that would 
enable appreciative intervention. 

4.2.1  Identifying endogenous change 

In identifying endogenous change in the work activities it was important to retain a 
participant observer’s immersion in the actual work practice. Due to this intimate 
proximity together with the participant interventionist’s special interest on change, I was 
able to discern endogenous transformations in work as the teleradiology personnel took 
pains to accommodate the system so that they could productively work with it. For 
instance, the teleradiologists had to learn to do ‘monitor interpretation’ (see Table 4, 
Picture C, on page 61). Though the change may not be as great as in learning completely 
new ‘semiotic systems’ as in relation to the introduction of new imaging modalities (cf. 
Barley 1988b), the new mediating technology, however, required the radiologists to adapt 
their accustomed interpretation process, as the system, for example, reduced the size of 
image display, provided new possibilities for image manipulation in the form of image 
processing functions and imposed certain sequential orders of activities for particular 
parts of the image interpretation process (see e.g. Karasti 2000, publication IV, pp. 11-13 
and 17-20). 

The practitioners hardly remarked upon their development work. It was such a taken-
for-granted aspect of breaking in a new system that the evolving advancement went on as 
an integral part of everyday work in conjunction with carrying out the customary duties. 
The practitioners were not in a profitable position to reflect on the informal development 
and local innovations which became part of the work practice as they were contrived 
because they were so immersed in carrying out their actual work. As a participant 
interventionist having access to both inside and outside perspectives, I could understand 
and articulate the incremental transition and endogenous change taking place. 

4.2.2  Taking distance to analyse and assess system use 

In taking distance from being immersed in the practitioners’ perspectives it was important 
to focus on the technological mediation of work activities for the purposes of system 
redesign. I engaged in exploring the existing and potential space of technological change 
by assessing how usable the system was in the everyday clinical practice and considering 
what design issues should be dealt with in its redesign. To continue with the example of a 
teleradiologist’s image interpretation, I addressed such issues as the initial display of 
images on a radiologist’s computer screen in the beginning of an interpretation session 
and the use of image processing functions intertwined as part of the unfolding activities. I 
examined instances of a radiologist’s actual work with a special focus on the usefulness 
of these system features and outlined tentative formulations of how they could be 
                                                                                                                                                
situations observable only through slight changes on a computer screen would have been too 
arduous for outsiders that lacked knowledge of the system and its interfaces. 
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improved to better account for the actual work practice. In conceiving the questions for 
assessment and preliminary answers for enhanced sensitivity I resorted to my 
understanding and experience of radiology work gathered as a fieldworker and my 
background in system design to generate the issues from within actual unfolding work 
practice. In taking distance to analyse and reflect, a participant interventionist has the 
advantage of being able to combine a focus on technological mediation of work activities 
with an appreciative understanding of work practice. 

4.2.3  Juxtaposing differently mediated ways of working 

Juxtaposing30 the differently mediated ways of working had first emerged in the stimu-
lated recall interviews where the teleradiologist started to compare image interpretation in 
the two environments. Following the example, I have frequently juxtaposed the teleradiol-
ogy activities with corresponding film-based practice in analysing the actual instances of 
teleradiology system use. For instance, I juxtaposed the two environments to learn how 
the radiologists organised their activities in the interpretation sessions. In traditional 
practice radiologists are accustomed to interpreting images as sequentially ordered cases 
in series. The alternator supports this with its magazine for light panels that are used for 
the temporary storage of mounted films. The radiologists read the request of the next 
patient to determine the problem formulation while the light panels are changed between 
the cases. As the new pair of light panels appears, they take a quick overall glance at the 
films and then proceed to a more detailed interpretation process and dictation of a report.  

In the teleradiology environment, in turn, the radiologists would have to wait while the 
images appeared on the screen one by one in a blown-out-size and were then reduced to 
fit the pre-set frames before they could read the request. Though the radiologists were 
able to glance at all images as they were sequentially displayed, they lacked the specific 
problem formulation given in the request to perform an initial interpretation. During the 
diagnostic interpretation and dictation the radiologists engaged in continuous image 
articulation work as they organised images on screen and used the image processing 
features for image manipulation (discussed also in a workshop, see Karasti 2000, 
publication IV, pp. 12-13).  

The juxtaposition of two work practices with different technology mediation allowed 
me as a participant interventionist to discern the differences of and similarities between 
the environments and ways of working. Furthermore, the film-based practice provided a 
tried and proven vantage point for the assessment of the teleradiology system in use. 

                                                           
30 I am grateful to Marjorie and Charles Goodwin for first drawing my attention to juxtaposition in 
Goodwin (1994a), Goodwin (1994b), Goodwin & Goodwin (1997). The notion has become 
important for my work. 
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4.2.4  Appreciating actual work practice and assessing system-in-use 

situations 

In the double role of a participant interventionist I was continually reminded to appreciate 
work practice as I had learned during fieldwork (see sections 3.1 and 3.3, particularly 
3.1.3) and to explicitly assess the system-in-use-situations. 

The problems with the experimental system in which I was interested as a designer 
became observable in many ways as they were experienced and confronted in system use, 
such as in work-arounds, extra work, hesitancy in actual situations of system use, 
avoiding certain procedures with the system, having to struggle with the system to get 
something done. At times, even if the work activities seemed to be unfolding without 
problems, difficulties could be discerned on a closer examination. In these occasions it 
required an intimate understanding of work practice to be able to discern the problem, for 
instance, by being able to identify what was essential in the activity from the 
practitioner’s point of view or by juxtaposing the emergent teleradiology practice with the 
accustomed film-based way of working to elicit the tacit aspects of work. 

An example of such a covert but also persistent inconvenience relates to the 
simultaneous comparison of images during interpretation which is a taken-for-granted 
aspect of image interpretation in the alternator environment with several films mounted 
on large light panels (see also Karasti 2000, publication IV, pp. 11-13 and Karasti 2001, 
publication V, pp. 26-28). In a traditional environment the radiologist moves about in 
front of the alternator as an embodied part of interpretation to reach an optimal body 
positioning in relation to the films to be compared. Such simultaneous juxtaposing of 
images was not possible in the teleradiology environment with digital images on a 
computer monitor due to the smaller screen real estate. 

There was an awareness of the issue of image display being reduced in size amongst 
the radiologists already from the beginning of the project. However, it was only the 
radiologists who actually used the system in clinical diagnostics who had to face the 
problem in practice and it was not easily discernible. At first, the radiologists took pains 
to accommodate the system and adjust their ways of working rather than evaluating the 
system critically. Simultaneously to coping with learning to use the system and adjusting 
their ways of interpreting images to the digital environment, the teleradiologists also tried 
to cope with the need to do simultaneous image comparison. They adapted appropriate 
work-arounds for each individual occasion to compensate for the deficiency in the system 
and to be able to compare images, e.g. by reducing the size of two images so that they can 
be simultaneously viewed on the monitor, by trying to memorise one image and then 
proceed to the one to be compared, or by repeatedly and quickly alternating between the 
images. The radiologists’ ingenious, seemingly fluent ways for coping with the system 
and the flexible reorganisations of work activities to circumvent the predicaments made it 
more difficult to the fieldworker to realise the problem in its whole extent.  
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4.2.5  Synthesizing situated and partial views 

I gained an analytic and systematic understanding of each of the teleradiology practitio-
ner perspectives in turn through similar activities as explained above in relation to a 
radiologist’s image interpretation. These situated and partial points of view were then 
synthesized into more overall accounts and assessments of the teleradiology system and 
work practice. 

For instance, an understanding of the dispersion of image articulation work, i.e. work 
that corresponds to ‘hanging images’ of film-based practice carried out in current practice 
by film developers in OUH, was gathered through combining the perspectives of two 
teleradiology practitioners and scrutinizing the system’s capabilities of image display (see 
also Karasti 1997a, publication I, pp. 7-8). The teleradiology system introduced entirely 
new tasks and working procedures to roentgen nurses in Kuusamo. As the system was 
experienced as time consuming, the teleradiology tasks were delegated to primary care 
assistants, who collectively took responsibility for running the system but lacked the 
radiology expertise necessary in scanning films and transferring images. This resulted in 
problems with image layout and organisation on the monitors in the other end which 
increasingly annoyed the teleradiologists as they had to move, turn and rotate images on 
the screen in the beginning and during the process of interpretation. In film-based work 
practice radiologists are used to having all image-related articulation work carried out 
prior to the interpretation sessions so that they can concentrate on the interpretive 
diagnostics. The work of ‘hanging images’ in film-based practice was dispersed into four 
aspects of the teleradiology system work: 1) the scanning of films and transmission of 
images in Kuusamo, 2) the image display system laying out the images on the 
teleradiologist’s screen, 3) the radiologist arranging the images on the computer screen at 
the beginning of a session in order to obtain an overall view of the case, and 4) 
continuous image handling by the radiologist during the interpretation process. Such 
integrated understandings of teleradiology work and related problematics were accessible 
only to the participant interventionist as the practitioners were too immersed in their 
situated perspectives. 

4.2.6  Exploring the integration of a participant’s and an 

interventionist’s perspectives 

In constructing my understanding for the teleradiology system redesign I shifted between 
the perspectives of a participant and an interventionist which obviously would not have 
been possible without the understanding of actual work practice gained previously as a 
participant observer. Turning into a participant interventionist introduced and intertwined 
an explicit technology focus and change thinking into the fieldworker role. It required an 
explicit articulation and making visible of the ongoing transition in the work communities 
and a definite interest in exploring the technological change from within the actual work 
practice. As I realised that the perspectives provided for complementary observations, 
both valuable in gathering a holistic understanding and informed assessment of 
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technology use in work for system redesign, I became interested in using these insights in 
developing a tool for design practice and in exploring the possibilities of communicating 
this understanding to others to be used as a starting point for evaluating and redesigning 
the teleradiology system. 

In ethnographic traditions researchers are not accustomed to taking their findings back 
to the subject communities for comment and critique (see e.g. Hastrup 1995). Such an 
activity has been considered merely as a form of research validation, namely ‘respondent 
validation’ (see e.g. Silverman 1993, pp. 156-158) and it has been questioned because 
“those studied are not in a good position to reflect on their own behaviours and would 
most likely simply offer post hoc rationalisations of justifications for their behaviours if 
asked to participate in analysis” (critique summarised in Blomberg et al. 1993, p. 140). 
On the other hand, the reflection and cautiousness pursued by ethnographers in relation to 
representing the ‘other’ in the written ethnographies increased my understanding of the 
complexity and subtlety of the related issues that have only recently started being 
discussed in relation to representations of work within system design (e.g. Suchman 
1995b). 

4.3  Developing a tool for design practice 

I have used the above experiences as a fieldworker who first learned the role of 
participant observer and then turned into a participant interventionist in the development 
of a tool for design practice, namely the WPASED (Work Practice Analysis, System 
Evaluation and Design) workshops. The tool has been used in work practice based 
participatory interventions to support the participants in communicating and co-
constructing shared understandings of work practice, system use and further technology 
development.  

The development of the tool was inspired and informed by several researchers’ work. 
The proposition to foster a joint enterprise of three perspectives, namely practice, 
research and design collaborating simultaneously in workshops (Suchman & Trigg 1991), 
was possibly the most important single idea of inspiration and influence. Jordan and 
collaborators' work on Workplace Interaction Laboratories (WIAL) (Cefkin & Jordan 
1994) assured and gave ideas for grounding the collaborative activities in the workshop 
on an analysis of actual work activities. The incorporation of both existing ways of 
working in the video collage has been inspired by the three layers of time: past, present 
and future used in developmental intervention processes in Change Laboratories 
(Engeström et al. 1996). However, instead of using the predefined categories of ‘historical 
forms of work’ (Engeström 1995) it was considered important to represent the existing 
forms of work practice, which in this case were mediated by different technologies. 
Piispanen's work on Simulation games (Piispanen 1995) was of great help in planning the 
practicalities of the workshops. Participatory Design techniques and methods (e.g. 
Bødker et al. 1993) provided ideas for a workshop kind of intervention. In planning the 
workshops the issues of participation, shared object and collaborative activities were 
carefully considered (see also Karasti 1997c, publication III, pp. 5-9). 
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4.3.1  Participation 

My contention was that the workshops should be multiparty undertakings comprising of 
practitioners, designers and fieldworker/researchers. Not for the sake of each party 
attending to their area of responsibility but so that all participants with different back-
grounds and situated positions could contribute with their views and knowledges into the 
collaborative process of constructing shared understandings.  

In addition to the professional designers and other members of the initial design team 
the aim was especially to encourage the involvement of work practice participants in the 
workshop. Practitioner participation was considered with regard to their situated and 
partial views from within the ‘working division of labour’ and their experiences with the 
everyday use of the experimental teleradiology system, though some consideration was 
also given to practitioners’ positions within the health care institutions, their (medical) 
specialities and degrees of experience with different technologies.  

We were fortunate to negotiate the participation of all occupational groups involved in 
the teleradiology practice, hence all situated views and local experiences with the system 
were covered. Participation from both locations of teleradiology service would enable the 
practitioners to learn what actually took place in the other end of the teleradiology 
connection and to collaboratively develop their working together on the level of everyday 
routines and work activities. As video recordings of actual work activities were to be used 
in the workshops, the participation of those individuals whose work was presented on the 
tape was encouraged. 

4.3.2  Work practice represented in video collages 

The foremost idea for the workshops was to ground all collaborative activities on an 
analysis of existing work practice. In thinking about representing radiology work practice 
for system design I pondered upon what was essential in the everyday radiology work and 
how it could be made visible and intelligible for system design. Video was chosen as 
material for representing work practice because it provided for rich, detailed, naturalistic 
information and preserved the features of situated work context thereby allowing for an 
analysis of actual unfolding activities. Furthermore, video also seemed a more easily 
shareable and understandable medium for collaborative activities than, for example, 
graphical or written descriptions of work. 

Inspired by the work of Wall & Mosher (1994), Brun-Cottan & Wall (1995), Cefkin & 
Jordan (1994) and Blomberg and Trigg (2000) on using video collections to stimulate 
participation by designers and users, I came up with the idea of video collages. I have 
used the term without artistic connotations in the meaning of an assembly of diverse 
fragments placed in juxtaposition; their rather unfinished and technically often imperfect 
character is to emphasize their role as a medium and material for collaborative activities. 
They bear similarities to ‘video collections’ (Cefkin & Jordan 1994, Jordan & Henderson 
1994) as they are edited collections of instances of work activities recorded during 
fieldwork. Video collages are based on the fieldworker’s analysis and in them she offers 
her understanding of the work practice and technology use to the other participants. 
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The analytic work that goes into preparing video collages starts already during 
fieldwork comprising the construction of a participant observer’s understanding of work 
practice during fieldwork (see sections 3.1 and 3.3) and continues in the more design-
oriented analysis and evaluation of forming an adequately detailed comprehension of the 
potential (re)design issues (see section 4.2). 

The video collage encompasses the fieldworker’s understanding in several ways (for a 
more detailed discussion see Karasti 2001, publication V, pp. 11-13). Firstly, it reflects the 
participant observer’s inside-outside view by making visible both the multiple partial 
views and situated locations of practitioners from within the actual practice (emic) as well 
as it integrates an overall account of work as it is edited according to the fieldworker’s 
outside, analytic and synthesized view (etic) (see sections 3.3.3, 3.3.4 and 4.2.5). It 
presents entire sessions of actual work practice ‘as it is’ including the unfolding smoothly 
organising routine ways and the problems encountered and handled in the course of 
working, and it relies on the categories ‘from within’ in the selection of work instances 
(see section 3.1.3). 

Secondly, the video collage embodies the two perspectives of observation and 
intervention in which the fieldworker engages by including clips meaningful from the 
point of view of both practice and design, i.e. it contains material for the analysis of what 
is essential in everyday practice (section 3.1.3) and for the evaluation of how usable the 
system is in everyday work (see section 4.2.4), as well as for the formulation of redesign 
issues (see section 4.2.2). 

Lastly, the video collage presents co-existing contexts of work which are differently 
technologically mediated to allow for their juxtaposition (see section 4.2.3) and the 
identification of endogenous change (see section 4.2.1). The sequential order of viewing 
was made use of in starting the video collage with the traditional way of working. This 
allows the participants to familiarise with the existing routines and smoothly organising 
ways of working as well as with the practitioners’ local knowledge and lived experience 
of film-based work practice to establish a common ground before proceeding to the new 
way of working. 

4.3.3  Collaborative analysis, evaluation and (re)design 

Based on experiences gained in stimulated recall interviews with radiology practitioners 
some informed conjectures and tentative assumptions were made about the interaction 
between video collage and workshop participants.  

Video collage would form a shared object of interest and activities for the participants 
in the workshops. The co-viewing of videotaped work activities would be interleaved 
with discussion which would help the participants in retaining a connection with the 
everyday work practice, though analysis was carried out removed from the actual sites of 
work. In these discussions the participants would comment, ask questions, offer interpre-
tations, share experiences, and recount related knowledge. Manifold interpretations of the 
same sequence of work were to be expected on account of heterogeneous participants 
with various backgrounds and points of view.  
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The order of video collage, having first the film-based way of working followed by the 
emergent teleradiology work practice, would encourage the participants to proceed from 
the analysis of technologically mediated work activities to the evaluation of system use 
situations by having a possibility to compare the two existing ways of working. The 
multiparty participation would secure both work practice and system design issues to be 
raised in envisioning an improved future system. 

As a participant interventionist my aim was to make visible and intelligible work 
practice, especially the tacitness of everyday work which practitioners find difficult to 
articulate, in a way that enhanced its analysis, created dialogues and stimulated discus-
sions in system design. By presenting my understanding of work practice in form of a 
video collage I could also concentrate on facilitating others in collaboration and 
supporting all participants in partaking in and shifting between the foreseen major 
activities of analysis, evaluation and envisioning. 

4.4  Learning from an actual instance of tool use 

In relation to the teleradiology project two workshops were organised after the trial 
period with the experimental system in clinical use before moving on to product design. 
Each of the workshops lasted for about two hours. There were ten participants in the first 
workshop the theme of which was the radiologists’ image interpretation work, and twelve 
in the second one in which the topics were the new way of collaboration between the two 
radiology units and the distributed supportive work.  

After the workshops were conducted the analytic lens was turned around31 as it is my 
contention that the concrete design activities should become an object of rigorous study 
just as any other work. Analyses were carried out to provide an understanding of what 
actually took place in the workshops. Though such scrutiny has not been common in the 
field of system design, notable exceptions are Blomberg & Trigg (2000), Newman 
(1998), Bødker & Grønbæk (1996), Mogensen & Trigg (1992) and Trigg et al. (1991). 
The following summarises the interplay of views in the unfolding process of participants 
co-constructing shared understandings of work practice and design issues (see Karasti 
2000, publication IV), and puts forward four elements that in particular contributed to 
sensitizing system design towards actual work practice in one of the workshops (see 
Karasti 2001, publication V).  

                                                           
31 The first attempt to turn the microscope on the collaborative activities in the conducted 
interventions took place immediately after the workshops. I invited a colleague, Marjo Favorin, to 
participate in the analyses to challenge my bias of being the workshop organiser. As I returned to 
the analyses some years later, in connection to participating on the Work Practice and Technology 
course, the time had allowed me to gain distance from the workshops. 
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4.4.1  The interplay of views in the co-construction of shared 

understandings 

Collaborative activities started with and were grounded on viewing and analysing the 
activities and events of actual work represented in the video collage. Throughout the 
workshop the participants were reminded of and could go back to the concrete cases and 
particular instances of situated technologically mediated everyday work. Gradually the 
discussions became increasingly grounded on actual work practice and system use, and 
new appreciations of what is important to attend to in design were gained. (see Karasti 
2000, publication IV, pp. 7-21.) Both the video collage and practitioner participation 
enhanced the concentration of collaborative activities around work practice (Karasti 2001, 
publication V, pp. 21-23). The viewing of videotaped instances of work activities invited 
for multivoiced interpretations and the practitioners recounted their lived experiences 
evoked by the video clips (see Karasti 2000, publication IV, pp. 21-28). 

The analysis of unfolding activities revealed the everyday practice differently from the 
customary idealised views of practitioners about their work. The ideal views implicitly 
include but also intricately conceal from active articulation plenty of invisible and taken-
for-granted aspects of work which, however, are essential for the everyday smooth 
running of work. As such aspects of work, previously so obvious to the practitioners to be 
unremarkable, became visible, the participants questioned them by juxtaposing them with 
their new observations. (ibid., p. 23.) Similarly, some of the initial views on teleradiology 
based on general expectations and potentials of digital imaging became challenged and 
reconsidered as the realisation of initial design concepts became evaluated through the 
analysis of actual teleradiology system use situations (ibid., pp. 23-24). In these analyses 
the participants were able to identify essential aspects of work that need to be preserved 
regardless of the technological mediation and environment, e.g. image comparison in 
interpretation and the possibility to follow the progress of a patient along the patient 
examination trajectory (ibid., pp. 25-26). 

Starting with the analysis of traditional work allowed the participants to form a shared 
platform of understandings about film-based practice and to base the subsequent analysis 
and evaluation of the emergent work practice on them (ibid., pp. 26-27). The co-
construction of work practice based design issues, e.g. improvements to the experimental 
system, images envisioned of the future teleradiology system and work practice and 
technology induced enhancements to the future system that arose from the potentials of 
digital imaging, was grounded on a close and continuous connection between actual work 
practice and system design issues (ibid., p. 27). The emergent and evolving criteria for 
evaluating the experimental system and considering the legitimacy of the design issues 
was intimately informed by and weighted in the light of the existing ways of working as 
well as practitioners’ work practice experience and professional expertise (ibid., pp. 27-
28). 
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4.4.2  Four elements contributing to the gravitation on work practice 

The analyses further revealed a set of interaction patterns that contributed to the 
gravitation of collaborative activities towards actual work practice. The following 
sections elaborate on four of these elements illustrated by an excerpt of activities in a 
workshop on radiologists’ image interpretation (see also Karasti 2001, publication V, pp. 
21-25 and 34-36). The participants have collaboratively viewed a sequence of video 
collage where radiologist A is engaged in interpreting thorax films on light panels 
(depicted in Table 6, pictures A and B). The tape is paused, H asks a question (Table 6, 
Line 1) and A answers (Lines 2-6). 

Table 6.  An instance of image interpretation presented in a sequence of video collage 
and discussed in a workshop. 

  

Pictures A and B. In the video sequence of episode 2B radiologist A reaches out from the left to 
the right in front of the autoalternator light panels. 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Co-viewing sequence 2B 
H: So here you move all the way from one end to another, or what are you doing there? 

A: I think it’s necessary to reach out to get a view at right angles at both of the films. You cannot look at 

the film, or at the monitor from the side. In a way, you look perpendicularly, and when you are 

comparing two images, you search a position in the middle of them to be able to see them in about the 

same size. It has to be the reason for moving like this, I suppose. I’ve never really thought there is so 

much body work involved in image interpretation, but so it seems to be ... 

Co-viewing continues with sequence 2C 

4.4.2.1  The double presence of work practice 

The workshop setting provided for the presence of work practice in two ways, i.e. 
through the video collage representing instances of actual work practice and through the 
active participation of practitioners. In the excerpt the video collage depicts radiologist A, 
absorbed in reading films, changing his position in front of the alternator (Table 6, 
pictures A and B). In responding to H’s pointer about the observable performance (Line 
1) radiologist A recalled his presence in the instance as he elaborated on his image 
interpretation activities (Lines 2-6).  
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The video collage offered the participants a chance to observe work practice almost in 
situ, as the work was actually performed in the workplace. The idea of making the work 
visible ‘as it is’ provided for both the smooth, taken-for-granted routines as well as the 
problematic situations encountered in work. The video collage presented for analysis 
what the practitioners find relevant in the course of accomplishing their ordinary work. 
The otherwise hard to grasp moment-by-moment temporal organisation of unfolding 
activities was subjected to an analysis. The detail of video as medium afforded for the 
intrinsic nature of everyday technologically mediated interactions, and the intertwined 
use of different materials and technologies became accessible for scrutiny.  

In viewing and analysing the video collage the practitioners verbalised their 
interpretations and evocations of the work by describing, expounding and characterising 
activities and events. Through their explications the there and then of the video collage 
also became the here and now of the workshop. They recounted circumstantial 
information that cannot be seen on the tape. They brought in the vocabulary of radiology 
work practice, the everyday practicalities and common practices, and the categories from 
within the work practice. In all these explications the practitioners drew on their 
professional expertise and lived experiences of film-based work. (Karasti 2001, 
publication V, pp. 21-23.) 

4.4.2.2  Rendering work practice both familiar and strange 

The preceding section described how the video collage rendered the work practice 
familiar so that practitioners’ experiences and recollections were evoked. The video 
collage worked also in a different way by rendering the work as something extraordinary 
to the practitioners. In the above excerpt radiologist A noted, as if surprised, that he 
“never really thought” that there was so much body work involved in the search for 
optimal spatial relations with the films spread over the large area of light panels during 
image interpretation (lines 5-6). 

The very ordinariness of work activities which makes them invisible, as if seen but 
unnoticed when immersed in everyday work, was broken and they became somehow 
extraordinary when depicted in the video collage. Through detachment from the everyday 
routines the workshop setting allowed the practitioners a rare vantage point of an outsider 
perspective, significantly different from having to cope to get the job done. It gave the 
practitioners a chance to see their work with the eyes of ‘the other’ and to became more 
reflective about their own work.  

In the propitious conditions of the workshop the ambivalence of strangeness and 
familiarity provided by the video collage grew into a dialogue, a two-way relation for 
exploration. Iteration between the familiar and the strange gave room for the practitioners 
to engage in a more analytic stance towards their work, to reflect from a distance and to 
analyse as if an outsider. (Karasti 2001, publication V, pp. 23-24.) 
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4.4.2.3  Juxtaposing existing and new ways of working 

The video collage made visible, concrete and as if tangible the two co-existing differently 
technologically mediated ways of working, by starting with the film-based practice and 
then proceeding to the teleradiology environment. In the excerpt 2B of an early phase of 
the workshop where image interpretation in film-based environment was analysed 
radiologist A, reminded of his recent experiences with monitor interpretation, juxtaposed 
traditional and teleradiology image interpretation environments to point out a similarity in 
the practices (line 3). The traditional work practice represented the lived experience of all 
practitioners who have learned their trade in the film-based environment. In the workshop 
the participants had a chance to familiarise themselves with the emergent way of working 
by seeing the teleradiology personnel working on the experimental system and hearing 
about their experiences.  

By staying close to the technologically mediated work activities in the two 
environments the practitioners started relating the experiences of traditional work with 
teleradiology work, though the latter drastically differed from the familiar film-based 
work practice. And by juxtaposing the two distinct work practices they were able to 
discern a variety of ways in which transformations took place in practitioners’ work (see 
e.g. Karasti 2000, publication IV, pp. 11-13). These understandings of changes with the 
experimental teleradiology system to everyday work paved the way for envisioning 
further transformations. Images of the future context were constructed as the practitioners 
became able to expand their thinking to the foreign digital imaging-based forms of 
working. (Karasti 2001, publication V, pp. 34-36.) 

4.4.2.4  From particular activities to meanings of work 

The practitioners were in a central position to elaborate on the videotaped activities in the 
workshop. Their situated positions within the everyday clinical work practice in 
combination with the newly gained outsider perspective in the workshop allowed them to 
iterate between the particular work activities on the video collage and their lived 
experience of work practice. They were able to relate the situated, particular instances of 
videotaped work activities to their experiences of what is common in everyday work 
practice rather than producing mere descriptions of the specific activity. For instance, in 
addition to describing the particular activity observable on the video (lines 2-4), 
radiologist A unravelled its meaning from the point of view of everyday image 
interpretation, i.e. the radiologists need to find a position in middle of the films to be able 
to read them at a perpendicular angle in more or less the same size (lines 4-5). 

The situated particularities in the observable performance on the videotape evoked the 
practitioners to characterise the issues and concerns germane to the actual work practice 
that they found relevant in the unfolding course of accomplishing the work. They 
articulated what was important with concern to their specific experience of everyday 
work practice. Meanings of work practice were formulated as the practitioners understand 
and can explicate the intelligibility of particular, observable work activities in the video 
collage. (Karasti 2001, publication V, pp. 24-25.) 



5 Increasing sensitivity towards everyday work practice in 
system design 

This chapter discusses the explorations carried out in this research on how to increase 
sensitivity towards actual work practice in system design. I have invited into a dialogue 
the approaches to the integration of work practice and system design introduced in 
section 2.4 as well as some of their critics, and attempted to give them authentic voices by 
quoting passages from their writings. 

I start by discussing the state of technology use and development in radiology work in 
section 5.1. The current phase in radiology is a stage of profound transformation and thus 
the challenges it poses to technology development are equally demanding. Technologies 
for radiology work practice should be developed with regard to both the transition in the 
field at large as well as to the local circumstances of endogenous change processes. 
Therefore, I argue, it is important to take as a starting point for design the study of 
radiology practice as technologically mediated work in transition. 

The discussion is continued on two levels that explore and expose the relations 
between research(ers), work practice (practitioners) and design(ers). The video-based 
WPASED workshop is a tool developed for design practice that gravitates system design 
towards actual work practice and encourages multiparty participation (section 5.2). It is 
based on reflections on my experiences and location as a fieldworking researcher and it 
also draws ideas from the techniques and methods of both work analysis and collabora-
tive design.  

The relations are further explored through the dimensions of work practice sensitive 
participatory design which offer generally characteristic analytic categories for thinking 
about the integration of work practice and participatory design in section 5.3. The three 
dimensions of interaction describe the interactions of ethnographic studies of work prac-
tice and participatory design. Each dimension interweaves the traditions by both appreci-
ating their inherent strengths and questioning some of their fundamental assumptions. 

Lastly, in section 5.4 I elaborate on my experiences and location as an interdisciplinary 
fieldworking researcher, a subject that has remained silenced in the field of system 
design. These reflections on the changing researcher role have served as a starting point 
for the exploration of participants’ relations in sensitizing system design towards work 
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practice. They have also led to the suggestion of the role of participant interventionist for 
work practice-oriented participatory design. 

5.1  Radiology work in transition 

Radiology work is in transition. As the technological mediation of work is being trans-
formed from film to digital imaging, both the everyday work practice as well as the ways 
in which technologies are acquired have become challenged. 

5.1.1  The technological mediation of work practice transformed 

Radiological innovations have consisted of incremental improvements to existing 
machines and techniques until the 1960s (Bronzino et al. 1990). Radiology work practice 
has developed along with the gradual acquisition of new examination and imaging 
equipment. As technologies have been obtained they have been installed and taken into 
clinical use in radiology work units. The local work communities have accommodated the 
apparatuses into the existing technological infrastructure and ways of working. As 
imaging devices are rather isolated pieces of equipment typically having an effect on one 
examination room, only in infrequent occurrences have they become rejected as they 
could not be satisfactorily adopted into local work practice.  

The technologically mediated ways of radiology work have been developed in close 
connection with the gradual flow of examination and imaging equipment and as if around 
the film-based technologies. During fieldwork I observed new technologies, ranging from 
novel devices of modern imaging modalities to new types of adhesive fastenings for light 
panels, frequently brought into the departments of radiology. The personnel adopted these 
technologies into their daily activities as part and parcel of the informal development that 
takes place in everyday practice. The personnel in the work communities has been able to 
influence the adoption alongside with carrying out their ordinary productive work. The 
affordances of film allowed for the development of local ways for organising work which 
has the advantage of taking into account the situated practicalities of everyday unfolding 
work practice. The mundane qualities of film and paper have allowed for local 
innovations of practical methods, procedures and tools, of which the PEF in OUH is an 
excellent example.  

The introduction of new imaging modalities in the 1970’s posed a considerable 
challenge to radiology work, especially to the interpretive diagnostics but also to the 
occupational roles and organizational structure (Barley 1986, Barley 1988a, Barley 
1990a). Each new computer-based modality (e.g. US, CT and MRI) departed from the 
traditional radiological practice and represented a disjuncture in radiology’s cumulative 
knowledge. The imaging technologies brought with them a system of signs, languages of 
images whose syntax and morphology were well structured, but whose semantics were 
obscure for those without extensive training in the technology’s use. New imaging 
modalities created completely new ‘semiotic systems’, new languages of diagnostic signs 
that radiologists, who hold the interpretive expertise, must master. New modalities and 
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images diverged so radically from the past that large portions of the radiologists’ practical 
experience failed to generalize to the new situation. (Barley 1988b.) 

The current phase of introducing digital imaging coupled with computerisation poses 
yet a more fundamental challenge to radiology work as a whole. The change in the 
material and technological mediation from film to electronic media suggests a drastic and 
thorough-going reorganisation of everyday radiology work practice.  

5.1.2  From technology driven to work practice oriented systems 

development 

The change in the mediation of work practice and the traditional work practice based on 
the use of films have, however, not been an issue in the development of technologies 
based on digital imaging. On the contrary, the development has been technology driven 
with an interest on the problems in the derided film-based work practice to be improved 
with new technology (e.g. Wendler et al. 1997). For instance, the traditional film-based 
work practice has a routine problem of the unique copies being someplace else than 
where they are needed as duplicates of images are rarely produced and the increasing 
amounts of radiological examinations and expanding film storages pose growing 
demands to the management of film logistics. In the development of technologies based 
on the potentials of digital imaging one of the leading arguments has been to cure the 
problem of ‘missing films’ by allowing for the simultaneous use of the same radiological 
images in multiple locations. 

The promised and awaited increase in the availability and accessibility of digital 
images is not, however, a straight-forward issue from the point of view of everyday work 
practice. The electronic media has a drawback of being totally dependent on the 
technological infrastructure. Thereby, any kind of use of radiological images or textual 
patient documents is confined to the data networks and computer workstations. Whereas 
film, as the above elaborations on the PEF have exemplified (e.g. sections 2.2.2, 2.6.2.1 
and 3.2.2), is flexibly accessible to varied uses by different occupational groups who have 
their tasks to carry out at different phases and places across the patient examination 
trajectory. The contents of PEF can be instantly tailored to the specific needs of the use 
situation, e.g. what materials need to be consulted, in what order do they become relevant 
or is it just enough to see the PEF located in a specific place with certain pieces of patient 
materials in it. The PEF also allows for the unexpected uses of materials and deviations 
from the typical ways of working should such situations occur. Systems based on digital 
imaging undermine the malleability and local flexible access of the film and PEF as 
digital imaging is confined to the technological infrastructure whereas they do allow for 
the simultaneous access and shareability of images in various locations of medical work 
that are equipped with appropriate devices. 

The multifarious ways in which the PEF is used in the organisation and co-ordination 
of everyday radiology work practice are intimately intertwined with and resilient to the 
inherent qualities of film. The very materiality and tangibility of the medium makes the 
PEF observable and visible to the practitioners. The PEFs are consulted for their 
‘information substance’, i.e. patient materials of various sorts, but they also ‘impart 
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implicit information’, i.e. the spatial location and the physical appearance of PEFs, the 
‘filmtrails’ and ‘pools’ over which the practitioners gather an overall at-a-glance 
awareness of what is going on in local work practice and through which they 
communicate and co-ordinate the ongoing organisation of unfolding work practice. For 
example, the PEFs form an essential medium and tool for making visible and accountable 
the progress of each case through the patient examination trajectory.  

The visibility and tangibility of film are examples of affordances of the traditional 
material mediation which are essential in the organisation and co-ordination of everyday 
work practice and which will disappear with the digitalisation of images and 
computerisation. Their meanings to the practitioners and the fluent flow of everyday 
practice need to be accounted for and compensated in the digital technologies and 
computer systems. The question is not about the digital alternatives mimicking the 
properties of film but rather about finding alternatives to provide for the affordances of 
mundane technologies (cf. Sellen & Harper 1997, Harper & Sellen 1995). This, however, 
is not an uncomplicated task and it requires an understanding of the intricate nature of 
mundane technologies and the complexly intertwined consequences. My argument is that 
radiology work should be studied as technologically mediated work practice in order to 
understand the essential meanings of film to the mediation, communication, organisation 
and co-ordination of everyday collaborative work. Though there is a handful of 
accomplished studies of radiology work in relation to computerisation and system design 
(e.g. Aas et al. 1993, Sørgaard & Holmes 1993, Kjær & Halskov Madsen 1995, Lundberg 
& Tellioglu forthcoming, Tellioglu & Wagner forthcoming), none of them has studied 
radiology with a special interest in the material and technological mediation.  

A further problem with the development of information systems for radiology work is 
that they have been designed for and from the point of view of the radiologist holding the 
expert medical knowledge whereas the supportive film and paper work are typically 
considered only as something to be automated. In the teleradiology and PACS (Picture 
Archiving and Communication System) literature the tasks related to film work are 
discussed in terms of routines and quantifiable knowledge, e.g. ‘automated prefetch 
mechanism’, ‘intelligent prefetch strategy’, and ‘knowledge-based image retrieval’. An 
outline for future PACS puts forward an idea of automating supportive work for the 
convenience of expert work: “These systems will build a higher level of intelligence into 
the workstation software ... These workstations will be able to ‘remember’ the working 
habits of each radiologist, as a good film librarian [a film developer in OUH] might, and 
they will anticipate which images will be required and how the radiologist prefers to view 
them.” (Siegel 1997, p. 66.)  

An alternative to the rather straight-forward approach of seeing supportive work as 
identifiable, structurable tasks to be automated, would be to study the practical 
organisation of everyday radiology work with an interest on the experience, skill, and 
expertise of film articulation work. The elaborations on the film developers’ work above 
(section 3.2.2) have revealed that their mundane work of handling the film logistics also 
accounts for the organisation of everyday work practice in which they draw on their local 
tacit knowledge and lived experience of radiology work. This unarticulated aspect of 
supportive work would rather suggest for developing information systems to support their 
work than attempting to automate it.  
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5.1.3  Changes in technology acquisition 

Radiological examination and imaging technologies have typically been ‘off the shelf’ 
devices, ready to be installed and taken into use. With the procurement of information 
technologies that by nature are more flexible the accustomed ways of obtaining technolo-
gies and managing the change processes have become challenged in radiology. New 
kinds of knowledge and expertise have become seriously needed because the procurement 
of computer-based systems involves engagement at least in tailoring, implementing and 
possibly even developing the system. The two information system undertakings that I 
studied, namely teleradiology system and PACS, were quite different from one another 
with regard to extent and complexity of issues involved and therefore posed dissimilar 
demands to the clinic. 

5.1.3.1  Teleradiology – a change in the small 

In connection to the teleradiology system, the clinic of radiology had a possibility to 
influence the design and development of the technology. Selected practitioner groups had 
already participated in the initial design team’s activities and the workshops organised 
after the trial phase offered a possibility for an extended practitioner participation. The 
participants engaged in developing both work practice and teleradiology system by 
sharing experiences of the trial phase, analysing work practice, evaluating the 
experimental system in use and envisioning images of the improved system. As the 
commercial version of the system, in which the critique and ideas put forward in the 
workshop have been taken into account, has been taken into clinical practice, the 
designers have continued to collect user feedback for the system’s further development.  

Teleradiology services constitute relatively independent forms of radiology work. 
They typically introduce a new way of collaboration between geographically separate 
radiology units. Thus, they do not have to face all the problematics involved with 
compensating for the existing film-based work practice. The personnel can cope with the 
new technology related change and emergent work practice through adaptation and local 
innovation. For example, in the Kuusamo-Oulu teleradiology service the system had to 
comply with the existing work practice to an extent because the radiologist needed to be 
able to carry out interpretive diagnostics in the digital environment. However, the system 
did not need to strive to replace or substitute current ways of working more 
comprehensively as, in fact, another major challenge of the trial phase was to create a 
new way of collaboration between the previously separate radiology units.  

5.1.3.2  PACS – a more demanding transition 

The implementation of PACS into an existing radiology work practice, on the other hand, 
is an undertaking of a different magnitude requiring a profound transition in the operation 
of the entire radiology clinic and collaborating medical units. The reported success of 
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PACS has hitherto been limited (e.g. Bick & Lenzen 1999, Carrino et al. 1998, Siegel et 
al. 2000).  

In the OUH the extensive nature of the PACS implementation phase and complexity of 
related problematics astounded the clinic of radiology. On one hand, the dilemmas came 
down to such basic essentials as the integration of the PACS with all digital imaging 
devices in use and the existing Radiology Information System (RIS) coupled with the 
Hospital Information System (HIS), and the possibilities of tailoring the PACS developed 
for a health care system that uses different kinds of patient records to be compatible with 
the local records and ways of working. On the other hand, the clinic-wide PACS would 
also have required a simultaneous and more intentional co-development of technology 
and work practice. 

In the PACS phase both the importance and difficulty of participation in the 
technology development increased. As the PACS addresses the mediation of the entire 
radiology work practice with a new pervasive technology, it would require a purposeful 
engagement of the entire work organisation in the simultaneous development of work and 
technology. On the other hand, as the PACS typically are developed by multinational 
companies, having influence on the system becomes more difficult. In this case the 
system was developed by a foreign company and the local representatives acted as go-
betweens. The incompatibility of the system with the local ways of working became 
apparent, but the possibilities of having a meaningful effect on the system were restricted. 
Furthermore, with imaging devices the radiology practitioners were able to fit the new 
device in the technological infrastructure and ways of working of an examination room 
from within their situated views of work practice, whereas an implementation of a clinic-
wide information system would require a more systematic approach. 

Developing work practice and system intervention within such a framework by mere 
organisation of workshops would obviously be an inadequate way to proceed. However, 
my contention is that the thoughts for sensitizing system design towards work practice 
that have been put forward in this work would be of benefit also in undertakings of a 
more comprehensive nature, provided that there were sufficient resources and the 
information system development and project management methods would be flexible 
enough to accommodate them. 

5.2  Video-based WPASED workshops - A tool for design practice 

The video-based WPASED (Work Practice Analysis and System Design) workshops have 
been inspired by the idea of using video as a medium for reflection and design through 
integrating the perspectives of practice, research and design (Suchman & Trigg 1991), the 
collaborative analysis of work in the Workplace Interaction Analysis Laboratory (Cefkin 
& Jordan 1994, Jordan 1994), and the concept of mirror and the contexts of past, present 
and future of Change Laboratory by Developmental Work Research (Engeström et al. 
1996).  

The tool has not been operationalised to the extent that for example the PD methods 
and techniques (e.g. Bødker et al. 1993) typically are, as it has been used only a couple of 
times in practice and as its development and use have rather been seen as an initial step in 
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the exploration of the relations between practitioners, designers and researchers in the 
collaborative attempt to sensitize system design towards work practice. The following, 
however, describes and discusses the fundamental ideas on which the tool for design 
practice is based, i.e. the multiparty participation in all collaborative activities (section 
5.2.1), the use of video as a tool for analysis and design (section 5.2.1), and the 
integration of analysis, evaluation and design for grounding the co-construction of design 
issues on actual work practice (section 5.2.3). Lastly, section 5.2.4 describes some 
practical contributions. 

5.2.1  Multiparty participation 

Though multiparty participation has often been presented as one way to align 
ethnographic studies of work and system design (e.g. Blomberg et al. 1993, Jordan 
1996a), there are few examples of actual instances of multiparty collaboration in analysis 
and design. More typical forms of collaboration seem to be either between ethnographers 
and designers (e.g. Lancaster CSCW research group) or between designers and users (e.g. 
PD approaches).  

The proponents of PD strongly argue for user participation: “The experience of the 
end users cannot be effectively mediated by representations of work or representatives of 
users, such as system analysts or ethnographers” (Kyng 1995). Whereas some ethnogra-
phers question both the practical possibilities of user participation and the competency of 
users in design: “a serious constraint to the practice of user-centred design is the 
availability of users” (Bentley et al. 1992, pp. 128-129), “while users often understand the 
nature of their own tasks very well, they are not always aware of how these fit into the 
overall organisation of work activities” (Hughes et al. 1993, p. 240), and “a sense of their 
[users] interests and satisfactions which may otherwise limit a willingness to make 
admissions, recognise alternatives, and explore options. … It is not that the users cannot 
talk about what they know, or how things are done, but they may not be familiar with the 
problem of organising their explanations in the context of design problems” (Randall et 
al. 1994, pp. 255-256). 

In our case three parties, i.e. practitioners, designers and researcher/fieldworkers, 
participated in the WPASED workshops and collaborated in all activities for the co-
construction of shared understandings of work practice and system design issues. I argue 
for multiparty participation in work practice based system design because there is a 
necessity for multiple partial views and knowledges. In this work I have mainly focussed 
on practitioner and fieldworker/researcher participation. An outside analytic view of work 
practice is needed though not enough by itself, as ethnographers/fieldworkers are limited 
with such knowledge and experience that is valuable with regard to evaluating design 
ideas and thinking about future. Practitioners have their lived experience from within the 
actual work practice and, therefore, their participation is needed in such a way that 
recognises the challenges with user participation.  
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5.2.2  Video-based design tool 

I have started using video for data gathering in connection to fieldwork (section 3.2) and 
its use has come to form a continuum in my work as I have repeatedly realised the 
potential of video to be explored in the context of bridging work practice and system 
design. I have used video for the recording of work activities during fieldwork, in the 
stimulated recall interviews, for the detailed interaction analyses of work activities, for 
the preparation of edited video collages to be worked on in the workshops and in the 
video-based workshops themselves, all of which are elaborated in Karasti (1997b), 
publication II32. 

During the last decade or so there has been a growing interest in the possible uses of 
video in research. The use of video in qualitative social science research has increased, 
for instance, in such areas as video-assisted ethnography and studies of social interaction 
within the workplace as well as ethnographically inspired inquiry into technology use in 
work contexts. Also the uses of video in system design have started to be explored (e.g. 
Suchman & Trigg 1991, Wall & Mosher 1994, Brun-Cottan & Wall 1995)33. Where some 
emphasise the analytic abilities in video work (e.g. Carter & Anderson 1989, Jordan & 
Henderson 1994), others promote exploring the potential of innovative uses of video in 
design, such as video as ‘design material’ (e.g. Buur et al. 2000, Binder 1999). The 
current state of research on video use in design is well captured in: “Video documentary 
on work practices appears to most designers as a valuable input to the design process, but 
the leap from documentary to design artefacts is difficult and poorly understood” (Buur et 
al. 2000, p. 21). 

I have explored ways in which to combine the use of video as material for analysis and 
design. Already the stimulated recall interviews suggested that the border between data 
gathering and analysis can be blurred as the sessions provided for both more data for 
further analysis and a possibility for collaborative analysis and learning (Karasti 1997b, 
publication II and section 3.2.3). In preparing the video collages for workshops I realised 
that, in addition to using them as representations of work practice, I could also incorpo-
rate in them some of my ideas of how to join analysis of work practice and system 
(re)design. The video collages could work as material to be worked on, medium for 
collaboration and a shared object of participants in the workshops, thus creating possibili-

                                                           
32 At present some more uses of video could be added, for instance, video analyses of work 
activities where a peer practitioner of those whose work has been videotaped and a fieldworker 
collaborate, and the preparation of illustrations in the form of still-images of radiology work and 
research process for presentations and writings. 
33 In design, HCI research and usability testing have a tradition of using video for capturing and 
conveying information about how people interact with computers, for instance in user trials. In 
1989 the SIGHCI Bulletin presented a collection of papers bringing together a sample of work done 
in the field (SIGCHI 1989). An interesting collection of fieldwork methods for system design 
edited by Wixon and Ramey contains video assisted case studies (1996). Other work on video in 
design include (Harrison & Minneman 1992, Brun-Cottan et al. 1991, Chin et al. 1997, Muller 
1991, Muller 1992, Tudor et al. 1993). 
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ties for integrating co-analysis, multiple interpretations and design dialogue in the 
workshops. 

Analyses of the WPASED workshops have revealed several interesting qualities of the 
use of video collages as tools in collaborative activities. First, the fieldworker who has 
constructed her understanding of actual work practice by transforming from a participant 
observer to a participant interventionist edits the video collage according to her under-
standing of the actual work practice. Thus the contents of video collage reflect the 
fieldworker’s inside-outside understanding. They make visible both the multiple situated 
views of practitioners and locations from within the actual practice (emic) as well as 
integrate an overall view of the entire work practice as it is gathered according to an 
outside, analytic and synthesized view (etic).  

Secondly, the fieldworker can edit into the video collage her ideas of how to bridge 
work practice and system design. The sequential structure and order of viewing organises 
the workshop activities respectively. In the case of teleradiology redesign, the collage 
started with the film-based work for establishing shared understandings of traditional 
practice and then offered for juxtaposition the emergent teleradiology work to be 
evaluated and redesigned. 

Though the contents and structure of the collage reflect the fieldworkers’ understand-
ing, it does, however, not act as a too strict agenda in the workshop because video as 
easily accessible and rich material allows for the participants’ interpretations. This brings 
us to the third point which is that the video collage renders the work familiar and strange 
to practitioners. By representing the ordinary practice it evokes the practitioners’ experi-
ences and recollections. The video also functions as a mirror for self-confrontation by 
giving the practitioners a chance to see their work as if with the eyes of an outsider and to 
analyse it without being immersed in its everyday accomplishment.  

Fourthly, the video collage allows workshop participants to have access to actual 
instances of everyday work as they have taken place. The participants can engage and 
remain focussed in analysing how work is actually carried out in everyday practice. In 
comparison, in the typical experimental PD techniques the focus is somewhere else than 
actual work as the techniques are more future-oriented and technology-centered. 
Therefore, it has been pointed out that there may be a discrepancy between how users see 
their work when immersed in carrying it out and when removed from the actual practice 
(Crabtree 1998, p. 95) which may have a distorting effect on the construction of 
understandings of everyday work. This issue is elaborated in section 5.3.1. 

Fifthly, and in close relation to the preceding point, as the video collage was edited 
from recordings of naturally occurring work activities to provide for instances of 
everyday work practice as it ordinarily takes place, it allowed for analysis and 
identification of both the smoothly unfolding routinised ways of working as well as the 
problems and disturbances encountered in the course of working (cf. ‘mirrors’ portraying 
problematic occurrences and aspects of everyday practice for analysis, Engeström 1996). 

Sixthly, a video collage portrays technology necessarily as technology-in-use as it 
comprises instances of technologically mediated work activities. In this way it allows the 
participants to focus on the actual use of technologies as a necessary part and parcel of 
everyday work without, however, diverting attention solely to the technology, but rather 
maintaining its embeddedness in the actual work in which it is used. Again in comparison 
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to the PD techniques, in experimental environments it becomes difficult to maintain a 
shared understanding of what is representational, what is coincidental and what is actual 
in, for instance, the prototype, and therefore explicit work needs to be done by 
participants to discern the differences (Kyng 1995, p. 54). By representing technology-
use-at-work the video collage affords for a possibility, in addition to analysis, to evaluate 
the technology under scrutiny as part of the everyday work practice. 

Lastly, by depicting co-existing but differently mediated ways of working the video 
collage allows for their analysis and juxtaposing. By comparing and finding relations 
between the contexts the participants start to evaluate the system-in-use, to generate ideas 
to improve its usefulness, and to envision images of future technology and work practice. 
The video collage creates a setting where analysis of work practice, evaluation of system-
in-use situations and (re)design can meet and conjoin by bringing together different ways 
of working in the same situation. With emphasis on the existing ways of working, the 
WPASED workshops, undisputedly, give less support to the future context than to the 
ones of current practice. Therefore, integrations with more future-oriented techniques 
could be explored to create more balanced tools for design practice. 

5.2.3  Integrating the perspectives of analysis, evaluation and design 

The third essential idea of WPASED workshops is the integration of analysis, evaluation 
and design. Based on the experiences gained in the workshops and insights achieved 
through their analysis I suggest integrating the perspectives of analysis, evaluation and 
design (cf. the perspectives of practice, research, and design (Suchman & Trigg 1991) 
and of use, design and evaluation (Bannon 1996)) with the video collage of actual work 
practice as the shared object for collaborative activities (see Figure 9, p. 104). The 
participants are encouraged to engage in and shift between the perspectives during the 
workshop. 

The video collage forms the shared object (Figure 4, p. 62) and loosely structures the 
participants’ collaboration in the workshop with its built-in assumptions on how to base 
joint activities on analysis and how to support participants in grounding design issues in 
work practice. By viewing videotaped instances of work the participants can maintain a 
sustained analysis of everyday work practice (e.g. the viewing of clip 2 was paused for 
discussions 11 times in the workshop on radiologists’ image interpretation, see Karasti 
2000, publication IV, p. 6). The collaborative analyses make the complicated practice 
more easily accessible, shareable and understandable also for the non-practitioners. The 
co-constructed understandings of traditional film-based work practice serve as a shared 
foundation – as if an emergent and evolving criteria - as evaluation and envisionment start 
to interweave with analytic activities. 

The practitioners can share their lived experiences of work, both about the traditional 
ways of working as well as about the new system as they are evoked by the video collage. 
Seeing the everyday work as if an outsider helps in engaging in a new, analytic 
perspective towards the so familiar practice. Learning that other practitioners have faced 
similar problems, for instance with using the new technology, they can move forward 
from blaming themselves to more aptly and reflectively evaluating the system. Expanding 
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their situated views of work through sharing and analysing a variety of situated activities 
and views, the practitioners can also account for others’ work and mutual collaboration. 
Practitioners can evaluate the proposed design ideas by relating them to their local 
knowledge and lived experience. By projecting their experience and expertise they can 
engage in design by envisioning images of future system and work practice. 

Evaluation

Analysis

Design

Video collage
of actual work

practice

 

Fig. 9.  The perspectives and shared object of activities in the WPASED workshops. 

The designers can familiarise themselves with the concrete work with the support of 
practitioners and participant interventionists in making the complicated practice more 
understandable. Essential from the designers’ point of view seems to be the possibilities 
of engaging in the collaborative analysis, asking questions without having to know the 
exact terminology and getting informed answers from multiple practitioners ‘from within’ 
the work practice. The designers can see the technology they have developed in use and 
learn to evaluate it from the point of view of actual work practice. They can suggest 
improvements to the existing system, offer other technological potentials to be evaluated 
and get immediate feedback on their design ideas. engage 

The fieldworker/researcher is already familiar with alternating between analysis, 
evaluation and envisionment through fieldwork and engaging in the role of a participant 
interventionist. Therefore, s/he can assist the other participants in taking on and shifting 
between the perspectives. This is not to suggest that the fieldworker could not contribute 
to the collaborative activities in other ways, on the contrary, s/he can offer observations 
and ideas for discussion while supporting the collaborative learning process. 
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5.2.4  Discussion of practical contributions 

The WPASED workshops hardly brought about any once-and-for-all change-over in the 
technology development practices of the clinic of radiology. However, they did offer the 
first chance for work practice oriented participatory design and provided for a neutral 
forum and appreciative environment to explore the often delicate issues. Some of the 
outcomes and ideas for increasing sensitivity towards actual work practice in technology 
development have persisted.  

During the follow-up study (fieldwork phase IV, see Table 2, p. 53) I noticed that the 
interface and functionality of the system had been further developed to comply with the 
design issues raised in the workshops (e.g. two monitors, black image background, simul-
taneous access to all patient images, date of exposure available on image heading, two 
functions for greyscale adjustment, see Karasti 2000, publication IV). The professional 
designers also told that they continuously, though not systematically, collected user 
feedback in connection to their site visits. My observations of such instances revealed that 
the practitioners aptly analysed their system use and the system’s functionality and that in 
this they would resort to some of the ideas of the workshop. For instance, in relation to a 
demonstration session of new system features the radiologist would try out the newly 
added enlargement function by using it in the interpretation of that day’s cases. He would 
take the designers through the cases by explaining what he was doing and highlighting 
what was important from his point of view. He would compare the use of the new 
function to the previous possibilities for enlargement and also to the film-based practice. 
In juxtaposing the traditional and teleradiology ways of working he would concretely 
alternate between the computer workstation and an adjacent alternator to clarify his 
points and to persuade the designers. 

5.3  The dimensions of work practice sensitive participatory design 

This section discusses the interweaving of ethnography and system design into an 
appreciative intervention for work practice sensitive participatory design. The dimensions 
are based on an analysis of actual instances of collaboration in analysis, evaluation and 
design in a workshop setting that disclosed the double presence of work practice, 
rendering work practice both familiar and strange, juxtaposing existing and new ways of 
working, and interplay between particular activities and meanings of work (see section 
4.4.2 and Karasti 2001, publication V, pp. 21-25 and 34-36). The dimensions put forward 
an understanding of how the traditions of ethnographic work studies and participative 
system design could be intertwined. It is appreciative of their inherent strengths, while it 
simultaneously examines their fundamental assumptions with regard to the notions of 
work practice and change. Furthermore, it challenges the purported insurmountable 
disciplinary discrepancies (e.g. Grudin & Grinter 1995, Bader & Nyce 1998, Simonsen & 
Kensing 1998, Button & Harper 1996). 

The following three dimensions as general interactions in work practice based 
participatory design are suggested (see Figure 10). First, the analytic distance that allows 
for rendering the work practice both familiar and strange through an interplay of going 
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back and forth between being immersed in the accustomed activities represented on the 
video collage and distancing from them to reflect. Secondly, the horizon of work practice 
transformations comprised of the co-constructed understandings of the existing ways of 
working with different technologies and the co-envisioned images of future technology 
and work practice that allow for juxtaposing the differently mediated contexts of work, 
and for seeing the endogenous yet technology induced change in the transformations of 
work. Thirdly, the situated generalisations in which the particular instances of work 
practice gain their meanings in relation to the practitioners’ lived experience of everyday 
work and allow the situated particularities to become relevant as design issues through 
consideration across other contexts of technologically mediated work practice. 

"image comparison is needed"
"there has to be an option to 

do it on the fly" 
"more thorough adjustment for 

individual images
"we need to be able to stay 

in control of initial exposures"

Traditional
work practice

Experimental
teleradiology

analysis
evaluation

analysis envisioning

Redesigned
teleradiology

meanings

particulars

1. The analytic distance

2. The horizon of technologically mediated work contexts

3. The  situated generalisation  

Fig. 10.  The dimensions of integrating systemic analysis and appreciative intervention: (1) 
The analytic distance, (2) The horizon of work practice transformations, and (3) The situated 
generalisation. 

5.3.1  Analytic distance in the analysis of work 

The dimension of analytic distance is based on the ambivalent quality of a video collage 
in rendering the work practice simultaneously both familiar and strange. It allows for the 
possibility to alternate between being immersed in the actual work activities (or their 
representations) and taking distance from them to reflect, and to grow this iteration into a 
dialogical two-way relation for the exploration of work practice and technology use. 
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Especially in connection to practitioner participation analytic distance enhances possibili-
ties for multidimensional explorations of work practice understandings which, in turn, are 
extended to more informed design considerations. 

It is recognised in the idea of analytic distance that practitioners need to draw away 
from their busy everyday work of carrying out daily duties and involvement in the 
ongoing processes of adjusting to changing conditions and adapting new ways of working 
in order to be able to engage in analysis. Providing an opportunity for analytic distance 
requires a mirror of actual work practice represented in an accessible form which 
practitioners can confront outside their everyday settings to be able to concentrate on 
analysing and to be able to reflect. Practitioner participation in analytic work can be 
already fostered during fieldwork by engaging them to develop an analytical mentality 
towards their work, for example, in stimulated recall interviews (section 3.2.3 and Karasti 
1997b, publication II, pp. 5-6).  

Other participants are, of course, also able to take advantage of the analytic distance. 
For instance, designers can explore the actual utilisation of the technology they have 
designed by immersing in the instances of the system embedded in actual work and by 
distancing to reflect its use. My interest here, however, is focussed on practitioners 
because practitioners’ participation in analysis is often omitted and the analytic work is 
seen as a realm reserved for researchers and designers. 

5.3.1.1  The prevalent scarcity of practitioner participation in analytic 
work 

Ethnographic traditions, for example, have seldom sought to invite members of the 
community to participate in the analytic work of writing and (re)interpretation, and 
ethnographers have acted as mediators between the two worlds of the ‘natives’ and the 
academic audience (Hastrup 1995). This seems to have been passed on to the technology 
development settings (Bentley et al. 1992, Hughes et al. 1993, Blomberg & Trigg 2000, 
Crabtree 1998). Some openly reveal their prejudice against the practitioners’ analytic 
abilities: “users often find it difficult to articulate what it is they know since the 
knowledge that enters into the skilful execution of working practices is not easily 
summarised” (Hughes et al. 1993, p. 138) and “no set of practitioners, no matter how 
expert, can articulate analytic frameworks and categories. Not for that matter can they 
abstract out of context, and HCI researchers and developers cannot immediately use their 
experience information.” (Graves & Nyce 1992, referenced in Nyce & Löwgren 1995, p. 
40.) 

Participatory Design approaches, on the other hand, have always incorporated users 
into the collaborative design processes (Ehn 1988, Floyd et al. 1989, Greenbaum & Kyng 
1991, Muller & Kuhn 1993, Schuler & Namioka 1993). They have relied on users as 
ultimate experts of the work context who are able to bring in the relevant skills, 
experiences and interests. However, the possibilities of practitioners to actively engage in 
analysis have been questioned from within the lines of PD research: “Although analysis is 
usually seen as the activity in a development project involving the users the most, the role 
of the practitioners (users) is often rather passive. Most analysis involves the developer 
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interviewing, describing, observing, surveying and the like, with the aim of transferring 
knowledge and understanding of the practice in question to the system developer. Often, 
these approaches to analysis have the system developers as active subjects setting the 
stage, and the practitioners and their practice as passive objects to be investigated.” 
(Mogensen & Trigg 1992, p. 56.) 

Based on the above critique the CESD approach argues for the active involvement of 
users in the collaborative analysis of practice. Analysis is realised through cooperative, 
experimental and interventionist activities, such as sessions of cooperative prototyping 
(Bødker & Grønbaek 1991) and organisational games (Ehn et al. 1990, Ehn & Sjögren 
1991) where cardboard mock-ups and computer-based prototypes are used (Mogensen & 
Trigg 1992). Though their aim is to understand both “the complexity of current systems” 
and “the details of current work practice”, the latter may be compromised as pointed out 
by a participating ethnomethodologist in scrutinising common techniques supporting 
user-involvement in PD: “what users find relevant in the course of accomplishing 
participatory design activities, experimental or not, is not necessarily what they find 
relevant in the course of work’s accomplishment. … The problem here is well known and 
consists in the difficulty of articulating or otherwise making visible enacted practice in 
actual details of its enactment. … enacted practice is highly localised, contingent, and 
(above all) subject to continuous enquiry and discovery for practitioners themselves in the 
course of work’s accomplishment. … Despite significant methodological developments in 
experimentation, the endemic problem emerging from the simulation of context and the 
intractable dialectics of tradition and transcendence maintains to some, not insignificant, 
extent. It will continue to do so in so much as enacted practice is intransigent to adequate 
abstraction to – and thus visibility in – alternate contexts however artfully provided for.” 
(Crabtree 1998, p. 95.) 

Though CESD recognises the need of practitioners for taking distance of being 
“entangled in everyday work” (Grønbæk et al. 1997, p. 214) and actively engaging in 
analysis, the tools used may undermine practitioners’ possibility to gain distance and at 
the same time to concentrate on the analysis of existing work practice as it unfolds. The 
basis for this is that the central object of the workshop, as it becomes the shared object of 
participants, mediates collaborative activities. It may direct participants’ collaboration 
through the agenda and process that it implicitly includes. In experimental artifacts, such 
as prototypes, mock-ups or other similar technological and/or conceptual constructions, 
the shared object is bound to comprise the ideas and assumptions of the designer who has 
created it. Whereas, as elaborated in section 5.2.2, the video collage of actual unfolding 
work practice as a common object and point of departure may be a richer and more 
allowing medium for a work practice centered focus and emphasis in analysis.  

Recently researchers attempting to integrate ethnographical techniques into participa-
tory design have searched for alternative, non-experimental ways to incorporate analyses 
of everyday work practice into design projects. Some have been involved in “teaching 
practitioners how to include ethnographic techniques into their repertoire for actions” 
(Simonsen & Kensing 1998, p. 27). Unfortunately experiences of these experiments have 
not been reported, so we are not able to assess the possible achievements of such 
practitioner participation in co-analysis which in traditional ethnographic terms would be 
classified as ‘insider’ or ‘native’ ethnography and as such something precarious (Forsythe 
1999, Kindermann 1996). 
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5.3.1.2  Exploring the potential of practitioner participation in the 
analysis of work 

The analytic distance together with practitioner participation offers enhanced possibilities 
for multidimensional analysis and exploration of work practice34. The practitioners can 
bring in some of the richness of everyday work in the vocabulary of radiology work, the 
ordinary methods and common practices, and the categories within the work practice. The 
practitioners, whose work has been recorded and is co-viewed in the workshop, are able 
to immerse back in the videotaped work activities (see e.g. Karasti 2001, publication V, 
pp. 19-20). They can recall contextual information not available on the tape and elaborate 
on the observable activities. They can share their local knowledge of the particular 
instance. The other practitioners can join in by offering their interpretations of the 
videotaped instances of work based on their professional expertise and by recounting 
their evoked lived experience. (see e.g. Karasti 2000, publication IV, pp. 9-13.) 

Video-based analysis of work where practitioners participate in analysing their own 
work is by nature different from Interaction Analysis (Jordan & Henderson 1994) which 
is carried out by researchers having only the possibility to go back to the field to ask more 
focussed questions. The practitioners are able to bring in their lived experience, historical 
comprehension, professional expertise, and understandings from within work practice, 
and to give meanings to the observable activities in the video collage (in addition to the 
above pointers, see also Karasti 2001, publication V, pp. 32-33). 

The analysis of work as unfolding practice, i.e. including both the routinised ways of 
working and the problematic instances encountered and handled as part and parcel of 
everyday work, differs from the typical analyses of work in system design that focus on 
the problems and disturbances of current practice. To an outside analyst the problems 
encountered in work may seem more easily detectable, but through practitioner 
participation in analysis also the routine ways can be identified which contributes to 
broadening the narrow problem-solution oriented interest of system design (see e.g. the 
reformulation of an essential design concept in Karasti 2001, pp. 26-28). 

The practitioners do not only participate in sharing their experience and expertise with 
the other participants. They also learn more about their work themselves, as they are 
capable of taking an analytic perspective on their everyday work and they come to 
appreciate their new awareness (see e.g. Karasti 2001, pp. 19-20 and 40). The analytic 
distance allows the practitioners to explore such aspects of everyday work that have 
previously remained invisible due to their familiarity and taken-for-grantedness, for 
instance, the not-easily-articulable tacit knowledge becomes visible and approachable 
through the detailed video-based analysis (e.g. body work as part of image interpretation 
in Karasti 2001, publication V, pp. 19-20 and the simultaneous comparison of images in 
ibid., pp. 26-28). The practitioners can question their assumptions and discover aspects of 

                                                           
34 This section heavily draws on and summarises some of the findings of workshop analyses 
reported in Karasti (2000), Publication IV in this thesis, and Karasti (2001), Publication V in this 
thesis. The reader may want to know more about the excerpts from and descriptions of workshop 
discourse and activities in Karasti (2000), pp. 7-21 and Karasti (2001), pp. 16-21 and 25-34. 
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work that have gone unnoticed. Thus the analysis turns into discovering and learning 
together about the actual work practice.  

In this sense the intentional co-analysis of existing work practice differs from the 
notion of mutual learning that is widely practised in PD approaches. Mutual learning is 
based on the idea that design professionals learn about the actual context of use from the 
practitioners, and the workers in turn acquire knowledge of possible technological options 
from the designers (see. e.g. Bjerknes & Bratteteig 1987, Bødker et al. 1987). Thereby it 
does not support explicit analysis of work practice and learning more about it than what is 
already known. The same issues have been recognised also in the CESD approach which 
aims to supplement mutual learning by “focusing on learning processes with common 
agendas, that is analysts as well as practitioners from the user organisation investigate 
current practice and cooperate on the same issues – current organisational practice and 
technical conditions” (Grønbæk et al. 1997, pp. 213-214).  

Analytic distance allows the practitioners to become informed critics and visionaries 
of technological possibilities and restrictions on their work. They have the lived 
experience and historical understanding of work that is needed in envisioning how the 
design suggestions would affect particular use situations in the emergent ways of 
working. The practitioners relate their new understandings to their experiential knowl-
edge in projecting to the future (see e.g. Karasti 2001, publication V, pp. 28-33). In 
envisioning a realistic future technology the outsiders’ views hardly match the practitio-
ners’ unique understandings that combine long-time lived experience ‘from within’ and 
the new more analytic reflection. 

In research we take it for granted that combining analysis of work practice and system 
design is a complicated matter due to the traditional and accepted segregation between 
academic disciplines. In the workshops it was evident, however, that the people from 
working life did not have difficulties in moving between analysis, evaluation and further 
envisioning and design - when supported in this and given the space and powers for it 
through appropriate planning and facilitation. Practitioner participation does not, of 
course, wipe away the differences between disciplines, but it provides opportunities to 
avoid the presumed discipline gap in actual design situations, as the practitioners easily 
move in and out of the disciplinary territories of ethnography and system design. 
Tensions already lessen in situations where the designers and ethnographers engage in a 
joint enterprise (Blomberg & Trigg 2000). 

5.3.2  The horizon of work practice transformations 

The horizon of work practice transformations refers to the collaboratively constructed 
understandings of the continuum of work practices with different technologies in use. It is 
based on the analysis and evaluation of the concrete ways of working in the existing 
contexts of work practice with different technological mediations and on the prospects for 
endogenous change that can be found through the juxtaposition of the current contexts. 
The prospects for change are projected to the envisioned future context which further 
extends the horizon of work practice transformations. 
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It is recognised in the idea of the horizon of work practice transformations that the 
participants need to have something concrete from which to start the analysis and 
evaluation. In the case of radiology work this was supported by the video collage which 
made visible the two currently co-existing work practices, namely the traditional film-
based and the emergent teleradiology work practice. The traditional way of working has 
been prevalent since the days of Roentgen, and all radiology practitioners have been 
trained in a film-based work environment. The teleradiology work practice based on 
digital imaging and computerisation was emerging, and the trial period with the 
experimental teleradiology system was the first instance of carrying out clinical work 
without films. Towards the end of the workshop the context of redesigned teleradiology 
received increased attention, as analysis of existing ways of working and evaluation of 
teleradiology system-in-use opened frequent opportunities for creating images of an 
improved system and future work practice. (Karasti 2000, publication IV, pp. 4-5, Karasti 
2001, publication V, pp. 11-13, 15.) 

In the workshop the participants juxtaposed the two differently technologically 
mediated co-existing contexts of work in order to articulate and relate similarities and 
differences between them (Karasti 2000, publication IV, pp. 11-13 and 26-27). This 
possibility gave the participants a new perspective to perceiving and understanding more 
profoundly the changes involved in moving on to digital imaging. The images envisioned 
of future system and work were informed by this new awareness, as the participants 
became able to expand their thinking to the extraordinary, digital imaging based forms of 
working. By juxtaposing the different contexts of historical, existing, traditional, 
emerging and envisioned ways of working, the participants were able to broaden their 
horizon of work practice transformations. (Karasti 2001, publication V, pp. 34-36.) 

5.3.2.1  Questioning the existing assumptions of work practice and 
change 

In comparison to the horizon of work transformations both ethnographic studies of work 
and system design depict restricted yet differently limited interests and assumptions with 
regard to work and change. Ethnographic traditions have a strong orientation to the social 
organisation of current practice. The interest of ethnographers is in the diverse changes 
ongoing in the workplace: “if we set the context for the ethnography at the level at which 
many ethnographers feel most comfortable, we will find they are almost obsessed with 
change of one sort or another. In picking their way through the minutiae of routine action, 
prominence is (endlessly) given to the innovative, the ad hoc, and the unpredictable rife 
in the workplace. Change, here, is the very stuff of ethnography.” (Anderson 1997, p. 
177.) 

The notion of change can also be found in the description of ethnographic perception 
of actual organisational life by Randall, Hughes et al.: “understanding the rhythms of 
work, how it may vary from one time to another, and one period to another. Ethnography 
can, in principle, provide more than a ‘snapshot’ of the work and the organisation by 
uncovering some of the fluctuations in workload and intensity, and the differences 
between normal and some exceptional conditions. … [E]thnography deals with patterns 
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of interaction as they are currently organised not with how they might be changed as a 
consequence of system intervention.” (1994, p. 257.) 

Some, especially designers, have interpreted this as an inimicality to change (Grudin 
& Grinter 1995) or a failure to recognise the dynamics of design (Bardram 1996, 
Grønbæk et al. 1997, Kyng 1995, Mogensen 1994) where it has only made visible that 
the interest of ethnographers in change is different from that of system designers. In 
insisting that the inquiries of ethnography are “conducted in a non-disruptive and non-
interventionist manner” (Hughes et al. 1994, p. 431) the most important principle of 
“maintaining faithfulness to the phenomenon” is sustained (Crabtree 1998). “To require 
that an approach to understanding and getting hands-on enacted practice be non-
disruptive, is not to advocate that the understandings produced by that approach be non-
interventionist: what one uses the understandings for, and how, is an entirely different 
matter” (ibid., p. 98). 

Ethnographers recognise the endogenous change in current work practice but have 
been careful about using this intellect to advance the understanding of work transforma-
tions and their interrelationships with technologies, especially in the name of technologi-
cally driven change: “When called upon to draw out the implications of their analyses for 
explicitly engineered change, it is ethnographers not their ethnographies who are 
cautious” (Anderson 1997, p. 177). 

In comparison, current practice as a relevant starting point for technology development 
has not achieved much attention in system design. Design more typically draws on and 
relies upon the imagined, ideal, or hypothetical contexts as it is regarded that creating 
change is an inevitable part of system development. PD approaches, on the other hand, 
have also tried to manage the gap between current and future practice by ‘dialectics 
between tradition and transcendence’ (Ehn 1988, pp. 128-131) and by developing 
complementary means to deal with them.  

The CESD approach holds that “the primary purpose of a systems development 
process as a whole is change, organisational as well as technical” (Mogensen 1994, p. 
142). Though it is recognised that “[e]very practice is constantly undergoing changes and 
some of these are rather profound” (ibid., 85), the endogenous change is left aside and the 
interest in current work practice is typically limited to identifying problems which can be 
solved with technological means: “analysis is directed towards investigating the use-
practice in relation to possible changes. Analysis is seen as facilitating taking action in 
order to bring about change, rather than explaining how practice is. Thus, the concern is 
to investigate current practice in the user organisation in order to discover its constraints 
and potentials for considered changes.” (Grønbæk et al. 1997, p. 213.) 

Participatory design has an inherent orientation to the future (Crabtree 1998) which in 
CESD is reflected in the notions of ‘provoking current practice’ and ‘challenging 
practice’ (Mogensen 1994) as well as ‘provotyping’ (Mogensen 1991). The emphasis is 
laid on future possibilities at the expense of paying appreciative attention to the fluency 
of current work practice, “building computer systems upon existing practices may be a 
construction on shaky ground” (Mogensen 1994, p. 85). This predisposes PD to the 
endemic problem of system design, i.e. the danger of ‘tunnel vision’ which means 
“designing the perfect solution to the wrong problem(s) of work” (Crabtree 1998, p. 94), 
and is described: “Once the process of development of successive prototypes has started, 
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the danger arises that one is led to elaborate the details of the current prototype instead of 
questioning its underlying premises” (Mogensen 1994, p. 98). 

5.3.2.2  Attempting a more balanced view of work practice and change 

In comparison to the CESD approach above attempting to challenge current practice, the 
MUST approach is more oriented towards finding a rationale behind current work 
practice though it also recognizes that “[t]he job of the designer is to intervene and 
initiate and conduct changes in the work practice and organisation – in participation with 
the people involved” (Simonsen 1994, p. 74). They regard it as “crucial for IT profession-
als to develop a thorough understanding of users’ present work in order for the design to 
reflect – in a realistic way – the norms and traditions of the organisation” (Kensing et al. 
1996, p. 132). In a balancing act between the present and future contexts they “try to 
‘measure’ the organisation’s needs and readiness for change” as they are “trying to avoid 
an extreme futuristic design”. They have experienced that “at a practical level combining 
the two approaches [ethnographic techniques and intervention] and iterating between 
them has been an effective way to learn about the organization and also an important 
resource in generating realistic visions of future use of technology” (ibid., p. 133). 

One of the ‘indispensable’ principles of MUST relies on the distinction of three 
domains of discourse, i.e. users’ present work, new system and technological options, of 
which the users and IT professionals should collaboratively create both abstract 
knowledge and concrete experience through design communication (Kensing & Munk-
Madsen 1993). “The three domains reflect both the users’ and designers’ typical 
prerequisities in terms of knowledge and understanding prior to entering a design process. 
At the outset the users have knowledge and understanding of their present work and of 
organisational options. The designers have knowledge of the technological option with 
regard to hardware and software and maybe organisation. At the outset these are the 
‘minimal’ knowledge-prerequisities as a starting point for design process. During the 
design process designers and users have to engage in a mutual learning process 
addressing these two domains and in an iterative way approach the third domain of 
discourse: a new (or changed) computer system and changes in the content and the 
organisation of the organisation of the users’ work.” (Bødker & Kensing 1994, p. 54.) 
Though Kensing, Simonsen and Bødker have argued that “[k]nowledge within all 
domains must be developed and related in order for the design process to be a success” 
(1996, p. 132), they have, unfortunately, provided little empirical evidence for the model 
in their numerous case studies, such as explaining how knowledge of different domains 
has been created in the actual design practice. 

5.3.2.3  Intertwining actual work practice and endogenous change 

The horizon of work transformations, in turn, explicitly intertwines both current work 
practice and change thinking. The existing ways of working become concrete and 
tangible, as if present in the workshop, through the viewing and detailed analyses of 
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actual work activities and the practitioners’ elaborations on them. The change becomes 
visible as the participants stay close to and explore the same work in both existing 
contexts with different types of technological mediation, and learn to discern a variety of 
ways in which the transition takes place in work and technology use. 

Hence, the horizon of work transformations explicitly recognises change, though it is 
firmly based on current work practices. Change is not seen as something taking place in 
the future disconnected from the present actuality, but rather as something that entwines 
with presence in the existing ways of working (cf. Anderson’s description of the 
ethnographers’ interest in change (1997), quoted above in section 5.3.2.1). By layering 
the contexts into a continuum the horizon attempts to relate the intertwined presence and 
change in one context to the previous and subsequent phases of transition. However, the 
interventionist impulse is more visible in the focus on the technological mediation of 
work and related changes than, for instance, in the interest in change “of one sort or 
another” (ibid.). 

Through creating and working on the horizon of work practice transformations the 
practitioners are able to explore the relations between yesterday, today and tomorrow in 
thinking about change. They are able to start to extend their lived experiences of work in 
the familiar context to the new and foreign context, though the two may be drastically 
different from one another. For instance, as the teleradiology experiment was the first 
time of carrying out clinical work without films, the practitioners had had little in terms 
of making informed estimations about work based on digital imaging. In the workshops 
they could start relating the history and the future development of their work by 
juxtaposing the different technologically mediated ways of working and associating their 
lived experiences with film-based practice to the actual instances of teleradiology work 
practice (Karasti 2000, publication IV, pp. 11-12, 19-21 and 26-28). This gave room for 
reconsidering the ideal traditional practice and the initial teleradiology assumptions in a 
different light (ibid., pp. 17-18 and 21-24). It also offered a chance for speculation about 
and envisionment of work in digital imaging based environment informed by their 
professional expertise and practical experience (ibid., pp. 19-21 and 27-28). 

Furthermore, “[t]he horizon is as far as we can see from where we are. It is not fixed; 
if we move in space the horizon shifts. What is within one’s horizon is subject to revision 
and expansion” (Hastrup 1995, p. 11). The notion of horizon of work transformations is 
dynamic; it allows for learning from situated points of view and it invites for expansion. 

The idea of intertwining work and change in a continuum of transformations is not 
common, not even in the integration of work practice and system design. A notable 
exception is the Work Practice and Technology group as Xerox PARC that has explored 
the ‘cultural production of new forms of practice’ involved in integrating ethnography, 
case-based prototyping and product development. In line with the recognition that 
“workplaces are always in ‘transition’ from some past to a projected future” (Blomberg 
1998) together with the notions of ‘indigenous change’ and ‘continuing design in use’ 
(Blomberg 1995), the researchers in Work-Oriented Design projects have brought 
“developing artifacts out into the environments of their intended use” where workers can 
integrate new technologies into ‘artful integrations’ (Suchman 1994b) with existing 
technologies. Case-based prototypes are used “as a way to support the imagination of 
future work practices, augmented with new technologies” in a way that is accessible to 
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the workers and suggestive of future technology-augmented practices (Blomberg et al. 
1996, p. 258).  

At least on one occasion the use of case-based prototypes in the field was followed by 
design intervention where the findings of ethnographic studies were brought to bear on 
technology development. In ‘a co-viewing session’ (Brun-Cottan & Wall 1995) field-
workers showed video segments to product designers. The video consisted of a 
practitioner’s use of a paper-based form file and of a case-based prototype (Blomberg et 
al. 1996). In the session the participants formed an aggregate image of envisioned 
practice by assembling artifacts and discourses from the three ‘worlds’ of user’s practice, 
the prototype and the product (Blomberg & Trigg 2000). Through examination of the 
discursive practices of ethnographers and product designers Blomberg and Trigg put 
forward mediation and translation between the ‘worlds’ as “general characteristics of 
interactions across ethnography and system design” in co-constructing the relevance of 
work practice for design (2000, p. 18).  

I have also considered mediation and translation between the different work contexts 
relevant to the co-construction of the horizon of work practice transformations. However, 
I have found that juxtaposing the contexts may contribute to design even more directly, as 
the participants seem to naturally use juxtaposition in generative thinking about the 
similarities, differences, analogies and alternatives between different ways of working. 

5.3.2.4  Providing for the horizon of work transformations 

The idea of the horizon of work practice transformations may not be generalizable to all 
technology development settings, such as technology-driven innovation, and it may not 
be a profitable aid for system design in all work settings, for instance, in cases where the 
expected changes are not that extensive or exacting. However, I do see the potential of its 
applicability also in other practical settings where the actual existing work practice 
should be made the appreciated and legitimate starting point for technology design. The 
idea of the horizon of work practice transformations seems particularly suitable for 
spheres of work with long histories, for work where the everyday practice is based on 
commonly shared routines and procedures involving knowledges that are not easily made 
visible, and for areas of work where extensive experience has been accumulated about 
working with a certain technological mediation which is about the be changed.  

It may seem difficult at first to provide for the horizon of work transformations in and 
for system design when, in fact, current workplaces accommodate lots of different 
possibilities for exploring and juxtaposing the diverse ways of using technologies. It may 
be possible to find historical forms of work that intertwine in the existing practices 
(Engeström 1995) or to distinguish technologies acquired in different periods, or to 
examine technologies in different phases of their development (Suchman et al. 1999, 
Goodwin & Goodwin 1997, Barley 1990b). For instance: “[I]n periods of technological 
change, workplaces often become mixtures of old and new technologies operated 
concurrently. Associated with each technology is the social order that grew up around its 
use. Because the mixture occurs in the same setting, one can essentially hold constant 
variations brought about by the organisation’s cultural, historical, environmental, and 
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social idiosyncrasies in order to see more clearly the ramifications of the technologies 
themselves.” (Barley 1990b, p. 223.) From an anthropological point of view to studying 
technologies-in-use, workplaces can be seen to encompass “archaeological layering of 
artifacts acquired, in bits and pieces, over time. Rather than being homogeneously and 
seamlessly integrated, these artifacts comprise a heterogeneous collection of information 
and communication technologies.” (Suchman et al. 1999, p. 397.) 

Furthermore, it might also be worth exploring how the horizon of work practice 
transformations works when a part of the contexts was created by, for instance, 
conducting experimental hands-on workshops (e.g. prototyping, mock-ups). In such 
explorations one should, however, bear in mind that the essence of the horizon of work 
practice transformations in on creating the continuum by starting with actual everyday 
practice. Therefore, making available the recordings of these experimental sessions for 
juxtaposition with the representations of existing work practice would be highly 
important. 

5.3.3  The situated generalisation 

The situated generalisation refers to the dimension of work practice sensitive design that 
is based on using as a starting point the analyses of concrete instances of technologically 
mediated work and grounding the co-construction of technology design issues on them. 
The idea is that particular instances of work practice gain their meaning in relation to the 
practitioners’ lived experience of everyday work. This interplay allows for the situated 
particularities to become relevant as design issues through generalisation achieved by 
their consideration across other contexts of technologically mediated work practice. 

5.3.3.1  Questioning the disciplinary dichotomies 

The dimension of situated generalisation relates to a set of concerns that have often been 
put forward as most incommensurate in the debates over the disciplinary discrepancies 
between ethnographic studies of work and system design. These discrepancies are 
typically depicted as dichotomies, such as descriptive vs. prescriptive, detailed/particular 
vs. general, and concrete vs. abstract. For instance, these disciplinary discrepancies are 
manifest in: “One of the basic objectives of the ethnographer is to elucidate the details of 
settings and their activities rather than to rely on abstracted and general characterisations 
of them. By contrast, the software engineer is continually seeking out abstractions which 
can be modelled in the software.” (Hughes et al. 1993, p. 249.) In an attempt to overcome 
the discrepancy between details and abstractions, and to find ways to “correlate observa-
tions and system requirements” in design practice, “more effective tools to support the 
ethnographer which help organise, structure and browse the ethnographic record” have 
been developed (ibid., p. 251). 

In general, the discussion of what is at stake in the integration of ethnography and 
system design has resulted in misdirected and inadequate characterisations which 
Anderson calls the ‘notational’ and ‘normative’ distractions. “The former refers to the 
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presumption that to be of value to designers, any description must be couched in a 
formalised or semiformalised notation of some kind … The latter is the age-old (and 
tired) prescription versus description debate, with the ethnographers staunchly appearing 
to refuse to be prescriptive in the face of designers’ demands for requirement specifica-
tion.” (Anderson 1994, pp. 152-153.) 

In this particular case of teleradiology system redesign, the purported disciplinary 
dichotomies did not present themselves as insurmountable. They did not get in the way of 
co-constructing the relations between work practice and system design in the workshop 
setting. It seemed, on the contrary, that the possibility to collaboratively explore the 
dichotomies as dimensions, such as the dimension of particular work activities in an 
interplay with realistic design considerations, in fact, relieved some of the disciplinary 
disparities on a practical level. 

5.3.3.2  Relating situated particularities of work and generalised 
design issues 

 
The participation of practitioners was important in analysing the videotaped instances of 
actual work activities and distinguishing what was relevant and essential in them from the 
point of view of ordinary work performance. The situated positions of practitioners from 
within the everyday clinical work practice in combination with the newly gained analytic 
distance allowed them to iterate between the particular work activities and their lived 
experience of work practice. By relating the situated instances of work to their specific 
experiences of what is common in everyday practice the practitioners characterised issues 
and concerns germane to the actual work practice that they found relevant in analysing 
the unfolding course of accomplishing the work (Karasti 2001, publication V, pp. 16-21 
and 24-25).  

Rather than producing mere descriptions of what takes place in the particular instances 
the practitioners gave meaning to the particularities by bringing the everyday 
intelligibility of work and their lived experience to bear on the activities. Meanings were 
formulated as the practitioners could understand and discern what was both significant 
and common in the instances from the point of view of competently carrying out the work 
(ibid.). In more ethnographic terms, the practitioners’ explications captured something of 
the underlying patterns and patterning of work being played out in and through the 
everyday detail of local scenes (cf. analytic images of work, Anderson 1994). The 
meanings as if characterised some sensibilities of the work in question as they captured 
the rationale and means of everyday practice by which the observable ways of working 
arise and are constituted (cf. sensibilities of work, Button & Dourish 1996). 

The co-constructed shared understandings and meanings of work practice functioned 
like intermediaries in the interplay between work practice particularities and system 
design issues. Some of them became distinguished as something so common or general to 
radiology work practice that they would have to be taken into account in further 
development of the technology, as for example in cases where the practitioners conceived 
that certain aspects of work need to stay the same regardless of the technology used, e.g. 
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the possibility to juxtapose images for simultaneous reading and comparison both in film-
based and in digitally mediated environments (Karasti 2001, publication V, pp. 26-28). 
The meanings were also used as emergent criteria in the assessment of design ideas for 
their relevance and implications for particular instances of work, e.g. as in considering the 
possibility to adjust image tone “on the fly” with unevenly exposed images (ibid., pp. 28-
31). 

In envisioning and generative thinking the participants explored the issues in and 
through the horizon of work transformations, i.e. as they found something important for 
the work practice in one context (such as identifying an essential work practice issue in a 
particular instance on the videotape), they could apply it to and compare it with other 
contexts of work (finding out if it can be applied to other ways of working), e.g. an 
analogy applied to three different contexts of work (ibid., pp. 31-32). The legitimacy of 
design ideas based on technological potentials was also weighted by considering their 
implications for everyday work practice, i.e. practitioners envisioned how the design 
suggestions would affect particular use situations by projecting their lived experience of 
the traditional, film-based practice into the future context, e.g. the radiologists’ need to 
“stay in control” of the initial exposures also in digital environments (ibid., pp. 32-33). 

5.3.3.3  Finding the relations – an ongoing achievement of participants 

Relating work practice particularities and system design issues was a continuous process 
in the workshop that varied in complexity. Finding the relevant relations could span the 
entire workshop, or something could be found worthy of design consideration through 
one time collaborative viewing of an instance of work followed by a focussed discussion 
(ibid., pp. 33-34).  

The Lancaster CSCW research group also recognises that “[t]he process of directing 
sociological attention towards systems design issues, and, by contrast, of ensuring that the 
designers’ understanding of the work is adequate, is in principle difficult to formulate” 
(Randall et al. 1994, p. 252). They describe the ‘inchoate’ discussions of the debriefing 
meetings where the materials and the experiences of the fieldworker were sequentially 
analysed and directed towards the concerns of the designers: “It was very much a dialogic 
process in which, initially, the fieldworker was interrogated by the rest of the research 
team. As indicated, this took the form of questions such as ‘what happens if …?, ‘how is 
this done …?’, ‘what would be the consequences of doing X?’, and so on: dealing very 
much with the practicalities of the work rather than disciplinary issues about the work. 
Scenarios were evolved, such as following an aircraft and its strip through a route, noting 
how departures from the ‘routine’ were dealt with; trying to distinguish ‘normal’ and 
‘exceptional’ circumstances; imaging what might be the result of changing the strips, the 
working practices in specific ways; estimating the wider constraints on the system, such 
as airspace configuration, and more.” (Hughes et al. 1993, p. 134.) 

Taking into account what was described above about the importance of practitioner 
participation in discerning meanings of work and using them in the envisionment of 
design concerns (both previous section and section 5.3.1), it is easy to understand the 
perplexity of the ethnographers when acting as ‘users’ champion’ and ‘designer’s 
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conscience’, to be insisted to “be willing to make judgements as to essential work 
characteristics which must be preserved in a computer system and those characteristics 
which may be changed” (Sommerville et al. 1992, p. 353). 

Within the Work Practice & Technology research Blomberg and Trigg have explored 
the actual discursive practices of ethnographers and product designers in co-constructing 
the relevance of work practice for system design. In the meeting under scrutiny, video 
clips from the Work-Oriented Design project provided the starting point for discussion 
about the nature of a particular practitioner’s work (an attorney called M), the relation of 
M’s work to a document management system called Jalisco, M’s use of the case-based 
prototype, the relation of the prototype to Jalisco, and possible additions to the new 
product. “Throughout the meeting, the conversation moves freely between descriptions of 
M’s actual practice and an envisioned future in which his files are in electronic form 
accessible from the desktop of the firms’ attorneys. The talk variously orients participants 
to work at the firm and to system design considerations. The same speaker moves easily 
between these shifting orientations, recasting descriptions of practices at the law firm into 
terms that are relevant to design considerations. Similarly, speakers reframe development 
issues in work practice terms. In the ongoing discourse, these multiple perspectives were 
available for negotiation and revision by participants.” (Blomberg & Trigg 2000, p. 6.) 

Several types of recastings between the different worlds and mappings between system 
design terms and M’s work practice were identified. It is argued that “[t]he aim should 
not be to avoid recastings and other ‘distortions’ altogether, but to offer materials in the 
form of work site artifacts and case-based prototypes that can motivate and enrich each 
recasting, enabling it to function as boundary-crossing discourse with design 
implications” (ibid., pp. 16-17) as was the case when the participants formed an 
aggregate image of envisioned practice (projected technology use) by assembling artifacts 
and discourses for the three ‘worlds’ of M’s practice, the prototype and the product. 
“Providing materials from the work site (e.g. videos, documents, etc.) allows designers to 
construct ‘scenarios’ in the moment specific to their design concerns” (ibid., p. 17). 
Blomberg and Trigg conclude by suggesting that “the translations evident in the talk of 
participants at this meeting are general characteristics of interactions across ethnography 
and system design. In particular, such border crossings are a critical aspect of larger 
efforts to affect the course of technology development” (ibid., p. 18). 

The MUST program, in turn, promotes that “ideas and visions [of the overall change] 
are developed throughout the project … They emerge in nearly all activities conducted in 
the project.” (Kensing et al. 1996, p. 136.) The MUST researchers have integrated 
ethnographic and interventionist approaches “as a practical guide to handle what Ehn [in 
Ehn 1988] refers to as the dialectics between tradition and transcendence in design” 
(Simonsen & Kensing 1994, p. 48) and have experienced that “combining the two 
approaches and iterating between them has been an effective way to learn about the 
organisation and also an important resource in generating realistic visions of future use of 
technology” (Kensing et al. 1996, p. 133). However, they recognise that “[t]hough we 
learned that applying ethnographic techniques contributed to this result, it is impossible 
to specify more precisely which techniques gave which kind of insight” (Simonsen & 
Kensing 1994, p. 56). 

In addition to iterating between ethnographic and interventionist approaches, the 
MUST researchers rely on another level of iterations, i.e. between observations and 
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interviews, which they explicitly see as providing different kinds of knowledge that allow 
the IT professionals to “handle the say/do problem”. However, it is unclear how all this 
relates to the purported distinction between “abstract knowledge” and “concrete 
experience” (Kensing & Munk-Madsen 1993) as it is only suggested that abstract 
knowledge is needed to “get an overview of a domain of discourse” whereas concrete 
experience is needed “in order to understand the abstract knowledge and in order to 
evaluate its relevance” (Kensing et al. 1996, p. 132). Such statements as: “[ethnographic 
techniques] do not address abstract descriptions and strategies that cannot be observed in 
current work practices, but which nevertheless may be a guiding factor for an overall 
design effort in an organisation” (Simonsen 1994, p. 78) are but to further bewilder an 
interested reader. They have also given rise to critique of equating ethnography with a 
field research method and of characterising the stance taken towards knowledge and 
informants as at best naive (Bader & Nyce 1998, pp. 6-8). 

5.3.3.4  What kinds of explications of work practice? 

All in all, the study of what actually takes place in the co-construction of work practice 
based design issues has just begun. Blomberg and Trigg have argued for recastings and 
translations between different worlds as general characteristics of interactions across 
ethnography and system design (2000). I have identified three dimensions along which 
the actual work of co-constructing work practice based design issues is explored, namely 
the analytic distance, horizon of work practice transformations, and situated generalisa-
tions. Furthermore, in relation to the debate on what kind(s) of explications of work 
practice system design should be based on, I have suggested meanings of work that 
emerge in the interplay between situated work activities and the practitioners’ lived work 
practice experience as intermediaries for relating work practice particularities and design 
issues. 

Several ethnographers have noted that it might not be the sociologically interesting 
explications (Hughes et al. 1993) or analytic ethnographies (Anderson 1994, Nyce and 
Löwgren 1995) that are needed or wanted in design. It has been suggested that the field 
experience “may provide them [designers] with all the access and insight they feel they 
need” (Anderson 1994, p. 178). I agree that even getting out to the ‘real world’ and 
attempting to understand the context of use would increase sensitivity towards work 
practice in plenty of design projects, but maintain that an analytical mentality should also 
be aspired. Furthermore, it has been suggested that “ethnography may offer sensibilities 
that will cause designers to question the presuppositions of their conventional outlooks” 
(ibid., p. 179). I believe that we need these types of critical formulations and challenges, 
as we need every conceivable means to inflict self-reflection and change on system 
design towards more socially conscious and work practice sensitive practice. But I also 
see, following Simonsen and Kensing (1998), that it takes time, training and changes in 
educational systems before such challenges are to be met successfully on the level of 
practical system design. 

Therefore, the question for me has remained: how the explications of work can be 
formulated and targeted so that they maintain faithfulness and analytic stance to the 
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actual work practice and yet are also useful for system design. Let me illustrate this with 
an example from the teleradiology study. 

During my fieldwork I had gotten deeply interested in juxtaposition. I was interested 
in juxtaposition both theoretically as a phenomenon itself and as a participant observer I 
explored its manifestation in the simultaneous comparison of images as part of the 
radiologists’ work of image interpretation. When taking on the more design-oriented role 
of participant interventionist I had also started to explore how the juxtaposition of images 
could work as an underlying concept for design and what kinds of changes it would bring 
about in the system. Several ideas of how the juxtaposing of images could be taken into 
account in and supported by the image display application had occurred to me when 
playing with the idea of image juxtaposition and the new possibilities digital imaging 
offered. 

In the workshops image interpretation became analysed and explored as an unfolding 
activity where the comparison of images manifested itself as an important practicality of 
everyday practice. As the simultaneous comparison of side-by-side images became 
scrutinised, the initial assumptions of “solving individual problems by interpreting few 
images” were questioned and new meanings from within the actual work practice were 
contrived for the juxtaposition and simultaneous comparison of images on screen (Karasti 
2001, publication V, pp. 26-28). This new comprehension led to some suggestions on how 
to change the system, e.g. by providing simultaneous access to all images of one patient 
(Karasti 2000, publication IV, pp. 17-18) and having two monitors for image display 
(ibid., pp.13-14). 

The improvements were adequate and suitable for addressing the practicalities of 
image interpretation in teleradiology setting and taking forward the redesign of the 
system. But as these formulations were not as comprehensive or radical as the ones I had 
formed as a participant interventionist, I kept wondering after the workshop what kind of 
understanding of the profound meaning of juxtaposition for the image comparison would 
have been needed, or whether the question was more about the time and support needed 
for being able to use the new understandings in exploring new and more original 
solutions.  

On the other hand, gravitation towards actual work practice in the workshops was not 
only manifest in the specific issues raised and improvements suggested with regard to the 
teleradiology system redesign but also in the concerns that were brought to bear on the 
collaborative design process. With regard to this, the participant interventionist is likely to 
benefit from comprehensive analytic explorations of work practice, but it remains to be 
explored what kinds of formulations are likely to be most prolific also for design. 

5.4  Building on researcher experience and location 

Studying the transition in technologically mediated work practice and system develop-
ment in radiology through participation has required that I as a researcher change roles. 
The exploration of these roles has, to a great extent, formed the basis for exploring the 
relations between researchers, practitioners and designers. This section summarises the 
reflections upon using the experiences and location of an interdisciplinary researcher for 
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the exploration of sensitizing system design towards actual work practice and arrives at 
arguing for a new role for the participant interventionist in work practice oriented 
participatory design.  

The use of a researcher’s or a designer’s experiences or ideas as a starting point for 
developing techniques, methods and technologies is nothing new in system design nor in 
other engineering-oriented approaches to research. However, the expert role and expertise 
of the designer is customarily taken for granted instead of reflecting and exploring the 
researcher’s knowledge and assumptions.  

I have reflected upon my experiences and researcher location throughout my work 
(starting in Karasti 1997a, publication I). Pursuing such introspection and self-reflexivity 
is indigenous to the philosophical stance of ethnography, because there it is recognised 
that the fieldworker is her own research instrument (Jordan 1996a). Examining one’s 
presumptions is also indigenous to my understanding of interdisciplinary research that is 
based on questioning one’s own assumptions (cf. conceptual interdisciplinarity, Salter & 
Hearn 1996). Furthermore, the problems I have encountered in the practical research 
work have incited me to reflect on what is possible in a particular setting (cf. Plowman et 
al. 1996). My qualitative approach has been questioned on a continuous basis within the 
quantitative research field of radiology (cf. Forsythe 1999). My wandering between 
ethnographic fieldwork and system design in the borderlands of disciplines has often 
been received with perplexity.  

The exploration of researcher roles has taken place on two intertwined levels of 
inquiry, namely with regard to empirical fieldwork and interdisciplinary research. The 
considerations of a fieldworking researcher have been as if enclosed by or embedded in 
the interdisciplinary interests; they have been entwined in and all through my work, for 
instance, in my choices of the research setting and approach, in the questions for inquiry, 
epistemological assumptions and methods for data gathering and analysis.  

Simultaneously to questioning the fundamental assumptions of my ‘own’ discipline I 
have searched for alternatives. By familiarising with and serving an apprenticeship in an 
‘other’ discipline I have attempted to broaden my researcher perspectives. By consciously 
changing fieldworker roles in my engagement in ‘real world’ enterprises I have learned to 
carry out interdisciplinary work between these disciplines. Through the reflections on my 
experiences in participation and analysis I have become able to articulate the tacit 
knowledge and invisible skill of the practical reasoning of a participant interventionist (cf. 
Forsythe 1999). In the following I try to make visible some of the aspects of working as a 
participant interventionist as a potential way to promote sensitivity towards actual work 
practice in system design also more generally. 

5.4.1  Constructing the fieldworker’s understanding through the change 

of roles 

As ethnographers involved in technology development have reflected upon their changing 
researcher roles (Rogers 1997, Jordan 1996b, Plowman et al. 1996), I have reflected upon 
my changing roles and location as a researcher through my engagement in two 
fieldworker roles, namely those of the participant observer and participant interventionist.  
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In an attempt to gain sensitivity towards work practice it was essential to start from the 
actual work of radiology practitioners by becoming a participant observer. I learned to 
observe and appreciate work practice ‘as it is’. I became more reflective and analytic 
through the realisation that I needed to intentionally forget some assumptions and 
automatic exclusions of the design perspective. In the double role of an insider and 
outsider I learned not to cease in the ‘as it is’ but to continue to make the practitioners’ 
world problematic by taking for granted as little as possible of the everyday work. I 
learned to look for the ‘essentials’ of work practice as well as the tacit knowledge and 
lived experience that practitioners find difficult to articulate but that make the actual work 
practice accountable to them. (chapter 3). 

In turning into a participant interventionist I learned to use my experience in system 
design as a point of reference in forming my understanding of the technologies’ 
usefulness at work and of further design issues while continuing to maintain sensitivity 
towards the actual work practice and the practitioners’ point of view. Hence, the role of 
participant interventionist is intimately based on and relies upon the fieldworker having 
constructed an understanding of work practice in the role of a participant observer. In 
both roles I learned to hold a careful epistemological discipline of the observed and the 
recounted, and between the inside and outside views. (sections 4.1 and 4.2). 

Though I had changed researcher roles my research had remained constantly focussed 
on the socially organised and technologically mediated work practice, endogenous 
change in work and sensitizing system design towards actual work practice. The location 
in the two different roles facilitated the development of different perspectives upon the 
same topic whereas the analysis of work practice, evaluation of system in use situations 
and envisionment of redesign issues progressed relatively unhampered (cf. Salter & 
Hearn 1996). 

5.4.2  The participant interventionist in comparison to other researcher 

roles of integration 

In deliberations upon teleradiology system redesign interventions I realised wanting to 
give the participants a chance to engage in processes and perspectives similar to those of 
a participant observer and participant interventionist. I wanted to offer the others a 
possibility to engage in collaborative processes of meaning making rather than expecting 
to directly correlate observations with system requirements (cf. Sommerville et al. 1992). 
The participants were to have direct contact to both the observable and recounted 
accounts of work practice for the co-construction of shared understandings. I also saw it 
important to offer my fieldworker understanding to the participants as an invitation to 
collaborative authorship in a form that would foster availability and understandability to 
all participants. The participant interventionist is capable of shifting between the 
perspectives of a participant observer and participant interventionist both in preparing and 
facilitating the workshop, and she can support other participants in their shifting. The 
overall aim of these deliberations was to extend participation in collaborative meaning 
making, where knowledge and expertise in system design become reconsidered and more 
widely redistributed. 
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Many social scientists who have come into contact with technology development 
describe the role of an ethnographer as a kind of mediator between the work site and 
system development activities. The anthropologists of the Work Practice & Technology 
group (Blomberg & Trigg 2000) as well as the sociologists of the Lancaster CSCW group 
(Randall et al. 1994) characterise their role as mediators in the integration of 
ethnographic findings with design, but there are also great differences in their lines of 
argumentation for the mediator role, emphases and ways in carrying out the work in 
practice. For instance, the ethnographers in the Lancaster CSCW group renounce on 
taking part in design decisions and rather hold to an informational role by retaining that 
“it is the ethnographer’s task to acquire knowledge of the skills and expertise of the 
domain” and “[i]t is for the designer to probe and explore possibilities” (Hughes et al. 
1993, p. 137). Whereas the Work Practice & Technology group at Xerox PARC has 
actively developed alternative approaches to intervene into the practices of professional 
technology production (Suchman et al. 1999). 

In a way I have also been engaged as a mediator, but I have also wanted to embrace a 
more proactive role than a mere “bridge between the users and the designers” (Hughes et 
al. 1993, p. 138). I saw it relevant to offer my understanding of radiology work practice 
and the teleradiology system to others as I learned that it was unique in the project, even 
though I had become more cautious and considerate about intervention through my 
initiation in ethnography. I wanted to intervene in system design but to do so reflectively 
and with an appreciation for the practitioners and their actual work practice. Therefore, 
the role of a provocateur promoted in CESD appeared too ‘challenging’, problem-
focussed and future-oriented: “[a]s a provocateur, the system developer investigates the 
present and past in order to help the practitioners experience what is wrong with the 
present before making decisions about the future. The provocateur urges or invites 
realization – both in the sense of becoming aware of and in the sense of making real – of 
current problems in order to decide what is needed in the future.” (Mogensen 1991, p. 
43.) 

The researchers of the MUST program have combined into their designer role also the 
role of a ‘quasi-ethnographer’ which is described as “researchers with a background 
mainly in computer science play the role of ‘quasi-ethnographers’ and designers trying to 
study, adopt, and experiment with ethnographic techniques” (Simonsen 1994, p. 74). The 
role, even when restricted to the level of borrowing techniques, is ambiguous: “As a 
designer, I do acknowledge the basic point of the ethnographic approach: that it is very 
important to achieve a deep knowledge of existing practices if you are to change them. 
But, as a designer, I also recognise that my purpose and legitimacy is to participate in 
changing these practices. Ethnographically inspired approaches are thus interesting as a 
supplement that may be included and adapted to a design process.” (ibid., p. 74.) To me 
such obvious ambiguity has suggested that careful exploration of and reflection upon the 
issue is needed. 
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5.4.3  The interdisciplinary researcher 

My experiences as a fieldworker and reflections on the changing fieldworker roles have 
converged with my considerations of interdisciplinary research. Interdisciplinarity in this 
research has taken place within one researcher, myself. “It is possible for an individual 
researcher to draw upon the corpus of more than one discipline or to conduct research 
within a field of study characterised as interdisciplinary” (Salter & Hearn 1996, p. 7). As 
this work has been a one-person project, it has been based on introspection, and reflexiv-
ity both with regard to my own assumptions as a researcher as well as with reference to 
the fundamental assumptions of the involved disciplines.  

To create the interdisciplinary role of a participant interventionist I have engaged in 
learning about ethnography and participatory design to be able to both comprehend and 
appreciate as well as question and challenge them ‘from within’. I see in this similarities 
to the program of ‘reconstructing technologies as social practices’ by the Work Practice & 
Technology group in which they have been involved in two aspects of reconstructing, 
namely “making sense of what we have” and “remaking what we have into something 
new” (Suchman et al. 1999, p. 393). 

I have learned to appreciate ethnographic study of work practice and participatory 
design from within my own experiences. Having intentionally sought to become a 
participant observer and then having turned into a participant interventionist, I have 
gained lived experience in acting as both. For instance, I have learned to value and pursue 
in practice the creativities germane to each perspective. The creativity of a participant 
observer manifests itself in and through engagement in analytic work, for instance, in 
producing fieldnotes and transcripts together with analytic commentary, in selecting and 
interpreting the collected data, in constructing first tentative then more informed 
formulations of the practitioners’ categories, identifying assumptions, and even – or 
especially – in cultivating a careful epistemological attentiveness over the insider and the 
outsider views and knowledge. The participant interventionist’s creativity, in turn, relates 
to abilities with intertwining the understanding she has gathered as a participant observer 
into more future-oriented thinking and innovatively exploring and envisioning the uses of 
new technologies. 

Having learned to appreciate ethnographic study of work practice and participatory 
design from within my own experiences I have gradually become able to examine and 
question some of the fundamental assumptions of each perspective as if from within the 
disciplines. I have compared my experiences and insights in the changing fieldworker 
roles and the perceptions of workshop analyses with the research that discusses the 
problematics involved in the integration of ethnographic studies of work and system 
design (e.g. Sommerville et al. 1993, Grudin & Grinter 1995, Nyce & Löwgren 1995). 
My findings do not support but rather question some of the issues and argumentation that 
maintain the taken-for-granted incompatibility of fundamental disciplinary discrepancies 
as already elaborated in section 5.3.3. Furthermore, I have learned to formulate 
‘fundamental issues’ that, with regard to my interest in sensitizing system design towards 
work practice, have divulged their mutual necessity. I have scrutinised how ‘work 
practice’ and ‘change’ have been addressed in ethnographic workplace studies and system 
design as well as in approaches attempting their integration. This has led to 
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reconstructing ‘the horizon of work transformations’ in section 5.3.2 and to the 
reformulation of work and change from the point of view of actual practice in section 6.1. 

5.4.4  The participant interventionist and stances of interdisciplinarity 

I have aspired what Salter and Hearn call ‘conceptual interdisciplinarity’ which “is a 
theoretical, primarily epistemological enterprise involving internal coherence, the 
development of new conceptual categories, methodological unification, and long-term 
research and exploration” (Salter & Hearn 1996, p. 9). 

A considerably different approach to interdisciplinarity has prevailed in the 
collaboration between sociologists and software engineers in the COMIC project: “One 
approach to collaborative working is for individuals to become experts or, at the very 
least, to acquire some expertise in both disciplines involved. … We consider this to be 
arrant nonsense. … Of course, awareness of other disciplines is necessary but we reject 
the notion that multi-faceted expertise is essential. Rather, we believe that effective 
collaboration requires multi-disciplinary design teams who respect the skills of each 
discipline and who are prepared to make compromises in order to work together and to 
enhance the systems design process.” (Sommerville et al. 1992, pp. 349-350.) According 
to the categories of interdisciplinarity by Salter and Hearn this approach bears 
resemblances to ‘instrumental interdisciplinarity’ that “focuses on interdisciplinarity as an 
applied problem-centered activity. This position does not seek to challenge disciplinary 
boundaries or the general epistemological assumptions accompanying the disciplinary 
paradigm. Its approach is one of methodological borrowing. Tools of research and 
analysis are borrowed and applied across disciplines, but no direct synthesis of 
knowledge is required or produced. Within this view, interdisciplinarity is purely a 
functional activity. … this form of interdisciplinarity is designed to respond to the 
external demands of society. Existing disciplinary categories remain unchallenged, 
specialization is championed, and interdisciplinarity is seen to result from disciplinary 
‘slippage’ leading to the establishment of new hybrid disciplines.” (Salter & Hearn 1996, 
pp. 8-9.) 

Interdisciplinary working within the Lancaster CSCW research group has been largely 
taken as a project management issue of system design (e.g. Bardram 1996), though the 
sociologists involved have also raised more critical issues (e.g. Hughes et al. 1991, 
Shapiro 1994). The four ways of integrating ethnography into system design (Hughes et 
al. 1994) are all based on the idea of disciplinary division of labour between 
ethnographers and software engineers. Thus specialization is championed and more 
fundamental questions have been eluded. The MUST program has followed suit and 
suggested yet another way to integrate ethnography and system design: “A team of 
designers, who have integrated an ethnographic style into their design approach, work in 
a team with users. Together they conduct an analysis and codesign an artifact.” (Simonsen 
& Kensing 1998, p. 24.) Though they have to a large extent viewed integration as 
‘methodological borrowing’, they have also reflected upon how the linking of 
ethnographic techniques into their way of working has changed their practices in research 
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projects and has a potential of changing professional practices through influences to 
system design education and curriculum (ibid., p. 28). 



6 Appreciating everyday work practice in system design 

In the beginning the main research question for this thesis was posed as “How to increase 
the sensitivity of system design towards everyday work practice and especially towards its 
fluency?” This chapter summarises the explorations of and outcomes for research 
questions 1-2 before going into the discussion and integration of responses for research 
questions 3-5. 

The exploration of research question number 1 “How do the practitioners achieve the 
endogenous fluency and ongoing change of everyday work practice?” through the 
empirical work carried out in clinical radiology has provided the starting point as well as 
the necessary possibility of recurrent return to actual practice during the research process. 
Description and discussion of radiology work practice as accomplished by the 
practitioners is present throughout the thesis, particularly through examples on the 
radiologists’ image interpretation work in section 2.2 and on both the film-mediated 
collaboration of neurological CT examinations and the emergent teleradiology way of 
working in section 2.6, as well as through illustrations of everyday work carried out by 
different radiology occupations in section 3.2 on video-assisted fieldwork methods for 
studying everyday radiology practice. Publication II further describes and discusses the 
video-assisted ways of studying the technologically mediated radiology work. The 
practice of image interpretation is elaborated in publications IV and V which analyse the 
discourse of participants in workshops on this particular topic. Section 5.1, in turn, 
summarises and discusses the transition taking place in radiology work with regard to the 
transformations of technological mediation of everyday work and the changes in 
technology development, as well as ways of procuring information systems for radiology 
work that vary in complexity. 

Research question number 2 “What are the relations between researchers, work 
practice participants and designers in work practice sensitive participatory design?” has 
been addressed in three ways. First, by reflecting on the researcher’s experiences and 
location throughout ethnographic work in addressing research question number 2.1 “How 
to make use of the experiences and location of the researcher in exploring the relations 
between practitioners, designers and researchers?” This began in publication I as 
reflections on gendered experiences in fieldwork. Sections 3.1, 3.3, 4.1 and 4.2 describe 
my learning and doing of fieldwork, my changing of fieldworker roles, my construction 
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of fieldworker understanding and my seeking for location as an interdisciplinary 
fieldworker. Section 5.4 summarises the construction of my researcher understanding 
through the changing of interdisciplinary fieldworker roles and discusses the role of a 
participant interventionist in comparison to other researcher roles of integration and 
stances of interdisciplinarity. 

Secondly, in exploring the research question number 2.2 “How can the construction of 
the relations between practitioners, designers and researchers be supported?” the 
reflections on researcher experience and location were used in developing a practical tool 
for work practice oriented participatory design. This is described in sections 4.2 and 4.3. 
Publication III as well as section 4.3 outline the constituents of the WPASED (Work 
Practice Analysis, System Evaluation and Design) workshop that are further discussed in 
section 5.2 based on the actual experiences of organising workshops.  

Thirdly, the explorations for research question number 2 were continued through 
analyses of the actual instances of design sessions in which the tool was used in 
addressing research question number 2.3 “How are the relations between researchers, 
practitioners and designers co-constructed in actual practice?” These analyses brought 
into light the voices and views of practitioners described in section 4.4.1 and discussed in 
publication IV, as well as their endogenous ways of finding the relations of work practice 
and system design as described in section 4.4.2 and discussed in publication V. The actual 
discourse and activities of participants in one of the workshops is illustrated and 
elaborated in detail in publications IV and V. 

Finally, for answering the research question 2, three dimensions were exposed through 
bringing together the reflections of the researcher’s ethnographic analytic understanding 
of radiology work practice and teleradiology design issues (research question 2.1) and the 
findings of analysing participation in co-constructing the relevance of work practice for 
system design (research question 2.3) into a dialogue with the other approaches that have 
addressed the integration of ethnographic study of work and system design in section 5.3 
and publication V. The dimensions of analytic distance, horizon of work practice transfor-
mations and situated generalisation are put forward as general interactions of work 
practice sensitive participatory design. 

The following sections summarise and integrate my exploration and explications on 
the other research questions, numbers 3 through 5 respectively. 

6.1  Reformulating work and change from the point of view of actual 

practice 

This thesis began with a description of the various aspects central in the study of work as 
everyday practice illustrated by an instance of radiology work in section 2.2. Throughout 
the chapters these issues have been revisited and reworked. The following answers the 
research question 3 “How should the notion of work practice be reformulated to enhance 
sensitivity towards actual everyday work practice in system design?” by weaving together 
these threads into a reformulation that is both appreciative of the everyday work practice 
and useful for system design. 
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The starting point in the concept of ‘appreciating everyday work practice in design’ is 
the concrete work as it naturally occurs in a particular place in a specific time. It com-
prises the mundane aspects of complex socially organised activities in everyday settings, 
both the smoothly organised routine ways of working and accustomed procedures that 
have evolved during years as well as the problematic situations as they rise and become 
handled by practitioners as part and parcel of the everyday practice. It recognises the 
intimate relation between work and technology through a special interest in the material 
mediation. The use of the material environment is investigated to find out how the 
documents, artifacts and technologies become integrated into work by practitioners and 
how they gain their significance in the unfolding attainment of work.  

Knowledge and meaning are seen as socially constructed, hence work is examined 
with regard to the judgement and reasoning required in its accomplishment, for instance, 
without distinguishing between expert knowledge and skills needed in routine tasks. In 
order to grasp the fine-tuned intertwined character of socially organised and materially 
mediated activities, work is scrutinised on an adequately detailed level as a temporally 
organised gradually disclosing real-time activity.  

The concept of ‘appreciating work practice in design’ recognises that practice always 
contains an element of transition as practitioners are engaged in endogenous processes, 
both formal and informal, of changing and developing their work. The current work 
practice is analysed to discern the inherent transformations as well as the variation 
brought about by different technologies in the existing ways of working (see especially 
sections 2.6.2, 4.2.3 and 5.1.1). Distinguishing transformations, such as contexts of work 
with different technological mediation, allows for making visible the endogenous change 
and development in the everyday work practice (section 5.3.2). 

The reformulated notion of ‘appreciating work practice in design’ challenges the 
future orientation and the agenda of technology possibilities prevalent in system design 
(see e.g. Mogensen & Robinson 1995, Kristoffersen & Ljungberg 1996). It has been said 
that due to the change factor in all design, the analyst cannot take current practice for 
granted, as indisputable ways and means. I agree that current practice certainly is 
problematic from the point of view of design, but I also argue that design, however, may 
greatly benefit from starting with the study of existing work practice. The reformulation 
of ‘appreciating work practice in design’ opens possibilities and alleviates increasing the 
sensitivity of system design towards actual work practice as it is both appreciative of the 
everyday fluency of work practice and also explicitly recognises for the needs of system 
design the endogenous technologically mediated change. 

6.2  Exploring the integrations of emic and etic views and knowledges 

The research question number 4 “What kinds of knowledge and whose views of work 
practice are legitimate in sensitizing system design to actual everyday work practice?” 
has traversed throughout the different perspectives in which I have engaged in this thesis. 
In the heart of my work has been to reflect on the different views and knowledges 
involved in the integration of work practice and system design, for instance, in fieldwork 
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to study radiology practice and in organising interventions that integrate ideas from both 
ethnographic studies of work as well as participatory design.  

Practitioners immersed in the everyday practice can verbalise but a part of their ordinary 
work activities whereas another part remains unarticulated because these aspects are 
either too mundane or taken-for-granted for recognition. To gain access to this invisible or 
tacit knowledge that nevertheless is integral to the accomplishment of everyday work, an 
outsider has to make the commitment to its observation for a sufficiently long duration of 
time. The fieldworker constructs her emic-etic understanding of work practice by 
familiarising herself with and learning about the situated views of practitioners and by 
systematically working them into a synthesis.  

The practitioners’ views are necessarily partial; the workers see and know the work 
practice from within their situated positions and according to their occupational points of 
view. The fieldworker’s understanding is also partial although in a different way. The 
practitioners have a thorough knowledge of their defined area of responsibility whereas 
the fieldworker’s view covers more holistically the current practice but is limited when it 
comes to historical extent and depth of lived experience. Partial views have often been 
taken as a restraint, especially in connection to practitioner participation, but here they are 
seen as a richness of the actual necessity of work practice. 

The participant interventionist can create possibilities for increasing sensitivity towards 
work practice in system design by using as a vantage point her emic-etic understanding of 
work practice which she has gained through participant observation. She can 
constructively utilize her outside analytic view and her understanding of the lived 
experience from within the actual work practice as well as her own lived experience 
gained during the fieldwork. She can use this understanding and provide other 
participants with the possibility of actively reflecting, questioning and reformulating their 
understandings. Together with this goes the promotion of an awareness of work practice 
as materially and technologically mediated social activity involving a multiplicity of 
diverse knowledges, and as an ongoing process encompassing change. 

The practitioners may well be the best experts in their jobs, but they rarely have a 
chance to form a more analytic stance towards their own work practice. However, they 
can - under favourable conditions – gain distance to the daily duties in order to be able to 
analyse. The fieldworker’s view is needed in making work practice visible and 
intelligibly represented so that it is accessible for exploration. Having access to the 
everyday activities as outsiders, the practitioners become able to explore and join their 
local knowledge and lived experience with the observed activities. Grounding on their 
contextual understanding and employing the new analytic distance, the practitioners can 
recognise what is intrinsic in the unfolding activities and events, and give them meaning 
from within carrying out the work in actual practice. 

The fieldworker may provide faithful descriptions of current work practice, but it is 
another issue to project them to the envisioned context and to use them in assessing ideas 
for future technology. The practitioners are capable of envisioning realistic images of the 
future and evaluating the consequences as they have lived experience of work. They can 
bring in their historical perspective and extensive lived experience of everyday work into 
delineating a continuum of work practice transformations through an analysis of existing 
ways of working. This horizon of work practice transformations can then be expanded 
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through juxtaposition and projection towards new technology use and future work 
practice. The identified aspects of work can be as if implemented in and compared over 
the varied contexts comprising the horizon of work transformations. Their importance as 
design issues can be evaluated through juxtaposition to understand which of the issues are 
so inherent to the essence of work that they need to be revered and valued no matter what 
kind of technological environment is in question (e.g. the smooth flow of successive tasks 
in changing cases when performing several interpretations in series in Karasti 2000, 
publication IV, pp. 11-13, and the simultaneous comparison of side-by-side images in 
Karasti 2001, publication V, pp. 26-28). 

The inherent social nature of forming an understanding of work practice in system design 
is widely recognised. The Lancaster CSCW group has attended to the problematics of 
communication between ethnographers and software engineers by developing support for 
the representation of ethnographic records in a more designer friendly way (Hughes et al. 
1997, Twidale et al. 1993) but they have not invited practitioners to participate. 
Approaches with roots in Participatory Design typically rely on mutual learning between 
users and designer/researchers (Bødker et al. 1987, Bjerknes & Bratteteig 1987) without 
showing a further interest in how learning from one another takes place in practice and 
what is involved in it. The Work Practice and Technology group in Xerox PARC, on the 
other hand, has investigated the actual discourses of co-construction where ethnographers 
and product designers together find the relevance of work practice for design (Blomberg 
& Trigg 2000). 

I have studied the processes where multiple views and knowledges are co-constructed 
into shared understandings (Karasti 2000, publication IV). Thus, I have come to argue for 
an intentional integration and constructive combination of emic and etic views and 
knowledges. Reconstructing understandings of work to conform with the actual practice 
requires multiple partial knowledges to be voiced as well as analytic, evaluative and 
envisioning perspectives to be embraced as a part of practical design activities. Further-
more, such a process may necessitate contesting existing views and assumptions and 
therefore demands a preparedness to get involved in co-learning to reformulate 
understandings. The following section discusses how the exploration of emic-etic views 
can be seen to extend the expertise in work practice based system design. 

6.3  Extending expertise in work practice based participatory design 

With regard to research question number 5 “How is the expertise of system design 
expanded in participatory design grounded on everyday work practice and what 
possibilities open from there?” I have explored the multi-voicedness traditional in 
approaches of Participatory Design and have aspired to extend it through an intentional 
integration of partial and situated insider-outsider views and knowledges. Professional 
designers are not specially put forward in these reflections as my attempt has been to 
emphasise the nature of work practice and system design as mutually intertwined worlds 
and to investigate the less discussed expertise of practitioners and fieldworkers in design 
contexts. 
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Throughout this work I have returned to reflecting my fieldworker experiences and 
encounters with practitioners as well as my position as a researcher. I have written about 
learning to discern between emic and etic views and knowledges in constructing my 
fieldworker understanding of radiology work practice (sections 3.1 and 3.3) and about 
exploring this insider-outsider understanding as a starting point for bridging work 
practice and participatory design (sections 4.1 and 4.2). My explorations of emic and etic 
views, obviously, have been influenced by ethnographic traditions that make a distinction 
between emic and etic knowledge, and see that analytic work is based on keeping a 
careful epistemological discipline between them (Jordan 1996a, Forsythe 1999). Such an 
analytic stance has not been entertained in Participatory Design where it is inherent to see 
the more loosely defined multivoiced expertise as based on the idea of bringing together 
users and designers: “PD researchers hold that design professionals need knowledge of 
the actual use context and users need knowledge of possible technical options. The 
epistemological stance of PD is that these types of knowledge are developed most 
effectively through active cooperation between workers and designers within specific 
design projects.” (Kensing & Blomberg 1998, p. 172.) 

PD researchers hold that users are the best experts of their trade (e.g. Kyng 1995). This 
has roots deep in the early PD projects where the model of craftsmanship as design ideal 
was formed (Ehn 1988, Ehn 1993). One of the cornerstones of craftsmanship as design 
ideal is “the priority of practical understanding in design and use of computer artifacts” 
(Ehn 1988, 373). “[P]ractical understanding is a type of skill that should be taken 
seriously in a design language-game since the most important rules we follow in skillful 
performance are embedded in practice and defy formalization” (Ehn 1993, p. 73). “Tacit 
knowledge that involves following specific rules in practice is the practical understanding 
that Wittgenstein as well as Polanyi emphasise. It is the kind of knowledge … that only 
can be acquired as practical experience. This is typically how craftsmanship is acquired. 
The tacit knowledge is passed on by example from master to apprentice. The rules are 
only rarely made explicit as prescriptions. In most cases we simply do not know how to 
do that. They are tacit knowledge.” (Ehn 1988, p. 451.) 

The understanding that the essence of work is tacit, in fact, may have made it 
analytically unattainable for designer/researchers in PD. The skill based participatory 
design “faces the following paradox: the essential part of work knowledge is assumed to 
be tacit (Ehn & Kyng 1987, Ehn 1988, Greenbaum & Kyng 1991). As tacit, it is not 
describable, it is difficult to communicate, to reflect upon and design deliberately except 
for ‘design by doing’ using mock-ups, prototypes, and other hands-on approaches” (Iivari 
et al. 1998, fn. 27). 

The notion of multivoiced expertise that has traditionally been used in participatory 
design but which misses the tacit aspects of work is expanded here through exploring the 
emic and etic views at interplay in work practice analysis and system design. From the 
very beginning I have taken an approach to tacit knowledge which is well-captured in: 
“most of tacit knowledge is not really tacit, but rather codified in local practices and 
communication. As such, it is subject to negotiation, revision, and argument. If we think 
of it as out of the control or conscious attention of scientists, we mystify it and black box 
it out of our own reach.” (Star 1995, p. 109.) Through an intentional exploration and 
integration of emic and etic views and knowledges an analytic voice has been introduced 
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to the multivoiced practice of Participatory Design with an explicit regard to analysis of 
work practice.  

Haraway has proposed situated knowledges and the privilege of partial perspective 
instead of various forms of universal and unlocatable, and thus irresponsible, knowledge 
claims. She argues for: “politics and epistemologies of location, positioning, and 
situating, where partiality and not universality is the condition of being heard to make 
rational knowledge claims” (Haraway 1988, p. 589). This study has made visible the 
strengths of collaboratively exploring the views and constructing shared understandings 
and the particular contributions of the practitioners’ expertise in these processes (section 
4.4.1 and Karasti 2000, publication IV), thus revealing the limits of refraining to only 
insider or outsider views and knowledges. 

6.3.1  Practitioners’ expertise 

The practitioners’ participation in analytic work has not received much attention in 
previous studies on bridging work practice and system design as analysis has been seen 
as a realm reserved for researchers and designers (section 5.3.1 and Karasti 2001, 
publication V, p. 38). In fact, the practitioners’ analytic abilities have been called into 
question: “no set of practitioners, no matter how expert, can articulate analytic frame-
works and categories. Not for that matter can they abstract out of context, and HCI 
researchers and developers cannot immediately use their experience information” (Graves 
& Nyce 1992, referenced in Nyce & Löwgren 1995, p. 40). The practitioners’ expertise of 
their work has not been used to its full potential even in undertakings where a PD 
approach has been involved in the integration. The role of practitioners in analytic work 
has remained rather passive, though analysis is usually conceived as the activity in a 
development project that involves users the most (Mogensen & Trigg 1992). Furthermore, 
the notion of mutual learning prevalent in PD preconceiving the idea of each party 
learning from one another has not promoted an actual analysis of work pervading to 
issues that are not already known. 

In the first place, locating the practitioners’ expertise is the responsibility of the field-
worker. The participant observer needs to be aware of the different types of invisibility 
with regard to practitioner expertise in everyday work (see e.g. Star & Strauss 1999, 
Balka 1997b). A fieldworker who has grasped the different types of invisibility and silent 
expertise in everyday work practice can create possibilities for the practitioners to have a 
chance for analytic distance to learn to analyse and reflect on their work, and to be able to 
explore and articulate the taken-for-granted and/or tacit aspects of their activities and the 
expertise involved in their duties. 

For example, in attempting to make visible and intelligible radiology work I 
encountered two types of invisibility proposing different challenges and requiring special 
measures to be taken (Karasti 1996). Studying the radiologists’ work required intensive 
fieldwork coupled with collaborative analyses with radiologists in order to be able to gain 
an understanding of their diagnostic work and the interpretation of images achieved 
through seeing medical meanings in the shades of grey. The complexity of the expertise 
involved in the radiologists’ professional work is rather obvious. And thus – though 
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learning about radiologists’ work was demanding - making radiologists’ work visible and 
their expertise acknowledged was not that much of a challenge as others readily perceived 
its significance and accordingly adapted their efforts to gain an understanding of it. 

On the other hand, studying the film developers’ work was easier. However, making 
their expertise visible and intelligible was more challenging as, according to the existing 
assumptions of the participating communities, their work was not perceived as knowl-
edge-intensive. Medical organisations are typically based on assumptions of medical 
expertise and related power hierarchies. The film developers’ support work of material 
film logistics could not have been further away from the assigned and accustomed 
significancies of expertise prevalent in the radiology work communities. Furthermore, the 
essential nature of the film developers’ work, as also more generally of supportive or 
service work (cf. Clement 1993, Star & Ruhleder 1996, Suchman 1995a), is that it is best 
carried out when least visible to those who depend upon it, thereby, it is bound to remain 
invisible amidst the everyday practice. Though the film developers have gathered an 
extensive local and historical knowledge of the everyday functioning of radiology 
departments as well as the adjacent units of the hospital at large, this expertise rarely 
becomes visible or acknowledged when the smooth organisation is achieved. 

In fieldwork, I could as a participant observer explore the practitioners’ knowledge 
with them and make use of my emic-etic understanding in helping them to articulate their 
expertise, e.g. with radiologists this began in stimulated recall interviews (section 3.2.3) 
and with film developers in shadowing (section 3.2.2). As a participant interventionist I 
could continue to appreciate the inherent nature and intrinsic expertise of all work 
contributing to the fluency of everyday practice by rendering various expertise legitimate 
for work practice based design and I could support the construction of shared 
understandings in collaborative analyses. 

The tool constructed for design practice (section 5.2) and the dimensions of work practice 
sensitive participatory design exposed (section 5.3) in this research rely for a substantial 
part on the participation and expertise of practitioners. They allow for the exploration of 
different occupations’ work and various expertise needed in the accomplishment of every-
day work practice. Thus they seem appropriate for situations where practitioners have 
gained extensive knowledge and understanding of work during long periods of practice 
and the work is about to be transformed. Technological change from materially to 
digitally mediated practice is currently affecting increasing areas of work, in addition to 
the several areas of medical work, also such varied domains as navigation, type-setting 
and architecture to name a few. 

Furthermore, the approach for increasing sensitivity towards actual work practice 
proposed in this work seems particularly suitable for technology development and system 
design where the preservation of practitioner expertise is critical, such as in domains of 
work with human lives at stake. There the emphasis should be laid on supporting 
practitioners’ expertise and existing work practice, rather than attempting to automate or 
to solve particular problems in the current practice. Therefore, it paramounts in 
importance to be able to understand everyday work practice and to maintain this 
sensitivity also in system design. 

The possibilities that open up from the participation of practitioners in the analysis of 
their work directly contribute to the development of technologies used in the everyday 
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practice, most particularly perhaps in the sense that the practitioners’ expertise makes it 
possible to proportion and project the fluency, tacit aspects, local knowledge, historical 
understanding and lived experience of everyday work practice to the envisioned future 
contexts of technology use and work practice. This promotes an overall gravitation to 
actual everyday work practice and especially new awareness of what is important to 
attend to in design, such as the essential aspects of work that need to be preserved 
regardless of the technological environment. Such awareness cannot be deliberated 
without detailed and comprehensive understandings of actual work practice (Karasti 
2001, publication V). This suggests for the importance of the grass-roots possibility of 
practitioners to get involved in the development of their work and technologies to be used 
in future practice. 

6.3.2  Participant interventionist’s expertise  

Several ethnographers have encouraged designers to engage in a more analytic stance 
towards work practice (Button & Harper 1996, Anderson 1994, Nyce & Löwgren 1995, 
Nyce & Bader 1999). On the other hand, we have also been made excruciatingly aware of 
the accompanying doubt and suspicion with regard to the designers’ willingness and 
capabilities of embracing an analytical mentality towards work. Designers have often 
been accused of borrowing data-gathering techniques without also borrowing the analytic 
approach of ethnography (e.g. Nyce & Löwgren 1995).  

And admittedly, an analytic stance towards work practice is not an easy task for 
designers. For instance, the claim that designers “tend to mistake themselves for their 
informants” (Bader & Nyce 1998, p. 6) can be seen in at least two aspects of the 
designers’ epistemological choices with regard to experiential knowledge in research. 
First, system designers - either without realizing it or sometimes also knowingly - rely on 
their own experience as designers but rarely engage in reflecting how this actually affects 
their researcher position and knowledge. As an example of this customary and commonly 
accepted practice, I quote Simonsen35 who has stated in the conclusions of his thesis that 
the results were - among other contributing resources - drawn “from my own former 
experiences as a designer” (Simonsen 1994, p. 155), which, however, have not been 
discussed to any further length in his thesis.  

Secondly, designers either fail to see the difference between the emic and etic views, 
or they find it difficult to discern between insider and outsider perspectives, or they falter 
in keeping an epistemological discipline between the two knowledges. This has become 
manifest in reflections of having difficulties in taking as little as possible for granted in 
fieldwork: “an ethnographic approach tries to avoid using any ‘pre-defined’ concepts and 
categories in describing observations: they should be based on the concepts and catego-
ries the people studied use themselves. This implies analysing and using members’ 
categories rather than imposing your own. Though this may seem as an appropriate aim, I 

                                                           
35 I have taken the MUST approach as an example here, because they have themselves previously 
chosen to engage in a debate on this topic with Bader & Nyce (1998) followed by Simonsen & 
Kensing (1998). 
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believe it must be quite difficult in practice. As an observer, you will always interpret and 
make sense of your observations through your own experiences. And this naturally 
implies using concepts that you had beforehand. It is simply impossible to interpret any 
observations with a ‘clear mind’ and without using pre-existing concepts and categories” 
(Simonsen 1994, p. 74). 

The difficulties with discerning emic-etic views and keeping an epistemological 
discipline between them intimately relate to the role of a participant observer which is 
strange and foreign to designers. It introduces an entirely different kind of mode of being 
a researcher as it is based on an inquiry as a novice. To give one example, though very 
simple it is also of paramount importance, as the construction of fieldworker understand-
ing relies on what kinds of social encounters and researcher-researchee relationships the 
fieldwork is carried out upon. In explaining their rationale for integrating ethnographic 
techniques for data collection into the overall design activities, Simonsen and Kensing 
describe their role in fieldwork: “As designers we need to establish and maintain 
credibility in our engagement with users in order to initiate a mutual learning process. ... 
A professional discussion with users requires a thorough insight into their current work 
practices.” (Simonsen & Kensing 1998, p. 23, italics mine.) They have resorted to 
ethnographic field methods because they see the need to know enough about the users’ 
current practice to be able to have a professional discussion with them. As designers they 
are so used to the taken-for granted expert role and expertise that it becomes involuntary 
and instinctive to establish and maintain that credibility within the eyes of practitioners, 
even with regard to knowledge about the practitioners’ current work practice. 

Had I been compelled to retain a similar credible and professional designer role in 
fieldwork, I believe it would have gravely compromised the possibilities for learning 
about the member’s point of view. My experience is that it is especially the novice asking, 
not professional conversation, that has taught me most about the practitioners’ emic views 
and knowledges. Becoming a participant observer requires a different attitude from being 
a designer with images of professional expertise to be fulfilled. Being a neophyte in the 
field necessitates a new kind of vulnerability, the engagement in which simultaneously 
takes courage and humbleness, especially in professional environments (Forsythe 1999, 
Barley 1990b). Designers are unfamiliar with questioning their expertise, even when 
working as fieldworkers, because belief in expert knowledge is so automatic and firmly 
rooted within the designer role, be it software engineer, system designer or participant 
designer. Adherence to the unconscious attitudes is difficult to change until the tacit 
orthodoxies are uncovered and confronted.  

The question whether it is possible for a designer to do ethnography has been posed (e.g. 
Simonsen 1994, p. 75). I believe we should continue producing different kinds of 
ethnographies and carefully exploring them in order to understand their differences and 
what is important in them. Though system designers are probably not capable of 
producing analytic explications of work that would satisfy all demands of social scientists 
there is still possibility in the plurality. It is counterproductive to repress those attempts 
that try to break disciplinary boundaries and adopt something new as in them may be the 
seeds and sprouts of change.  

I also see that designers need more diversified interdisciplinary training in order to be 
able to engage in more foundational explorations. Therefore, I whole-heartedly agree 
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with taking initiatives to change university curricula (e.g. Kling 1993, Kautz 1996, 
Helgeson et al. 1996). It should be possible to educate interdisciplinary professionals 
(including researchers) who are able to sensitize system design towards actual work 
practice. Though the epistemological exploration has just begun, the participant interven-
tionist, among other border-crossing roles, suggests ways for reconstructing more socially 
conscious and responsible designer (and researcher) roles. 
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